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Abstract

This thesis presents the development of advanced silicon sensors fabricated

at IMB-CNM for neutron detection applications and for microdosimetry

measurements of hadron therapy ion beams.

The accurate detection of neutrons has great interest for the medi-

cal community, for homeland security and for many other different fields

such as material science or space exploration. Given their biological effect,

neutron detection is essential to control, for example, the neutron flux pro-

duced during a radiotherapy or hadrontherapy treatment to minimize the

patient’s risk of secondary radiation-induced tumours. Moreover, for na-

tional security purposes, neutron detection is crucial to elude radiological

threats since the nuclear materials, that could be used to assemble nuclear

weapons or dirty bombs, are a significant source of fission neutrons. These

applications mostly rely on 3He gas proportional counters but due to the

shortage of this gas, a replacement technology for neutron detection is

required in the near future.

The presented sensors in this thesis for neutron detection are the ultra-

thin 3D (U3DTHIN) and the microstructured (MS) sensors, which are

covered and filled respectively with a thermal neutron converter material.

The U3DTHIN sensors are only 10 or 20 µm thick, allowing for a high

gamma rejection, which is necessary to discriminate the signal coming

from the neutrons in a mixed neutron-gamma ray environment. The MS
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sensors consist of an array of microchannels etched inside the silicon bulk

and filled with a converter material. They lead to an improvement of the

neutron detection efficiency due to the increased contact area between the

silicon sensitive volume and the converter material.

Hadron therapy is an expanding branch of external radiation therapy

for treating cancer using protons or heavy ion beams. The commission-

ing of such beams, to lead to a more accurate treatment plan, requires a

complete characterization of the radiation quality (i.e. particle types and

their energy spectra) that results from microdosimetric measurements.

To perform these measurements, the presented sensors in this thesis are

the U3DTHIN and the 3D cylindrical microdosimeter. The U3DTHIN,

already introduced for neutron detection, is also used for such measure-

ments due to its thin thickness, while the 3D cylindrical microdosimeter

was manufactured specifically for microdosimetry measurements. This

new generation device consists of an array of micro-sensors that have 3D-

cylindrical electrodes resulting in a well-defined micrometric radiation sen-

sitive volume.

The research presented in this work includes the fabrication processes

of the sensors, their electrical characterization, the GEANT4 simulations

to optimize the designs and to validate the experimental results and the

experimental tests performed at different irradiation facilities.
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General Introduction
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1
Semiconductor radiation

detectors

The first semiconductor detector was made in 1951 by McKay, who demon-

strated the detection of alpha particles using a germanium pn-diode [1].

Currently, semiconductor radiation detectors are used in many science

fields, such as nuclear physics, medical imaging, astrophysics, material

studies, security systems, etc.

In many radiation detection applications the use of a solid detection

medium is of great advantage. For example, for the measurement of high-

energy electrons or gamma rays, detector dimensions can be kept much

smaller than the equivalent gas-filled detector because solid densities are
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1. SEMICONDUCTOR RADIATION DETECTORS

some 1000 times greater than that for a gas.

Scintillation detectors provide a solid detection medium, however one

of their major limitation is the relatively poor energy resolution1. Other

option are the semiconductor materials, which present properties that

make them more suitable for radiation detection. Among these prop-

erties are: compact size, relatively fast timing characteristics, very large

number of charge carriers generated per unit energy lost by the incident

radiation and an effective active volume that can be varied to match the

requirements of the application.

Depending on the type of radiation and on the information to be ob-

tained, different semiconductor materials and configurations can be used.

For example, for heavy ions and low energy charged particles it is enough

with very thin detectors, as the range of such particles in most solids is

typically lower than 100 microns. In the case of beta particles, the thick-

ness of the material must be increased. Thicknesses of several centimeters

or more can be needed for gamma rays due to their extremely high pene-

tration characteristics. In the case of neutrons, their detection is made via

secondary particles (like alphas, betas, gamma-rays, X-rays, etc.) as neu-

trons produce only indirect ionization, so materials with high interaction

cross sections with neutrons are required.

The large majority of semiconductor radiation detectors presently in

use are manufactured from either silicon or germanium. The widespread

popularity of these materials is attributable to their excellent charge car-

rier transport properties, which allow the use of large crystals without

excessive charge carrier losses from trapping and recombination. Silicon

is the most investigated and used semiconductor in microelectronics tech-

nology and in the detection of charged particle while germanium is more

widely used in gamma-ray measurements. Diamond is also a good can-

didate for radiation detectors due to its properties of radiation hardness,

1Semiconductor detectors used in alpha spectroscopy can have an energy resolution

less than 1%, whereas scintillation detectors used in gamma-ray spectroscopy normally

show an energy resolution in the range of 5-10%.
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high carrier mobility and high band gap, however it is expensive and its

availability is limited. The applications of diamond detectors are mainly

on radiation therapy dosimetry because its atomic number (Z=6), close

to the effective atomic number of a soft tissue (Z= 7.4), makes diamond

nearly tissue equivalent. The main characteristics of intrinsic silicon, ger-

manium and diamond are presented in Table 1.1.

Table 1.1: Properties of intrinsic Silicon, Germanium and Diamond semi-

conductors at T=300 K . Data from [2].

Si Ge Diamond

Atomic number 14 32 6

Atomic weight 28.09 72.60 12.01

Density [g/cm3] 2.33 5.32 3.51

Dielectric constant 11.9 16.2 5.7

Gap energy [eV] 1.12 0.66 5.47

Intrinsic carrier density [cm−3] 1.4 · 1010 2.4 · 1013 < 103

Intrinsic resistivity [Ωcm] 2.3 · 105 47 > 1012

Electron mobility [cm2/V/s] 1450 3900 1800

Hole mobility [cm2/V/s] 450 1900 1200

Mean E to create e−h+ pair [eV] 3.63 2.96 13.1

Compound semiconductors are also useful as radiation detectors due

to the possibility of achieving a wide range of stopping powers and band

gaps by mixing different elements. However, these detectors have much

higher trap densities than the elemental semiconductors and hence, shorter

lifetimes of the created charge [3]. The most common compound semicon-

ductors are derived from groups III and V (like GaAs or InP) and groups

II and VI (like CdTe) of periodic table.

Silicon is a type IV material (four valence electrons) and it can be

doped with impurities to alter its electrical properties. One can produce

n-type silicon (Figure 1.1b) by adding a type V material like phosphorus

(donor impurity; excess of electrons) or produce p-type silicon (Figure

5



1. SEMICONDUCTOR RADIATION DETECTORS

1.1c) by adding type III material like boron (acceptor impurities; excess

of holes).

Si Si Si

Si Si Si

Si Si Si

Si Si Si

Si Si

Si Si Si

P

Si Si Si

Si Si

Si Si Si

B

(a) intrinsic silicon (b) n-type silicon (c) p-type silicon

Figure 1.1: Two-dimensional schematic bond representation - (a)

silicon crystal; (b) silicon crystal with one atom replaced by a phosphorous

atom and (c) silicon crystal with one atom replaced by a boron atom.

In this work different types of silicon detectors developed and manu-

factured at CNM-Barcelona for different applications will be presented.

1.1 Semiconductor detectors

A semiconductor detector is usually a silicon or germanium p-i-n (PIN)

junction operating in reverse bias mode. A PIN diode consists in a wide

and lightly doped intrinsic1 semiconductor between p-type and n-type

extrinsic semiconductors, which are highly doped (Fig. 1.2). Both p-type

and n-type regions are used for ohmic contacts with metalization.

When a p-type and an n-type semiconductors are brought into con-

tact, holes from the p side will diffuse into the n region, leaving negatively

charge atoms behind, and simultaneously electrons from the n side will

diffuse into the p region, leaving positively charged atoms. This creates

and electric field that counteracts the diffusion and sweeps away any mo-

1In practice, the intrinsic region does not have to be truly intrinsic but only has to

be highly resistive (lightly doped p- or n-region)
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1.1 Semiconductor detectors

N+-type

N-type

P+-type

Metal contact
P

E

implant

implant

bulk

Figure 1.2: Schematic of a PIN diode - Sketch of a PIN diode that is

transversed by a particle (P), which creates e-h pairs into the diode bulk.

The diode is reversely biased to separate the e-h pairs and drift them to their

respective electrodes. Figure adapted from [4].

bile charge carriers in the region around the boundary. This region is

called space charge region or depleted region and will act as the active

area of the detector.

The fundamental information carriers of semiconductor detectors are

electron - hole pairs (e−h+ pairs), which are produced by ionization along

the path taken by the particle (primary or secondary) through the active

area of the detector. The motion of these e−h+ pairs in an electric field

generates the basic electrical signal from the detector. The average en-

ergy necessary to create an e−h+ pair in semiconductors is in the range

of few eV (Table 1.1), 10 and 100 times smaller than the required for

gaseous and scintillation detectors respectively so the energy resolution of

semiconductor neutron detectors is higher (see section 1.2.1).

The reverse bias mode consists on applying a positive polarity voltage

on the n-side and a negative on the p-side. In this configuration the

depleted region (active volume of the detector) is increased and the current

flow through the detector is decreased. Silicon sensors are usually operated

in reverse bias mode.

When an incoming ionizing radiation passes through the detector, the

7



1. SEMICONDUCTOR RADIATION DETECTORS

e−h+ pairs created in the active volume induce an image charge on the

electrodes [5] resulting in a small electrical current pulse1. Then, that

pulse is processed in an external readout electronics and, as the total

number of e-h pairs created is proportional to the energy transmitted by

the radiation to the semiconductor, the energy of the incident radiation

can be found. The e−h+ pairs created in the non-depleted zone recombine

with free majority carriers and are lost.

The width of the depleted region, Wdep, depends on the reverse bias

applied and can be calculated as:

Wdep =

√
2ε

q
(

1

Na
+

1

Nd
)(φbi − Vbias) (1.1)

where q is the charge of the electron, ε the product of the vacuum permit-

tivity (ε0) and the relative permittivity of the semiconductor (εr = 11.8

for silicon), φbi the built-in voltage of the diode, Vbias the bias applied,

and Na and Nd the concentrations of donors and acceptors respectively.

As already stated, the junction is usually realized by a shallow and

highly doped (Na > 1018cm−3) p+ implant in a low-doped (Nd ≈ 1012cm−3)

bulk material, therefore the term 1/Na in Equation 1.1 can be neglected,

meaning that the resulting asymmetric junction depletes into the bulk. In

addition, the built-in voltage is normally considered negligible because it

is orders of magnitudes lower than the bias voltage applied. It is worth

to say that the variable active volume of semiconductor detectors (Wdep

depends on the voltage applied) is unique among radiation detectors.

If the voltage Vbias is increased far enough, the depletion region even-

tually extends across virtually the entire thickness of the detector and it

results in a fully depleted (or totally depleted) detector. In that case, Vbias

is known as the full depletion voltage (VFD) and it is calculated by:

V FD =
q|N eff |d2

2ε
(1.2)

1The signal from the charged particles detected in the silicon is typically of the

order of picoamperes.
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1.2 Radiation interaction with matter

being Neff = Nd−Na the effective density and d the full depletion width.

At higher bias voltage an electrical breakdown, where the current starts

to increase dramatically, is observed.

As the depleted region is free of mobile charge, it may be assimilated

to a capacitor bounded by the conducting p- and n-type semiconductor on

each side. This capacitance per unit area for a diode with planar geometry

is given by:

C2
bulk =

ε

Wdep
=


q|Neff |
2εVbias

if Vbias < Vdep
ε2

d2
if Vbias > Vdep

(1.3)

The capacity-voltage curve is used as a standard method to experi-

mentally determine VFD. A mode of example, a silicon diode with 100 µm

thickness has a capacitance of about 1 pF/mm2.

1.2 Radiation interaction with matter

In general, ionizing radiation is any electromagnetic or particulate radia-

tion capable of producing ions, directly or indirectly, by interaction with

matter. Directly ionizing particles are charged particles having sufficient

kinetic energy to produce ionization by collisions, and indirectly ioniz-

ing particles are uncharged particles which can liberate directly ionizing

particles or can initiate nuclear transformations.

Radiation interaction with semiconductor materials produces the cre-

ation of e−h+ pairs that can be detected as electric signal. When the

incident ray consists of charged particles, ionization may occur along the

path of flight by many interactions with the orbital electrons. In presence

of uncharged radiation, such as X-ray or neutrons, a first interaction with

either a target electron or with the semiconductor nucleus must take place

in order to get a detected electric signal.
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1. SEMICONDUCTOR RADIATION DETECTORS

1.2.1 Creation of e−h+ pairs in semiconductors

The energy ε required to create an electron-hole pair in a given semicon-

ductor at a given temperature is independent of the type and the energy1

of the ionizing radiation and is roughly proportional to the band-gap,

yielding a good fit to the expression [7]:

ε ≈ 2.8Eg + 0.6 eV (1.4)

Since the forbidden gap value is 1.115 eV for silicon (see Table 1.1) it is

clear that not all the energy of the ionizing radiation is spent in electron-

hole creation. Energy can be absorbed by either lattice excitation, i.e.

phonon production (with no formation of mobile charge), or ionization,

i.e. formation of a mobile charge pair.

For a fixed absorbed energy, fluctuations always exist in the fraction

of energy that ends up in phonon generation and in e−h+ creation. In

the particular case of silicon about 70% of the ionization energy goes into

phonon excitations and only 30% into signal charge.

Fluctuations in the signal charge: The Fano factor

A key characteristic of signal sensors is not just the magnitude of the sig-

nal, but also the fluctuations of the signal for a given absorbed energy.

Both determine the minimum signal threshold and the relative resolution

of the detector (∆E/E). For a given radiation energy, the signal will fluc-

tuate around a mean value N given by:

N =
E

ε
(1.5)

with E the energy absorbed in the detector and ε the mean energy spent

for creating an electron-hole pair.

The variance in the number of signal electrons (or holes) N is given

by

〈∆N2〉 = F ·N = F
E

ε
(1.6)

1For very low radiation energy in the few-eV range (when E ≈ Eg), the energy

required to create an electron-hole pair is expected to be energy-dependent [6].
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1.2 Radiation interaction with matter

with F the Fano factor (F).

For good energy resolution, one would like the Fano factor to be as

small as possible. The true vale of F for silicon and germanium is still un-

known; theoretical values of F in semiconductors have tended to disagree

with experimental results1 [8], however by assuming a value of F = 0.1 in

both silicon and germanium, satisfactory agreement with measured results

is found in most cases.

1.2.2 Electromagnetic radiation

Although a large number of possible interaction mechanisms are know for

gamma-rays in matter, only three major types play an important role in

radiation measurements: the photoelectric effect, the Compton scattering,

and the pair production (Figure 1.3).

(medium energy)
γ

(reduced energy)γ

recoil electron

photoelectron
(low energy)

γ

γ

γ

γ positron
(annihilated)(E>1.02 MeV)

a)

b)

c)

Figure 1.3: Electromagnetic interaction with matter - (a) photoelec-

tric effect; (b) Compton effect; (c) pair production

1.2.2.1 Photoelectric effect

The photoelectric effect converts a single photon into a single free electron.

When the photon interacts with a bound electron, the photon can be

1Experimentally, the Fano factor is derived from an analysis of the distribution of

pulse heights in a detector resulting from exposure to a monochromatic X-ray source.
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completely absorbed and the electron emerges with a kinetic energy (Ek)

that corresponds to:

Ek = hν − Eb (1.7)

where h = 4.136 · 10−15eV s is the Planck’s constant, ν is the frequency of

the photon and Eb is electron binding energy.

In addition to the photoelectron, the interaction also creates an ionized

absorber atom with a vacancy in one of its bound shells. This vacancy

is quickly filled through the capture of a free electron from the medium

and/or through a rearrangement of electrons from other shells of the atom.

The photoelectric effect is the predominant interaction mechanism for

low energy photons (few eV to some keV) and for materials of high atomic

number (Z).

1.2.2.2 Compton scattering

In Compton scattering the incident beam interacts with an electron, trans-

fers to it some of its energy and is deflected an angle θ with respect to its

original direction. The scattered radiation wavelength (λ′) is linked both

to the wavelength of the incident beam (λ) and to the deflected angle

according to the following expression:

∆λ = λ′ − λ = λe(1− cos θ) (1.8)

where ∆λ is the wavelength Compton shift and λe is the electron Compton

wavelength.

It is evident that ∆λ grows as the scattering angle increases and it

reaches the maximum value for θ = π. The energy transferred from the

incident beam to the electron can vary from zero to a large fraction of the

incident ray energy, according to the following relation:

hν ′ =
hν

[1 + hν
m0c

2 (1− cos θ)]
(1.9)

with hν the outgoing electron energy, m0c
2 the electron rest mass (0.511 MeV)

and h the Planck’s constant.
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1.2 Radiation interaction with matter

The Compton scattering is the predominant interaction mechanism for

photons with energies between few keV and 1 MeV.

1.2.2.3 Pair production

In pair production, a high-energy photon near a nucleus gives up its en-

ergy to produce an electron-positron pair. The photon energy goes into

the rest-mass and the kinetic energy of the electron-positron pair. The

minimum energy necessary for this effect is set by elementary relativistic

considerations at the value of 1.022 MeV (amount equivalent to two elec-

tron rest masses). The probability of this interaction remains very low

until the gamma ray energy approaches several MeV and therefore pair

production is predominantly confined to high-energy gamma-rays.

1.2.2.4 Gamma ray attenuation coefficient

Each electromagnetic interaction processes previously described can be

characterized by a probability of occurrence per unit path length in the

absorber. This probability, denoted by µ and having dimensions of an

inverse length is called the linear attenuation coefficient and it is calculated

as:

µ = τ + σ + κ (1.10)

where τ , σ and κ are the probability of photoelectric, Compton and pair

production interactions respectively.

Gamma ray photons can also be characterized by their mean free path

λ, (λ = µ−1), defined as the average distance traveled in the absorber

before an interaction takes place. As the coefficient µ is dependent on the

material density, a more convenient figure is introduced: the mass atten-

uation coefficient, which is defined as µ/ρ with ρ denoting the medium

density. Figure 1.4 shows the mass attenuation coefficient of silicon and

germanium as a function of the photon energy.
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Figure 1.4: Values of the mass attenuation coefficient: - µ/ρ of silicon

and germanium as a function of photon energy. Data taken from NIST [9]

1.2.3 Heavy charged particles

Heavy charged particles lose energy by Coulomb or nuclear interactions

within the absorbing material. The collision of heavy charged particles

with free and bound electrons results in the ionization or excitation of the

absorbing atom, whereas the interactions with nuclei occur only rarely and

they are not normally significant in the response of radiation detectors.

Since the maximum energy that can be transferred from a charged

particle to an electron in a single collision (Tmax) is a small fraction of the

total incident beam energy, many interactions occur during the traveling

of radiation through the matter. Electrons ejected during their motion

can produce other ion pairs or secondary electrons. As a consequence of

interactions, the charged particle velocity decreases until the particle is

stopped.

The rate at which charged particles lose energy as they travel through

a given material is called the stopping power (S) of the material:

S = −dE
dx

= Selectronic + Snuclear ≈ Selectronic (1.11)

where the electronic stopping power for moderately relativistic charged

14



1.2 Radiation interaction with matter

heavy particle is well-described by the Bethe equation:

−〈dE
dx
〉 = Kz2Z

A

1

β2

[
1

2
ln

2mec
2β2γ2Tmax
I2

− β2 − δ(βγ)

2

]
(1.12)

〈dE/dx〉 = mean rate of energy loss per unit length

K = 4πNAvr
2
emec

2 = 0.307075 MeVcm2/mol

z = charge of incident particle

Z = atomic number of absorber

A = atomic mass of absorber [gmol−1]

βγ = relativistic parameters

mec
2 = electron mass × c2

I = mean excitation energy in eV.

Tmax =maximum kinetic energy transfer to the electron in one single

collision.

δ(β) = density effect correction to ionization energy loss

Equation 1.12 describes the mean rate of energy loss due to ionization

or excitation processes, however this equation is valid only in the region

of 0.1 . βγ & 1000. At the lower limit the projectile velocity becomes

comparable to atomic electron velocities and the energy loss increases with

the energy till reaching a maximum when the particle velocity is equal

to the typical electron velocity. After this maximum, the energy loss

decreases according to the Bethe equation. At the upper limit radiative

effects begin to be important and other corrections need to be done [10].

1.2.4 Electrons

Electrons lose energy by Coulomb interactions or by radiative processes

within the absorbing material. These radiative losses take the form of

bremsstrahlung radiation, which can emanate from any position along the

electron track.

The collision of electrons with matter can cause large deviations in the

electron path because its mass is equal to that of the orbital electrons with
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which it is interacting, and a much larger fraction of its energy can be lost

in a single encounter.

The total linear stopping power for electrons is the sum of the colli-

sional losses (ionization and excitation) and radiative losses:

dE

dx
=
(dE
dx

)
collisional

+
(dE
dx

)
radiative

(1.13)

where the collisional loses are similar to the electronic interaction between

charged particles and electrons discussed above (Equation 1.12).

The ratio of the two contributions to the stopping power depends on

the atomic number of the material, Z, and the electron kinetic energy, Ek:

Sradiative

Scollisional
≈ ZEk

800 MeV
(1.14)

which indicates that the radiative contribution is only significant for large

atomic numbers (Z ≈ 80 − 90) and high electron energies (E ≈ 10 −
100 MeV).

1.2.5 Neutron interactions

Neutrons do not interact by Coulomb force with the orbital electrons of

the medium and consequently they are highly penetrating. A neutron will

move through the material along a straight line with a constant energy

until it undergoes a strong interaction with a nucleus via nuclear forces1.

That interaction may be through scattering (elastic and inelastic) or ab-

sorption processes. (Figure 1.5)

The cross-section of each interaction depends on the target type, on

the kinetic energy of the incident neutron and, to a lesser extent, on the

target temperature and on the relative angle between the target nucleus

and the incident neutron. Many neutron interactions are characterized

by resonances, where the cross section for such interaction shows a pro-

nounced peak at a particular energy. At the resonance, the cross section

1Neutrons only have a very small interaction probability with electrons through

their magnetic dipole moment that can be ignored.
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TOTAL

SCATTERING ABSORPTION

ELASTIC INELASTIC RADIATIVE NON- FISSION
RADIATIVE

(n,n) (n,n’) (n,γ)
(n,p)

(n,α)

(n,2n)

(n,f)

...

Figure 1.5: Neutron interacting processes.

can be many orders of magnitude larger than at slightly higher or lower

energy. This is illustrated in Figure 1.6.
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Figure 1.6: Total neutron cross-section of 113Cd, 155Gd, 3He, 6Li

and 10B - a) the cross-section become roughly constant at energies higher

than 0.01 MeV and show resonance peaks from 1 eV to 0.01 MeV; on b) the

cross-section become very large at thermal energies and decrease inversely

proportional to the neutron energy. Data obtained from the ENDF database

[11].

1.2.5.1 Neutron scattering

The neutron scattering interaction involves changing the energy and di-

rection of the incident neutron, but the target nucleus remains with the
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same number of protons and neutrons. The scattering can be subdivided

into elastic and inelastic.

It is elastic scattering if the total kinetic energy of the incident neutron

and target nucleus is conserved in the center-of-mass frame, and it is

inelastic scattering if the nucleus undergoes an internal rearrangement into

an excited state from which it eventually releases radiation. In inelastic

scattering the total kinetic energy of the outgoing neutron and nucleus is

less than the kinetic energy of the incoming neutron due to part of the

original kinetic energy is used to place the nucleus into the excited state.

Neutron elastic scattering: Elastic scattering, A(n,n)A, is the most

likely interaction between lower energy fast neutrons and low Z materials.

For a neutron of kinetic energy E encountering a nucleus of atomic weight

A, the average energy loss is 2EA/(A + 1)2. This expression shows that

in order to reduce the speed of neutrons (that is, to moderate them) with

the fewest number of elastic collisions, target nuclei with small A should

be used. By using hydrogen, with A = 1, the average energy loss has its

largest value of E/2.

A neutron with 2 MeV of kinetic energy will (on average) have 1 MeV

left after one elastic collision with a hydrogen nucleus, 0.5 MeV after a

second such collision, and so on. To achieve a kinetic energy of only

0.025 eV would take a total of about 27 such collisions. A neutron of

energy 0.025 eV is roughly in thermal equilibrium with its surrounding

medium and is considered a thermal neutron. In general, after n elastic

collisions, the neutrons energy is expected to be:

En = E0[(A2 + 1)/(A+ 1)2]n (1.15)

Neutron inelastic scattering: The inelastic scattering, A(n,n’)A*, is

the most likely interaction between high energy (>1 MeV) neutrons and

high Z materials. It is not easy to write an expression for the average

energy loss because it depends on the energy levels within the nucleus,
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1.2 Radiation interaction with matter

but the net effect on the neutron is again to reduce its speed and change

its direction.

If all the excited states of the nucleus are too high in energy to be

reached with the energy available from the incoming neutrons, inelastic

scattering is impossible. To cause inelastic scattering neutron energies

from 0.5 to 5 MeV are necessary for light nuclei, whereas for heavy nuclei,

neutron energies in the keV range are enough. In particular, the hydrogen

nucleus does not have excited states, so only elastic scattering can occur

in that case.

1.2.5.2 Neutron absorption (or capture)

Instead of being scattered by a nucleus, the neutron may be absorbed

or captured. Three main categories of neutron absorption can be distin-

guished: radiative capture, non-radiative capture and fission.

Radiative capture: In the radiative capture process, A(n,γ)A+1, the

neutron is captured by the target nucleus giving a compound nucleus in an

excited state which decays emitting γ-rays. It can occur for a wide range

of neutron energies and it is always an exoenergetic reaction (positive

Q-values). One of the most common radiative capture takes place with

hydrogen:
1
1H + n→ (1

2H)∗ → 1
2H + γ (1.16)

Non-radiative capture: In non-radiative capture reactions the result-

ing nuclei ejects or charged particles or neutrons (the emission of only

one neutron is indistinguishable from a scattering event). These reactions

take place by quantum tunneling since the energy of the incident particle

is usually below the coulomb barrier of the compound nucleus.

Most of the non-radiative capture reactions are endoenergetic but there

are some interesting nucleis in neutron detection that can undergo an ex-

oenergetic reaction. Some of these interesting reactions of neutron capture

are listed in Table 3.2.
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1. SEMICONDUCTOR RADIATION DETECTORS

Fission: When a neutron interacts with a heavy nucleus (Z ≥ 92), the

compound nucleus may split into two daughter nucleis of lighter mass.

This process always releases one or more fast neutrons that, in turn, can

trigger other fissions in a self-sustained nuclear chain reaction. Controlled

chain reactions are usually used in nuclear reactors for research and power

generation. Fission reactions are likely for uranium (233U and 235U), plu-

tonium (239Pu), thorium (232Th) and higher mass actinides.
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2
Monte Carlo simulations of

radiation transport

The Monte Carlo (MC) method can generally be described as a broad

class of computational algorithms that rely on repeated random sam-

pling to obtain numerical results. It was developed in the 1940s by John

von Neumann and Stanislaw Ulam [1] to solve with statistical approxima-

tions complex integro-differential equations that appear in several fields

of mathematics and physics. With the advances in computer technology

and power, computers are able to perform millions of simulations quickly.

Hence, MC methods have become widely used to simulate problems with a

large number of coupled degrees of freedom that are difficult and consume
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too much time to be resolved with classic analytic methods.

The technique of random sampling to solve mathematical problems is

known from 1770, but only with the advent of quantum mechanics, in

which matter-radiation interactions were interpreted using cross sections

as probabilities, the Monte Carlo technique was applied to nuclear and

ionizing radiation physics. In the last decades, there has been an enormous

increase and interest in the use of Monte Carlo techniques in all aspects of

medical physics, including radioprotection, ionizing radiation dosimetry,

nuclear medicine, diagnostic radiology, radiotherapy, etc.

2.1 Introduction to MC method

In general, a Monte Carlo simulation of particle transport requires a great

deal of information regarding the interaction properties of the particle and

the media through which it travels. The main steps involved in ionizing

radiation transport trough a certain media are given in Figure 2.1. A

particle history starts by creating the particle with position and energy

coordinates according to a specified source distribution. Then, the particle

travels a certain distance before undergoing an interaction. The type of

interaction and the resulting particles are determined by the interaction

cross-sections at that point. Any secondary particles created must also be

transported and the particle history ends when all particles have either

deposited their energy within the medium or have left the geometry.

Using a large set of N individual particles in the Monte Carlo method,

the result of a studied magnitude or variable (x) is the average value of

all contributions (xi) of the N simulated events, i.e. it is an approximate

solution of such magnitude. Therefore, following the Central Limit Theo-

rem1 (CLT), for any variable x its estimated value by MC calculation is:

1CLT is a theorem in probability theory that states that, given certain conditions,

the mean of a large number of independent random variables (each of them with a

variance) is approximately normally distributed.
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Source (determine positon, direction, energy, time and weight)

Determine flight distance

Determine new position (collision point)

Region of interest? Store results

Inside system?

Determine type of interaction

Absorption Scattering etc.

Determine direction, energy

and weight of scattered and

produced particles after

interaction

yes

no
no

yes

Figure 2.1: Basic flowchart of the Monte Carlo method of radiation trans-

port [2].

x̄ =
1

N

N∑
i=1

xi (2.1)

with an associated variance S2 = 1
N−1

∑N
i=1(xi − x̄)2 ≈ x̄2 − x̄2. The

estimated variance for x̄ is:

S2
x̄ =

1

N
S2 (2.2)

In the MC code the statistical precision is given in each out-file by

means of the relative error:

R =
Sx̄
x̄

(2.3)

The relative error is proportional to 1/
√
N and it is considered accept-

able for values R < 0.1. R decreases when the number of events N goes

up and therefore, when more time of calculation is employed.
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2.2 GEANT4 - A MC simulation toolkit

GEANT4 Monte Carlo toolkit [3] is a well established general purpose

Monte Carlo code using Objected-Oriented Technology and C++ pro-

gramming to describe how particles interact with matter. It is the latest

incarnation in the GEANT-series of particle transport tools emanating

from the high-energy physics community around CERN. GEANT4 was

originally developed for the new generation of experiments in high-energy

physics to be performed at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). However,

nowadays the code is also widely used in other research fields like medical

physics, space astrophysics, radiation protection, dosimetry and radiobi-

ology, etc. The code has been developed and maintained by a worldwide

international collaboration of universities, laboratories and institutes in-

cluding CERN, CIEMAT, IN2P3 and INFN in Europe, KEK in Japan,

and SLAC, Fermilab and TRIUMF in North America.

The name Geant4 stands for “GEometry ANd Tracking”. The pro-

gram is able to follow individual particles in an advanced 3-D geometry

and to calculate their interaction probabilities with the constituent atoms

and nuclei in the geometry medium. Libraries from GEANT4 provide

abundant set of physical models to handle the interaction processes over

a wide energy range and different particle types. Moreover, the code also

includes tools for geometry handling, particle tracking, detector response

visualization an user interface. The source code is freely availabe from the

website of the project, http://geant4.cern.ch/.

2.2.1 General properties of Geant4

The general term “Monte Carlo method” refers to the solution of a numer-

ical problem using probability statistics and random numbers. In the case

of Geant4 this method is used to let different possible particle interactions

with different interaction probabilities compete against each other to de-

termine how far a particle can travel in a heterogeneous material before

an interaction occurs. Geant4 divides the particle trajectories into series
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2.2 GEANT4 - A MC simulation toolkit

of steps with certain length λ (the mean-free-path), which represents the

average distance that the particle travels before undergoing an interaction.

The mean-free-path is calculated according to:

λ =
1∑

σi(E)N
(2.4)

being σi the cross section for the physical process that takes place and

N the atomic density of the material. To achieve a simulation as real

as possible it is necessary to have accurate cross-sections. Geant4 calcu-

lates the cross-sections by formulas, parameterisations, or interpolation

of databases depending on the particle type, material, and energy. The

probability distribution of the traveled distance before interaction (l) is:

f(l) = (σi ·N) · e−σi·N ·l (2.5)

and the interaction distance li is sample for each process as:

li = − ln(ξ) · λi (2.6)

being ξ a random number uniformly distributed in the range of (0,1).

To perform the radiation transport, the code selects the process with

the smallest interaction distance and execute the step, which entails changes

in energy and trajectory. Then the state of the particle is updated and

a new step is calculated. This chain is iterated until the particle is ab-

sorbed, escapes from the simulation boundaries, or its energy is below

than its energy cut-off. Since some types of interactions occur very fre-

quently these are condensed into “continuous” processes. Such processes

continuously modify the particle energy, and thus the cross-section, during

a step. Therefore a limitation on the step size has to be introduced. The

limit has to be small enough for all relevant cross-sections to be approxi-

mately constant during the step, but not so small that computation time

is greatly increased.

Geant4 is a Toolkit where the user must implement their own software

applications by using the tools distributed with the source code.
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The user has to develop a GEANT4-based application that must in-

clude, at least, three classes: the primary generator action class

(G4VUserPrimaryGeneratorAction), the detector construction class

(G4VUserDetectorConstruction) and the physics list class (G4VUserPhy-

sicsList) (sections 3.9, 3.10, 3.11 respectively). In addition to these three

mandatory classes, the user needs to implement classes to handle and score

the physical quantities of interest, such as the particle fluence in the de-

tector, the energy deposition or the energy spectrum. Different facilities

to access such physical quantities at different stages of the simulation are

provided by the toolkit.

The GEANT4 Monte Carlo toolkit was adopted in this thesis to model

the response of the:

� Silicon sensors for neutron detection

� Solid state silicon microdosimeters

2.2.2 Primary Generator Action

The G4VUserPrimaryGeneratorAction class determines the particle source,

i.e., create the initial event state or radiation source to be transported. The

radiation source has to be modeled as realistic as possible since the simula-

tion results depend strongly on the irradiation configuration. In this work

the modelation of the radiation field has been done through the General

Particle Source (GPS). GPS is a component provided by GEANT4 which

allows complex radiation fields to be modeled with simple pre-defined user

interface commands.

A source with different shapes can be defined with the GPS compo-

nent; including 2D and 3D surfaces such as discs, spheres, or boxes. The

angular distribution of particles such as unidirectional, isotropic, cos-law,

and beam or arbitrary can also be defined and moreover, the energy of

the radiation field can be defined as monochromatic or with an energy

spectrum.
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2.2 GEANT4 - A MC simulation toolkit

2.2.3 Detector Construction

The G4VUserDetectorConstruction class specifies the geometry (shape,

size and position) and material composition of all the components present

in the simulated set-up. In addition, electromagnetic fields can also be

modelled in this class.

The materials are defined as composition of different elements and

elements, are defined through their atomic number, mass, and density.

Isotopes can also be defined and moreover, it is also possible to attribute to

each material a temperature, pressure, and state (solid, liquid or gaseous).

It is worth to mention that even though technically any material can be

defined in GEANT4, the user has to ensure that both cross-section data

and physics models are updated, and with a correct performance, for the

simulated elements at the energy range of interest. The composition of

materials used in the simulation projects of this thesis were derived from

the NIST Atomic Weights and Isotopic Compositions database [4].

(a) (b)

Figure 2.2: Examples of GEANT4 simulations architectures - (a)

Sketch of the ATLAS inner detector and (b) phantom in a PET prototype

detector. Images from [5].

Figure 2.2 shows two examples of GEANT4 constructions defined in

the G4VUserDetectorConstruction class. The code allows the modeling

of both large and sub-micrometre scale geometries such as the ATLAS

detector of the LHC or a DNA helix [6] respectively.
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2.2.4 Physics List

The G4VUserPhysicsList assigns physical processes and models to the

particles as well as the associated cross sections. In GEANT4 a process is a

class which describes how and when a specific kind of physical interaction

takes place along a particle track and a model is another class whose

methods implement the details of the interaction. A detailed description

of the available physical models is given in the GEANT4 Physics Reference

Manual [7].

GEANT4 lets the user to establish a clear and customizable corre-

spondence between particles types and processes and also, offers a choice

of models and cross sections to implement to each process. A set of mod-

els for a given process can be chosen with great flexibility invoking the

appropriate one depending on the particle type, energy range and other

characteristics1. Therefore, a given particle typically has several processes

assigned to it and several models assigned to each process. As the con-

figuration of the G4VUserPhysicsList class is often a difficult task, the

GEANT4 collaboration provides predefined physics lists suitable for spe-

cific simulations purposes.

The GEANT4 collaboration used three different methods to obtain

all models available in the toolkit. Models can be: i) Data driven: phe-

nomenological, inspired by theory; ii) Parameterized: using data and phys-

ical meaningful extrapolation, depend mostly on fits to data and some the-

oretical distributions; and iii) Theory driven: fully data driven approach,

based on phenomenological theory models.

Four main categories of physical processes are provided by GEANT4

[8]: electromagnetic (EM), Hadronic, Decay and Parameterized2 and Trans-

1GEANT4 describes physical interactions with complementary and alternative

physics models in an energy range that could span more than 15 orders of magni-

tude (from thermal for neutron interactions to high energy for cosmic rays physics).

Therefore, depending on the the setup simulated, the full range or only a small part

might be needed in a single application.
2Decay includes weak and electromagnetic decays processes while Parameterized is

a fast simulation functionality which provides hook to the user to shortcut the detailed
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portation.Electromagnetic, hadronic and transportation apply for the sim-

ulations developed along this work and therefore, are briefly summarized

as follows:

2.2.4.1 Electromagnetic processes

These processes manage the electromagnetic interactions of leptons, pho-

tons, hadrons and ions. The electromagnetic package includes the pro-

cesses of: ionisation, bremsstrahlung, multiple scattering, Compton and

Rayleigh scattering, photo-electric effect, pair conversion, annihilation,

synchrotron and transition radiation, scintillation, refraction, reflection,

absorption and Cherenkov effect and it is organized as a set of five class

categories [3]:

� standard: handling basic processes for electron, positron, photon

and hadron interactions;

� low energy: providing alternative models extended down to lower

energies than the standard category. A more precise description

description at low energy with more atomic shell structure detail is

obtained;

� muons: handling muon interactions;

� X-rays: providing specific code for X-ray physics;

� optical: providing specific code for optical photons;

The standard electromagnetic processes are commonly used for high

energy physics experiments and cannot be expected to simulate details

below 1 keV. For the purpose of this thesis, low energy studies are required

so the low energy processes category was used. This category is designed

for applications which require higher accuracy for electrons, hadrons and

ion tracking without magnetic field. It adopts a more complex design

tracking
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approach covering processes for electrons, photons, positive and negative

charged hadrons and positive ions mainly in the keV −MeV range. In the

particular case of hadrons and ions, the low energy process that handles

the ionization adopts different models depending on the energy range and

the particle charge [7].

With electromagnetic physics, a production cut for secondary gamma,

electron, positron and proton1 must be defined. The cuts are specified as

range cuts, which are converted at initialision time into energy thresholds.

If the range of the secondary gamma, electron, positron or proton is larger

than the cut, it is generated and tracked, otherwise there is no generation

and their energy is considered to be deposited locally. In the simulations

of this thesis, the cut was defined to achieve fast simulation execution

speed without sacrificing the accuracy of the results.

2.2.4.2 Hadronic processes

Hadronic processes manage the elastic, fission, capture and inelastic pro-

cesses of hadron and ion interactions with atomic nuclei2. Hadronic inter-

actions are handled by different models which cover the high, intermediate

and low energy domains (see Figure 2.3). String models are used for high

energy interactions (from ≈10 GeV to 50 TeV); intra-nuclear cascade mod-

els for intermediate energies (≈10 MeV to 10 GeVs) and the pre-compound

model for low energies (from 0 to 170 MeV). The description of each model

as well as its interaction details can be found in the Physics Reference

Manual [7] provided by the GEANT4 collaboration.

Geant4 also provides a high-precision data-driven model of low-energy

neutron interactions from thermal kinetic energies up to about 20 MeV.

Radiative capture, elastic scattering, fission and inelastic scattering are

considered according to cross section from Evaluated Nuclear Data File

(ENDF/B-VII) [9] library. In case information on a specific element is not

1The cut for proton is applied by elastic scattering processes to all recoil ions.
2These four processes are known as pure hadronic but radioactive decay and gamma-

lepto-nuclear processes are also included in this category
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High Energy

Quark/gluon

dominating

behavior

String models

Intra-Nuclear

Cascade Models

Precompound models

Intermediate Energy

Nucleon dominating

behavior

Low energy

Nucleus

dominating

behavior

Figure 2.3: Energy domain representations for hadronic interac-

tions - On the right the main models used by GEANT4 to describe that

interaction details.

available, parameterized models [7] are used instead of the high-precision

models. All simulations of chapter 3 have been performed with this high

precision neutron package.

Details of the hadronic models implemented in the simulation of the

solid state silicon microdosimeters are explained in the section 4.4.

2.2.4.3 Transportation process

The transportation process is responsible for determining the geometrical

limits of a step. It calculates the length of step with which a track will

cross into another volume. When the track actually arrives at a boundary,

the transportation process locates the next volume that it enters. If the

particle is charged and there is an electromagnetic (or potentially other)

field, it is responsible for propagating the particle in this field. It does

this according to an equation of motion. This equation can be provided

by GEANT4, for the case a magnetic or EM field, or can be provided by

the user for other fields.
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Part II

Neutron Detection
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3
Silicon sensors for neutron

detection

Neutrons are generally detected in silicon detectors through nuclear re-

actions that result in the production of energetic charged particles such

as protons, tritiums and alpha particles. Virtually every type of semi-

conductor silicon neutron detector involves the combination of a target

material, known as the converter material and responsible to carry out

this conversion, together with one of the conventional silicon charged par-

ticle radiation detectors.

We limit our discussion in this thesis to those methods that are in-

tended to indicate only the detection of a neutron, with no attempt made
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3. SILICON SENSORS FOR NEUTRON DETECTION

to measure its kinetic energy. Devices that can measure slow neutron en-

ergies such as crystal spectrometers or mechanical monochromators are

generally complex research-oriented instrumentation systems and are not

covered here.

3.1 Neutron classification

Neutrons are frequently classified by their kinetic energy as shown in Ta-

ble 3.11. Although, in somewhat of an oversimplification, we will divide

neutrons into two categories on the basis of their energy, either slow neu-

trons or fast neutrons, and discuss their interaction properties separately

(sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2). The dividing line of these two categories will be

at about 0.5 eV, the so called cadmium cut off energy, where the neutron

absorption cross section in cadmium suffers and abrupt drop.

Table 3.1: Classification of free neutrons according to kinetic energies.

Neutron Type Kinetic Energy Range

UltraCold < 2 · 10−7 eV

Very cold 2 · 10−7 eV - 5 · 10−5 eV

Cold 5 · 10−5 eV 0.025 eV

Thermal ≈ 0.025 eV

Epithermal 1 eV - 1 keV

Intermediate 1 keV - 0.1 MeV

Fast >0.1 MeV

For neutrons with energies below 1 eV a thermal equilibrium with their

surroundings can be reached and then, their energy is distributed accord-

ing to the Maxwell-Boltzmann formula:

f(E) =
2π

(πkBT )3/2
e−E/kBTE1/2 (3.1)

1The terminology and energy ranges may vary for different references.
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where f(E) is the probability, per unit energy, of finding the particle with

an energy E, kB is the Boltzmann constant (kB =8.61x10−5eV/K) and T

is the temperature of the medium.

The most probable energy value is kBT while the average energy is

〈E〉 = 3/2kBT . For neutrons at room temperature (293 K) the most

probable value is 0.025 eV which is equivalent to a velocity of 2200 m/s.

3.2 Neutron detection methods

Many neutron detection systems exist today and depending on the time

needed to provide a response they can be classified in two general types:

passive and active detectors.

Passive detectors need to be read at a later stage in order to ascertain

the level of exposure recorded. The signal consists of detector changes

of diverse nature such as electrical, mechanical, optical or chemical. Ex-

amples of passive detectors are radiographic films, neutron activation foils

and thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLDs). On the other hand, active de-

tectors give the response to the radiation immediately1, usually by means

of electric current or current pulses. The category of active detectors

comprises gaseous and semiconductor detectors, which are based on ion-

ization, and scintillator detectors, based on excitation. In this chapter we

will focus on active neutron detectors.

There are different detection methods as a function of the energetic

range of study since the interaction cross section of neutrons is strongly

dependent on their energy. If neutrons have low energy, they can undergo

non-radiative processes and be detected through the secondary charged

particles emitted and, on the other hand, if neutrons have high energy they

1The time required to fully collect the charge varies greatly from one detector to

another. For example, in ion chambers the collection time can be as long as a few

milliseconds, whereas in semiconductor diode detectors the time is a few nanoseconds.

These times reflect both the mobility of the charge carriers within the detector active

volume and the average distance that must be traveled before arrival at the collection

electrodes.
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can suffer elastic scattering and be detected through the recoil nucleus.

Methods of slow and fast neutron detection are explained as follows.

3.2.1 Slow neutron detection

Because of the small kinetic energy of slow neutrons, very little energy can

be transferred to the nucleus in elastic scattering. Consequently, this is

not an interaction on which detectors of slow neutrons can be based, but

these interactions bring the slow neutrons into thermal equilibrium with

the medium. Once neutrons have been thermalized, they can undergo

an absorption process and be indirectly detected through the ionization

produced by the reactions products of the reaction.

The main isotopes used for slow neutron detection together with the

absorption reaction they undergo and their thermal neutron cross-sections

(σn) are listed in Table 3.2 and briefly discussed in the following para-

graphs.

Table 3.2: Absorption reactions of common neutron converters.

Absorption reaction σn (barn)

3
2He + 1

0n → 3
1H (0.191 MeV) + 1

1p (0.574 MeV) 5330
10
5 B + 1

0n → 4
2He (1.47 MeV) + 7

3Li (0.84 MeV) +γ (0.48 MeV) 3840
10
5 B + 1

0n → 4
2He (1.78 MeV) + 7

3Li (1.01 MeV)
6
3Li + 1

0n → 3H (2.73 MeV) + 4
2He (2.05 MeV) 940

155
64 Gd + 1

0n → 156
64 Gd + γ (0.09,0.20,0.30 MeV) +e− 60791

157
64 Gd + 1

0n → 158
64 Gd + γ (0.08,0.18,0.28 MeV) +e− 255011

3.2.1.1 The 3He(n,p)3H reaction

Helium-3 is an isotope widely used for neutron detection in gaseous detec-

tors. When a thermal neutron interacts with a 3He nucleus, that nucleus

may capture the incident neutron and eject a proton and a tritium ac-
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cording to the next reaction:

3
2He+1

0 n→3
1 H +1

1 p (3.2)

The microscopic thermal neutron cross section for this reaction is 5330 b,

significantly higher than that for the boron reaction (see Table 3.2). The

total cross section decreases with increasing neutron energy, with a de-

pendence proportional to the inverse of the neutron velocity over much of

the energy range (Figure 1.6).

Since the incoming neutron kinetic momentum is very small (E=0.025 eV

for thermal neutrons), the reaction products must also show a net mo-

mentum of essentially zero. As a consequence, both reaction products

are ejected in opposite directions and the overall energy of the reaction is

distributed between them by the conservation of energy and momentum

principles as follows (in the center-of-mass frame):

EH + Ep = Q = 0.764 MeV (3.3)

mH + vH = mp +mp (3.4)

whose simultaneous solution gives: EH =0.191 MeV and Ep =0.573 MeV.

Due to its gaseous nature, 3He is only used in gas detectors but in this

work only solid form of neutron reactive materials will be considered as

converters to be used in silicon neutron detectors.

3.2.1.2 The 10B(n,α)7Li reaction

The 10B(n,α)7Li reaction leads to the following reaction products:

10
5 B +1

0 n→

{
4
2α(1.777 MeV) +7

3 Li(1.015 MeV) Q = 2.792 MeV
4
2α(1.470 MeV) +7

3 Li
∗(0.840 MeV) Q = 2.310 MeV

(3.5)

where the values in parenthesis are the reaction product energies for neg-

ligible incoming neutron energy.

The alpha and triton particles produced in the reaction must be oppo-

sitely directed when the incoming neutron energy is low. After absorption,
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94% of the reactions leave the 7Li ion in its first excited state, which rapidly

de-excites to the ground state (≈ 10−13s) by releasing a 480 keV gamma-

ray. The remaining 6% of the reactions result in the 7Li ion dropping

directly to its ground state.

The microscopic thermal neutron cross section for this reaction is

3840 b and the total cross section falls off, as in the case of 3He, with

a 1/v or 1/E energy dependence (Figure 1.6).

3.2.1.3 The 6Li(n,α)3H reaction

The 6Li(n,α)3H reaction leads to the following products:

6
3Li+1

0 n→3
1 H(2.73 MeV) +4

2 α(2.05 MeV) Q = 4.78 MeV (3.6)

where the reaction products are again oppositely directed if the neutron

energy is sufficiently small.

The microscopic thermal neutron absorption cross section for this re-

action is 940 barns for 6Li and the total neutron cross section also shows

a (1/v) dependence, except at a salient resonance above 100 keV, in which

the absorption cross section surpasses that of 10B for energies between

approximately 150 keV to 300 keV (Figure 1.6).

Pure 6Li is not widely used as neutron converter material because it

is corrosive and its reactive nature results in cumbersome handling proce-

dures but the stable compound of 6LiF is one popular form of using this

isotope.

The 10B(n,α)7Li reaction leads to a generally higher reaction proba-

bility than the 6Li(n,α)3H reaction for neutron energies below 100 keV,

however the higher energy reaction products emitted from the 6Li(n,α)3H

leads to greater ease of detection.

3.2.1.4 The Gd neutron absorption reaction

The gadolinium neutron absorption results in an assortment of prompt

reaction products that include low energy gamma-rays and beta particles
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at energies ranging up to 280 keV (the most significant is a 72 keV beta

particle that is emitted in 39% of the capture reactions [1]).

Gadolinium coated devices are attractive due to the large microscopic

thermal neutron absorption cross sections of 155Gd and 157Gd isotopes

(58 000 b and 240 000 b respectively). Purified 157Gd is too expensive to

be used as a practical coating for semiconductor detectors, however natural

Gd (14.7% of 155Gd and 15.7% of 157Gd) has still a thermal neutron cross

section of 46 000 b and it is not cost prohibitive.

Despite the high value of thermal neutron cross section, a fundamen-

tal drawback of gadolinium is that the particle range of the conversion

electrons is limited to only a few microns in the gadolinium material and

the signal produced in the semiconductor is difficult to distinguish from

gamma ray background and electronic noise. Because of that this material

has no clear advantage over 10B- or 6LiF-coated devices and it will not be

studied in this work.

3.2.2 Fast neutron detection

The previously described slow neutron detection methods can be also ap-

plied to detect fast neutrons, however the efficiency of these methods is

limited because the reaction probability decreases rapidly with increasing

neutron energy.

The more commonly fast neutron detection methods are based either

on using neutron moderation or using the recoil nuclei coming from an

elastic scattering process. In neutron moderation, neutrons are slowed

down via elastic and inelastic scattering with a suitable material and then,

some slow neutron detection method is applied. In the second case, if the

incoming neutron is in the keV range or higher, the recoil nuclei from

an scattering event can generate a usable detector signal and be detected

directly.

The elastic cross section for fast neutrons is large in several materials,

specially in hydrogen, which is the most popular target nucleus used for

neutron detection. Also, due to the fact that the fraction of energy trans-
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ferred in the neutron-nucleus collision increases as the mass of the recoil

nucleus decreases, hydrogen and hydrogen-rich materials such as polyethy-

lene, paraffin, water, etc, are preferred to deliver recoil protons through

the (n,p) elastic reaction. Moreover, observing recoil nuclei with the time-

of-flight method [2] enables neutron energy measurements by assessing

their velocities.

3.3 State of the art in active neutron detectors

Since there is not a perfect detector for all application fields, the main

properties of active radiation detectors have to be considered to select the

most suited in each case. These main properties are the following:

� Absolute efficiency: ratio between the measured number of counts

recorded by the detector and the total number of emissions from

the radiation source. The absolute efficiency is dependent on the

experimental setup (primarily the distance from the source to the

detector and the detector geometry).

� Intrinsic efficiency: absolute efficiency multiplied by (4π/Ω), where

Ω is the solid angle of the detector seen from the actual source po-

sition1. It is much more convenient to tabulate values of intrinsic

rather than absolute efficiencies because the geometric dependence

is much milder. However a slight dependence on distance between

the source and the detector does remain in intrinsic efficiency be-

cause the average path length of the radiation through the detector

will change somewhat with this spacing.

� Energy resolution: defined as the accuracy with which the system

can measure the energy of a radiation and its ability to distinguish

radiations of slightly different energies.

1From now on, if it is not specified in the text, efficiencies will be intrinsic efficiencies
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� Linearity: a detector is lineal if there is a linear relationship between

the energy of the detected radiation and the response of the detector.

� Dead time: minimum amount of time that should separate two

events in order to count each one individually. The dead time of

the detector may be set by physical processes taking place in the

detector itself or by the associated electronics.

� Sensitivity: ability to produce a valid detector signal. It depends

on the interaction cross section with the detector material, on the

detector mass, on the detector noise and on the material around the

detector.

In the particular case of the neutron detectors, there are two other

criteria: the gamma rejection and the neutron/gamma-ray discrimination.

These are important parameters since most of the environments where

neutron detectors operate are composed by neutron and gamma radiation.

� Gamma rejection: detector response in the presence of a gamma-ray

source.

� Neutron/gamma-ray discrimination: ability to distinguish between

gamma and neutron radiation events in neutron detectors. Gamma-

rays may interact with the detector and create secondary electrons

that can produce ionization and create a false count in the detector.

As previously mentioned, the three main types of active neutron de-

tectors are: gaseous detectors, scintillators and semiconductor detectors.

Each of them is briefly reviewed in as follows. This section is based on the

information from [3], [4] and [5], as well as general information from [6].

3.3.1 Gaseous detectors

A gaseous detector consists of a volume of gas between two electrodes, with

an electrical potential difference applied between the electrodes. Ionizing
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radiation loses energy in the gas by creating excited molecules and/or

generating electron-ion pairs. A simple sketch of a gaseous detector is

shown in Figure 3.1.

gas
cathode

anode

C

R

Figure 3.1: Diagram of the simple circuit for a gas-filled detector

- Operating in pulse mode.

The measured charge or current in a gaseous detector is proportional

to the applied voltage and the detector sensitivity depends on the volume

and pressure of the gas and on the associated electronic readout compo-

nents. Depending on the operating voltage applied between the electrodes,

different regions of detector operation can be distinguished. These differ-

ent regions are depicted in Figure 3.2 and are briefly explained as follows:

� Ion Chamber region: in this region only discrete charges created

by each interaction between the charged particle and the gas are

used. The applied voltage is sufficiently high so that only a negligible

amount of recombination occurs. Detectors operating in this region

are called ionization chambers.

� Proportional counting region: rely on the phenomenon of gas multi-

plication to amplify the charge represented by the original ion pairs

created within the gas. The collected charge is linearly proportional

to the energy deposited. This region is used in situations which the

number of ions pairs generated by the radiation is too small to permit
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Figure 3.2: The different regions of operation of gas-filled detectors

- The observed pulse amplitude is plotted for events depositing two different

amounts of energy within the gas.

satisfactory operation as ionization chambers. Detectors operating

in this region are called proportional counters.

� Geiger-Mueller region: in this region all pulses are of the same am-

plitude regardless of the number of original ion pairs that initiated

the process. Therefore, Geiger counters can function only as a sim-

ple counters of radiation-induced events and cannot be applied in

direct radiation spectroscopy because all information on the amount

of energy deposited by the incident radiation is lost. Neutron detec-

tors in Geiger-Mueller region are not used because its not possible

to discriminate neutron signals from gamma rays signals.

There are four main types of gaseous detectors used for neutron detec-

tion: the 3He-filled gas proportional counters, the boron trifluoride (BF3)

proportional tubes, the boron-lined proportional counters and the fission

counters. These detectors rely on the high cross section for thermal neu-

trons but, as already mentioned, fast neutrons can also be detected if

devices are surrounded by a suitable hydrogen-rich material.
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3.3.1.1 3He-filled gas proportional counters

The proportional counters filled with helium-3 are the ’gold standard’

thermal neutron detectors since 3He has a large capture cross section and

a very low sensitivity to γ-ray interference (high γ-ray rejection). 3He

tubes usually operated in the range of 1200 to 1800 volts and achieve

intrinsic efficiencies up to 77%.

In some gaseous detectors, other gases are often added to improve

the detector performance. For example, in 3He devices the addition of a

heavy gas, such as argon, reduces the proton range and guarantees total

energy deposition in the cavity. Moreover, argon also speeds up the charge

collection time but with the adverse effect of increasing the gamma-ray

sensitivity [6]. In table 3.3 the efficiencies of two 3He-filled gas proportional

counters are shown.

One of the main issues of the the 3He-filled gas detectors is that within

the last few years, the amount of 3He available for use in gas neutron

detectors has become more restricted, while the demand has significantly

increased, especially for homeland security applications after the attack

of September 11, 2001. This restriction is due to the fact that the 3He

reserves are foreseen to be consumed in the coming decades1 and besides,

no significant amount of new tritium is being produced anywhere in the

world (3He is a byproduct form the beta decay of tritium (t1/2 = 12.3

years), and it is separated as a part of the tritium purification process

[8]). Therefore, other alternative technologies need to be investigated.

Nowadays one of the replacement technology options for 3He-filled tubes

are the boron-lined proportional counters.

3.3.1.2 Boron Trifluoride filled proportional tubes

The BF3 counters are a direct physical replacement for 3He-filled gas pro-

portional counters and they were widely used as neutron detectors before

helium-3 became a commonly used conversion material. The gas is com-

1Although hopes are focused in newly discovered deposits in Tanzania [7]
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posed of fluoride atoms and boron atoms (B atoms enriched in boron-10).

BF 3 tubes have equivalent gamma-ray rejection as 3He tubes but lower

thermal neutron detection efficiency because of the lower cross section of
10B, BF 3 tubes are about 30 to 50% as efficient at detecting neutrons as

helium-3 tubes.

The main drawback of these tubes is that safety-related limitations

have to be taken into account due to the hazardous nature of BF3 gas,

which is toxic. The operation voltages of the (BF 3) detectors are between

1500 and 3000 V.

3.3.1.3 Boron-lined proportional counters

Boron lined proportional counters are sensitive to neutrons in the same

way as BF 3 proportional counters but incorporate the boron as a solid

coating on the walls of the detector rather than in gaseous form.

The detection efficiency is about 10 to 15% that of a helium-3 tube.

The efficiency of boron-lined proportional counters is also lower than BF 3

gas-filled counters, however higher gamma-ray rejection is achieved. This

is due to the lower fill pressure and lower operating voltage used in boron-

lined counters, which reduce the size of gamma-ray pulses relative to neu-

tron pulses.

These devices operated at a voltage of 600 to 850 V and are typically

used where circumstances, e.g. high operating temperatures, prevent the

use of BF 3 as the neutron detecting medium and where it is necessary to

detect neutrons in the presence of high gamma-ray fields.

3.3.1.4 Fission counters

The most popular form of fission detector is an ionization chamber because

the ionization caused by the fission fragments is sufficient to create sig-

nal and no further charge multiplication within the detector is necessary.

They detect neutrons that induce fissions in fissionable material coated

on the inner walls of the chamber. The fissionable material is usually
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uranium highly enriched in 235U . The fission chamber uses only a small

quantity of fissionable material and has a low detection efficiency. For

thermal neutrons, the intrinsic efficiency is typically between 0.5% - 1 %

and the applied voltage is in the range of 200 to 600 V. Fission cham-

bers typical operate in pulse mode for nonreactor applications but they

can also function in current mode in applications like reactor neutron flux

monitors.

3.3.2 Scintillators

Scintillator materials operate by absorbing incident radiation that raises

electrons to excited states. After the subsequent de-excitation, which usu-

ally takes from nanoseconds to tens of nanoseconds, the scintillator emits

a photon in the visible light range. An scintillation detector is obtained

when a scintillator material is coupled to an electronic light sensor such

as photomultiplier tube (PMT), photodiode, or silicon photomultiplier.

The electronic sensor absorbs the light emitted by the scintillator and

re-emits it in the form of electrons via the photoelectric effect. The subse-

quent multiplication of those electrons (sometimes called photo-electrons)

results in an electrical pulse which holds information about the initial inci-

dent particle. Figure 3.3 illustrates the working principle of an scintillator

detector.
Incident photon Photocatode Electrons Anode

Photomultiplier tube (PMT)

Scintillator

Dynode

Light

photon

Figure 3.3: Schematic diagram of a scintillation detector - Sketch of

a scintillation material (left) coupled to a photomultiplier tube (right).

As already known, thermal neutrons do not produce ionization di-

rectly in the scintillator material, but they can be detected with loaded
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scintillators (plastic or liquid scintillator which has been loaded with an

element in order to alter its properties). Loaded scintillators containing

elements with high thermal neutron cross section like boron or lithium

are suitable for the detection of thermal neutrons. One of the most used

loaded scintillator detector for neutron detection is the highly enriched
6Li(Eu) crystal, where it is possible to have enrichment up to 96% of 6Li.

These detectors exhibit a thermal neutron detection efficiency of about

50% and low gamma ray sensitivities comparable to 3He. Boron-loaded

plastic scintillators have been also investigated but they are much less

effective at discrimination against gamma-ray backgrounds than BF3 pro-

portional tubes.

Like in gaseous detectors, fast neutrons can also be detected by sur-

rounding the scintillator with a suitable material that moderates the neu-

trons. Another possibility for fast neutron detection is using an organic

scintillators (plastic or liquid) that contains a large concentration of hy-

drogen atoms. By means of elastic scattering the energy of the neutrons

can be partially transferred to the protons which on their turn can produce

scintillation light.

The following table (Table 3.3) summarizes the main characteristics of

both gaseous and scintillators thermal neutron detectors cited above:
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Table 3.3: Typical values of efficiency and gamma-ray sensitivity

for some common neutron detectors - The efficiency values depict the

interaction probability for neutrons hitting the detector face at right angles

and the gamma-ray sensitivity is an approximate upper limit of gamma-ray

dose that can be present with detector still providing usable neutron output

signals. Table obtained from [6].

Neutron σ Efficiency Gamma-ray

Detector type active (b) (%) sensitivity

material (mSv/hour)
3He (4 atm), Ar (2 atm) 3He 5330 77 10

3He (4 atm), CO2
3He 5330 77 102

BF3 (0.66 atm) 10B 3840 29 102

BF3 (1.18 atm) 10B 3840 46 102

10B-lined chamber 10B 3840 10 104

Loaded scintillator 6Li 940 50 10

Fission chamber 235U 680 0.5 107

3.3.3 Semiconductor neutron detectors

The interest in neutron detection with semiconductor sensors has increased

in recent years. This has been prompted, on the one hand, by the need

to replace the 3He tube detectors because of the exhaustion of helium re-

serves and on the other hand, there are several environments which require

features that only the semiconductor devices possess, such as low weight,

low size, compactness, robustness and low battery consumption for trans-

portability, as well as a fast response and insensibility to electromagnetic

fields [3].

Two subclasses of semiconductor neutron detectors are defined: direct-

and indirect- conversion semiconductors (Figure 3.4). In direct conversion

the semiconductor material is neutron sensitive, like CdTe and GaAs ma-

terials, while in indirect-conversion the semiconductor is coupled with a

converter material material that strongly absorbs neutrons. Within the
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indirect-conversion subclass, two main configurations can also be distin-

guished: the 2D or planar configuration and the 3D or microstructured

configuration.

+
- +
- +
- +
-

+
- +
- +
-

+
-

a) b)

active

volume

active

volume

Figure 3.4: Representation of neutron absorption from direct- and

indirect-conversion semiconductor neutron detectors - (a) Direct-

conversion and (b) indirect conversion. In the figure, the thermal neutrons

are represented as blue trajectories and the e−h+ pairs responsible of creating

the detector signal are also depicted in each case.

For direct-conversion geometries the neutron sensitive material and

space charge layer are the same, so all the energy of charged reaction

products is available for e−-h+ pairs creation.

Direct-conversion geometries are the most straightforward to construct

and are potentially capable of the highest total efficiencies, however they

have a lot of limitations: they are usually very thick bulks which need

high voltage bias (300 -1000 V) and, what is more important, the charge

carrier transport properties of these materials are very bad and there is

trapping, which severely limits the detector signal. Consequently, the

collected charge is very low, with the risk of being confused with the noise

level. In order to discriminate signal from noise, it is necessary to increase

threshold levels and then, the detection efficiency is dramatically reduced.

For indirect-conversion geometries the semiconductor is coated (or

filled) with the converter material to make the arrangement a semiconduc-

tor neutron detector. Several converter requirements must be considered
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to achieve a good detecting efficiency:

� The cross-section for non-radiative capture interactions is in the en-

ergetic range of interest.

� The converter should be made up of elements with high isotopic

abundance of those isotopes which capture neutrons.

� The energy of the reaction, Q, should be high enough to allow a

simple pulse height discrimination of gamma-rays, which are usually

present in neutron fields.

� The products of the neutron interaction must have range of flight in

the converter material long enough to reach the sensitive volume of

the detector and create a sufficient signal there.

In 1959, R. V. Babcock group was the first one to apply a neutron ab-

sorbing material to a diode semiconductor [9]. They used the basic planar

configuration, where only one semiconductor side is covered by the con-

verter layer. This configuration has been also studied by several groups

[10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] concluding that the maximum detection efficiency

cannot exceed 5% for 10B and 6LiF converter materials due to geomet-

rical restrictions of the planar configuration1. Both natural Gadolinium

and Gadolinium-157 were also studied due to their high thermal neutron

cross section but their expensive commercial price and the low energy of

the reactions products makes them not valid for achieving high thermal

neutron efficiency with the basic planar configuration [16].

The main limitation of the 2D or planar configuration is that suffers

from self-absorption effects which ultimately limit neutron detection ef-

ficiency [16]. The probability of the neutron interaction increases with

the thickness of the converter layer, but at the same time this reduces

the probability that the reaction products reach the sensitive volume of

1Detectors coated with pure 6Li metal can achieve 11% [16] but the reactivity of Li

metal complicates fabrication
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the semiconductor due to energy loss within the converter itself. Other

configurations of planar semiconductor-based neutron detectors (Figure

3.5) have been studied and several straightforward methods to increase

the thermal neutron detection efficiency were proposed [16, 17]. Stacking

individual devices can increase the overall system neutron detection effi-

ciency, although the increase in efficiency does not accumulate linearly.

The initial neutron flux will be attenuated by each of the neutron absorb-

ing layers. As a result, the neutron flux decreases for each subsequent

detector and the effect must be taken into account when calculating the

overall neutron detection efficiency of the stack.

Figure 3.5: Different configurations of 2D or planar designs.

The other possible configuration for semiconductor neutron detectors

is the so called 3D or microstructured design (Figure 3.6). In the late

80’s Muminov, in a theoretical study, suggested that the incorporation

of channels in a semiconductor substrate subsequently backfilled with a

neutron reactive material might increase the thermal neutron detection

efficiency [18]. The 3D design overcomes the geometric constraints that

limit the efficiency in planar configurations by providing an extended sur-

face area between the converter and the semiconductor and by increasing

the probability that reaction products escape into the semiconductor.

Figure 3.6: Some configurations of 3D or microstructured desings.

The first operational device to prove this concept was fabricated by
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D.S. McGregor’s group [19] and since then several research groups have

worked on different kind of patterns etched deeply into the substrate and

filled with different neutron reactive materials [20, 21, 22, 23, 24]. Opti-

mized microstructured designs theoretically predicted to reach 70% ther-

mal neutron detection efficiency for aggressive structures [25, 26] unfortu-

nately, achieving high aspect ratio etching and conformal converter ma-

terial deposition have proven to be challenges that have limited detector

efficiencies to ≈45% [26, 27].

A maximum thermal neutron detection efficiency of 48% was achieved

by Q.Shao et. al. [28] using silicon pillars surrounded by 10B while McGre-

gor et al.[29] reported an efficiency of 25% for an individual device filled

with 6LiF powder. An efficiency of 42% was also reported by McGregor

et al. [30] with a double stacked single devices.

The Radiation Detectors Group at IMB-CNM has produced at the

clean room facilities two different silicon designs to detect neutrons; the

ultra-thin 3D sensor and the microstructured sensor, which are covered

and filled respectively with a converter material. Moreover, a novel semi-

conductor imaging detector to obtain images with thermal neutrons was

also manufactured. These sensors are explained in the following sections.

3.4 Ultra-thin 3D silicon sensors

The ultra-thin 3D sensors (U3DTHIN) fabricated at IMB-CNM are PIN

diodes fabricated on silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafers (Figure 3.7(a)). These

wafers have an active thickness of 10 µm or 20µm and a 1µm buried sil-

icon oxide layer over a 300µm-thick silicon support1. Thanks to the thin

thickness of the active volume a high γ-ray rejection is achieved, a key

requirement in order to discriminate the signal coming from the neutrons

in a mixed neutron-gamma ray environment.

The diodes have three-dimensional electrodes etched through the sili-

1This support can be removed using plasma etching or chemical solutions which

stop at the silicon-oxide interface of the SOI wafer.
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support wafer (300µm)

not to scale
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Figure 3.7: Sketch of the ultra-thin 3D silicon detector - The con-

verter layer is not shown in the sketch, but this would be deposited over the

detector front-side. (a) Cross section layout and (b) front-side view.

con and distributed in a square array with 80 µm pitch between columns

of the same doping type (Figure 3.7(b)). The total area of the sensor is

0.57 cm2. The electrode columns are an inactive volume inside the detec-

tor and therefore, they should be fabricated as narrow as possible. For

the U3DTHIN the electrodes have 5 µm diameter and only one readout

channel is present because all electrodes of the same type are connected

together with aluminum lines.

Due to the electrodes penetrating into silicon, the depletion voltage

in the 3D silicon detectors does not depend on the substrate thickness

and the depletion region grows laterally as a cylinder from the p+ elec-

trodes. Considering the approximation of a coaxial-cable capacitor, the

capacitance for 3D electrodes can be calculated as:

C =
2πεL

ln(rd/rc)
(3.7)

being L the column length, rd the radius of the depleted region, and rc

the radius of the columnar electrode.

The lateral depletion of the ultra-thin devices allows for a much lower

capacitance compared to a planar sensor of the same thickness (see Figure

3.8). For example, for a silicon U3DTHIN sensor with 20 µm thickness

and 80 µm pitch, the capacitance is one order of magnitude smaller than
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Figure 3.8: Capacitance of the planar and 3D (80 µm pitch) detec-

tors versus silicon thickness - The parallel plate and cylindrical capacitor

approximations were respectively used. The U3DTHIN structure is advan-

tageous for thicknesses lower than 50µm. The measured capacitance of a

U3DTHIN with 20µm thickness and 80µm pitch is also shown in the plot.

for a planar silicon detector with the same thickness and surface area. The

lower capacitance of these structures allows for lower electronic noise [31].

3.4.1 Fabrication process

The ultra-thin 3D silicon sensors were manufactured at the clean room of

IMB-CNM on 4-inch SOI wafers supplied by Icemos Technology Ltd. A

total of 6 n-type wafers doped with phosphorous with a nominal resistivity

>3.5 kΩ cm and a active thickness of 10 or 20 µm were processed. The

buried oxide and the support silicon thicknesses are 1 µm and 300µm

respectively. The whole fabrication process consists of 76 steps (without

the deposition of the neutron converter layer). The main fabrication steps

are briefly explained in the following paragraphs:
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3.4 Ultra-thin 3D silicon sensors

1. Before starting the fabrication process, the wafers were individu-

ally labeled in the backside for future identification, engraving the

run1 and the wafer number (this step is realized in all wafers pro-

cessed wafers at the IMB-CNM clean room). Then, after cleaning

the wafers with a “piranha” etch (H2SO4 and H2O2) and with HF

to keep the surface free of any impurity, a silicon dioxide layer of

400 nm was grown with wet oxidation on both wafer sides (Figure

3.9).

Si

SiO2

Figure 3.9: SOI wafer and wet oxidation process.

2. First photolithography process to define the n-type columnar elec-

trodes. The photoresist was spun on the front surface of the wafer

and illuminated through the mask level I (holes-n) exposing the n-

parts to ultraviolet light. The exposed resist was removed with a de-

veloper solution and afterwards, the SiO2 underneath was removed

with a buffered HF (Hydrogen Fluoride) mixture (Figure 3.10).

mask level I

Photoresist

Figure 3.10: Photolitography process and SiO2 etching.

1Word used in IMB-CNM to describe all fabrication steps required to manufacture

a device
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3. A column etching with a Deep Reactive Ion Etching (DRIE) process

was then realized. The DRIE is an anisotropic process which, in

order to get vertical high-aspect-ratio trenches, combines a plasma

etching (with sulfur hexafluoride (SF6)) with cycles of passivation

(octafluorocyclobutane C4F8). After the DRIE process, all the pho-

toresist was removed (Figure 3.11).

Figure 3.11: DRIE for n+ columns and photoresist removal.

4. A 500 nm polysilicon deposition process was realized to fill partially

the etched columns. Next, the polysilicon layer was doped n+ with

phosphorous atoms from a gas source (POCl3) to form the ohmic

contact of the sensor. Phosphorous atoms in contact with the de-

posited polysilicon create a PSG (phosphosilicate glass) layer which

acts as a source of donor impurities and create the n-doped region.

The next step was to etch away the PSG layer and to clean the wafer

(Figure 3.12).

Poly

PSG

Poly n+

Figure 3.12: Polysilicon deposition and POCl3 doping.

5. The next step is a second photolithography process to define the

n-electrodes (mask level II (poly-n)). Then, the exposed photoresist

and the 500 nm polysilicon layer under it were removed. The next
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3.4 Ultra-thin 3D silicon sensors

step was to clean all photoresist and to grow a silicon oxide layer of

100 nm on both sides that will protect the n+ electrodes from the

following steps (Figure 3.13).

mask level II

Figure 3.13: Photolithography process to pattern the poly-n+ contacts and

SiO2 growth.

6. To define the p-type columnar electrodes the steps 2, 3, 4 and 5

were repeated with the following differences: i) the mask levels used

were the mask level III (holes-p) and mask level IV (poly-p) and

ii) the doping of polysilicon was done with p-type impurities from

a solid BN source. Boron creates a BSG (borosilicate glass) layer

in the polysilicon which acts as a source of acceptors impurities and

creates the p-doped region (Figure 3.14).
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mask level III

Poly

BSG

Poly p+

mask level IV

Figure 3.14: Fabrication process of the p-type columnar electrodes.

7. After the fabrication of both columnar electrodes, the photolithog-

raphy process number five, through the mask level V (window), was

realized to etch the SiO2 layer on the top of the columnar electrodes.

This process is done to provide a direct contact between the doped

polysilicon and the metal (Al/Cu), which is deposited in the next

step. The deposited metal is 0.5µm thick (Figure 3.15).
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3.4 Ultra-thin 3D silicon sensors

mask level V

Al/Cu

Figure 3.15: Photolithography process to etch the SiO2 and metal deposi-

tion.

8. To end the fabrication, the photolithography process number six,

through the mask level VI (metallization), was done to define the

metal lines connecting the p+ electrodes and the n+ electrodes.

Next, a passivation layer (SiO2/Si3N4) was deposited by PECVD

in order to protect the detectors from external exposure such as hu-

midity and scratches. Finally, the contacts for the signal exit were

opened through the passivation layer with the last photolithography

process (mask level VII - passivation). This last photolithography

process is not depicted in Figure 3.16 because the opened contacts

are outside of the shown area.

mask level VI

passivation

Figure 3.16: Photolithography process to each metal and passivation layer

deposition.

The final step to achieve the neutron detector is to cover the ultra-

thin 3D sensor with a neutron converter material. Section 3.4.3 explains

the different converter materials and deposition techniques that have been
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studied for this type of sensors.

One important parameter to take into account in neutron detectors is

the entrance windows (“dead” or “contact” layer) that exists between the

converter material and the silicon sensitive volume. This entrance window

has to be as thin as possible in order to minimize the energy loss by the

reaction products inside it. For the U3DTHIN structure this layer is in

the range of 400 - 500 nm of SiO2, as verified by SEM observation of the

fabricated devices (see Figure 3.18), and is present in the 92.8% of the

total surface area. The area not covered by the entrance windows, i.e.

area covered by metal or polysilicon, is considered as inactive area and

only constitute a 7.8% of the total area.

Figure 4.16c shows a picture of a U3DTHIN manufactured wafer.

Figure 3.17: Photograph of manufactured wafer with ultra-thin

3D sensors - The central area contains an array of 42 7x7 mm2 U3DTHIN

sensors.
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3.4 Ultra-thin 3D silicon sensors

Figure 3.18: SEM image of a columnar electrode of the U3DTHIN

sensor - Detail of a hole that forms a columnar electrode (from the up bot-

tom): ∼400 nm field oxide (dead layer), ∼500 nm doped polysilicon, ∼3.5µm

etched column width, ∼10µm-thick sensor active thickness, ∼1.5µm space

between column and buried silicon oxide, ∼1.0µm-thick buried silicon oxide

layer.

3.4.2 Electrical characterization of U3DTHIN

The electrical characterization of all wafers was performed as is explained

in Appendix A. Figure 3.19a shows the current versus reverse voltage

curves for all the sensors in one wafer (42 sensors, 20 µm thick). From

that measurements two conclusions are extracted: i) only a few devices

suffer early breakdown (red curves) while the rest have breakdown voltages

>50 V (green curves); ii) average leakages currents at 20 ◦C are (0.09 ±
0.02) µA/cm2 at 10 V and (0.34 ± 0.12) µA/cm2 at 30 V.

Figure 3.19b shows the measurements of capacitance versus reverse

voltage of some sensors. Due to surface effects, two different depletion

regions can be distinguished in the figure; one at 10 V representing the

lateral depletion of the columnar electrodes, and the other at 30 V corre-
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sponding to full depletion. A full sensor depletion is not reached at 10 V

due to the positive charges present at the SiO2, which create an accu-

mulation layer of electrons at the Si-SiO2 interface. This electron layer

requires an increase of bias voltage to fully deplete the detector. There-

fore, the U3DTHIN full depletion voltage presents a strong dependence

with the surface oxide charge and the detector thickness [32]. The full

depletion voltage for the 20 µm thick sensors is approximately 30 V with

a capacitance of (50 ± 10)·10−12 F (see Figure 3.8).

The total manufacturing yield (ratio of devices with good electrical

characteristics to all fabricated devices) of the entire fabrication batch

was 91%.
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Figure 3.19: Characterization of the ultra-thin 3D sensors - (a) I-V

curve of all sensors in one wafer and (b) C-V curve.

3.4.3 Neutron converters for U3DTHIN

In order to adapt the U3DTHIN sensor for thermal neutron detection a

boron-based converter layer was deposited on its front surface. Two dif-

ferent converters were tested; boron carbide 99% enriched in 10B (10B4C)

and the BE10 screen manufactured by Kodak. Moreover, the U3DTHIN

sensor was also tested as a fast neutron detector. To adapt the sensors for

this purpose a polyethylene layer was placed on their front surface.
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3.4 Ultra-thin 3D silicon sensors

3.4.3.1 Boron carbide deposition

Boron carbide (10B4C) enriched 99% in 10B was deposited in the front side

of the ultra-thin silicon sensors by Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD) at

the University of Barcelona (Figure 3.20) [33, 34, 35, 36]. Boron carbide

is technically less challenging to deposit than pure 10B, has high hardness

(up to 40 GPa) and moreover, high chemical and thermal stability.

PVD is a collective set of processes used to deposit thin layers of ma-

terial, typically in the range of few nanometers to several micrometers,

onto a solid substrate. The two most common PVD processes are thermal

evaporation and sputtering. In this work 10B4C was synthesized as target

for sputtering PVD process.

Sputtering PVD process is a plasma-assisted technique that creates a

vapor from the target (material that is going to be deposited) through

bombardment with accelerated gaseous ions (typically Argon) and then,

the resulting vapor phase is subsequently deposited onto the desired sub-

strate through a condensation mechanism.

Target

Substrate
(silicon wafer)

Mechanical
support

Steel mask

(B4C)

Figure 3.20: Photographs of the RF sputtering machine at the

University of Barcelona - The chamber base pressure was 10−4Pa, the

RF power was 350 W and the substrate bias voltage was kept to a positive

value of +10 V using the tuned RF magnetron sputtering technique [37].

Prior to deposition, the silicon wafer containing the ultra-thin sensors
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was cleaned in an ultrasonic bath with de-ionized water and dried in dry

nitrogen, then it was mounted in a mechanical support which was fitted

inside the sputtering machine.

A key parameter in this process is the control over the energy of the

bombardment of the argon ions. This has influence on the mechanical

properties of 10B4C films because when the argon ion energy increases,

the stress of the 10B4C coating increases as well [38]. Another impor-

tant parameter is the deposition rate which in our case was constant to

0.5 µm/h. By means of a thin steel mask (see Figure 3.20), the 10B4C

was selectively deposited only on the active areas of the wafer leaving the

electrical contacts of the sensors free.

To estimate the optimum 10B4C thickness, the intrinsic thermal neu-

tron detection efficiency was previously calculated with Geant4 simula-

tions. The intrinsic efficiency of a sensor, ε, for a normally incident neu-

tron beam is defined as the ratio of the detector response (counts or count

rate) Rdet to the total neutrons hitting the detector active area Ri (Equa-

tion 3.8). The intrinsic efficiency takes into account the projected detector

areas as a function of the angle relative to the radiation beam.

ε =
Rdet
Ri

(3.8)

Figure 3.21a shows the simulated intrinsic thermal neutron efficiency of

the U3DTHIN silicon detector for different layer thicknesses and densities

of the 10B4C converter material1 (to compare, the efficiency of a 10B bulk

density (2.46 g/cm3) layer is also depicted). For low converter densities,

the range of the charged particles is higher, but at the same time there is

a lower number of 10B target atoms per unit volume, resulting in a smaller

number of neutron captures. Hence, for converter with higher density the

efficiency rises faster than for those with lower density and, once peaked,

decreases more rapidly.

1The bulk density of 10B4C is 2.52 g/cm3 but densities of deposited layers are likely

to be lower than the bulk value and depend strongly on the conditions of the deposition

process [13].
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3.4 Ultra-thin 3D silicon sensors

The highest possible detection efficiency of 10B4C, independently of

the density layer, is about 3.68%. This value is achieved with 3.00 µm of

2.00 g/cm3, with 2.75 µm of 2.25 g/cm3 or with 2.50 µm of 2.52 g/cm3.
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Figure 3.21: Simulated thermal neutron detection efficiency of a 20µm

U3DTHIN covered with a 10B4C or 10B converter layer. The front-face con-

figuration was used. (a) Efficiency as a function of different 10B4C densities

with an LLD=0 keV. The efficiency of a 2.46 g/cm3 of 10B layer is also de-

picted. (b) Efficiency of a 3.00 µm (d=2.00 g/cm3), 2.75 µm (d=2.25 g/cm3),

2.50µm (d=2.52 g/cm3) 10B4C layer thicknesses for different LLD values.

The reduction efficiency factor of 10B4C in comparison with 10B is due

to the atomic fraction of 10B in 10B4C (10B4C contains 78.6% of 10B in

weight).

Figure 3.21b shows the efficiency as a function of different LLD values

for the thicknesses which achieve the highest efficiency. Changes in the

lower values of LLD show bigger drops of efficiency because for the 10B

reaction products, more counts are placed in the low energy range of the

spectrum.

Another important aspect that has to be considered in the neutron

coated sensors is the side of the irradiation because neutrons, when passing

through the converter, follow the exponential attenuation law. Figure

3.22a depicts the two possible irradiation configurations and also shows

that exponential attenuation. If the detector is irradiated from the front

side (beam hitting first the converter material) more neutrons are captured
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close to the neutron beam and therefore the chance of reaction products

reaching the sensitive volume is lower. On the other hand, if the detector

is irradiated from the back side, higher number of neutrons are captured

close to the boundary between the semiconductor and the converter, and

therefore the probability of reaction products reaching the silicon sensitive

volume is higher.

Figure 3.22b shows the simulated differences in efficiency when the de-

tector is irradiated from front-side or from back-side. The simulated detec-

tor is a 20 µm thick U3DTHIN covered with 10B4C (density of 2.0 g/cm3).

In both curves the detection efficiency is increasing up to the optimum

layer thickness, however, for thicker layers there is an efficiency reduction

in the front irradiation while in back irradiation it is kept constant. It is

important to mention that for boron based converters, due to low range

of its reaction products, this irradiation-side dependance is observable for

thicknesses ≥3 µm while for 6LiF, the effect is only significant for converter

thicknesses ≥15 µm.
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Figure 3.22: (a) Schematics of the frontal and the backside irradiation

showing the number of neutrons captured in the neuron converter. (b) Sim-

ulated detection efficiency as a function of the 10B4C converter thickness

(density of 2.0 g/cm3) for the front and backside irradiation.

Following the simulation results, a 10B4C layer in the range of 2.5 -

3 µm was deposited by PVD on the front side of the whole silicon wafer.
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3.4 Ultra-thin 3D silicon sensors

Figure 3.23 shows the thickness profile of the layer through two entire

sensors obtained with a mechanical profilometer. The figure shows the

desired step produced by the steel mask and the roughness due to the

metal lines that connect the electrodes. The layer showed good adhesion

and homogeneity over the whole wafer.
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Figure 3.23: Profilometry measurements of the 10B4C layer de-

posited over the silicon wafer - The mean 10B4C thickness is 2.7 µm.

After the layer deposition, the wafer was diced and some of the U3DTHIN

detectors were re-tested. The measurement showed that their electrical

characteristics had not been significantly affected by the 10B4C deposition

and wafer dicing. Detectors with the best electrical performance were

selected for testing in the nuclear reactor beam.

3.4.3.2 BE10 screen

The BE10 screen manufactured by Kodak consists in a 40 µm mixture of

93% enriched boron-10 boron carbide with glue coated on a 100 µm thick

polyester base (Figure 3.24a). The BE10 screen was supplied by Dosirad

[39]. Despite additional substances in the converter material (carbon and

glue) may reduce neutron detection efficiency, this method has been used

due to its simplicity to adapt the U3DTHIN sensor into a neutron detector;
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the BE10 screen is cut to the desired size and stuck manually over the

sensor. The 100 µm polyester base on the top of the screen is an invisible

layer for thermal neutrons.

10B4C / glue

Polyester (PET)

100µm

40µm

(a) (b)

Figure 3.24: (a) Sketch of the BE10 screen manufactured by Kodak. (b)

Two U3DTHIN sensors with and without the polyethylene (7x7x3 mm3) for

fast neutron detection.

3.4.3.3 Polyethylene layer

To adapt the U3DTHIN sensors for fast neutron detection an hydrogen-

rich 3 mm thick polyethylene sheet was placed on its front surface (Figure

3.24b). Fast neutrons interact by direct elastic scattering with the hy-

drogen nuclei (protons) in the polyethylene and the recoiling protons that

enter the silicon ionize the surrounding material and are detected (see

section 3.6.2.2).

3.5 Microstructured sensors

The microstructured (MS) sensors fabricated at the IMB-CNM clean room

consist of an array of sinusoidal or hexagonal microchannels etched inside

the silicon bulk (Figure 3.25). The p-n junction that turns these structures

into a particle detector is located inside the trench walls. Compared with

planar devices, these structures increase the contact surface between the
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converter and the silicon detector and thus are able to achieve high neutron

detection efficiencies.

n-type

p-type

n-type bulk
(high resistivity)

metaltrench depth

wafer thickness

trench width

100µm100µm

(a) (c)(b)

50µm

(d)

SiO2

Figure 3.25: Sketch of the microstructured silicon sensor - (a)

schematic cross-section (not to scale). Right: Top view optical microscope

images of (b) sinusoidal and (c) hexagonal arrays for the first fabrication

batch, and (d) optimized sinusoidal array for the second fabrication batch.

The total area of the sensors is 1 cm2.

The MS sensors are fabricated on n-type high resistivity wafers with

active thickness of 300 or 400 µm. Two fabrication batches of the mi-

crostructured neutron detectors were done in the clean room facilities:

The first batch was fabricated on 300 µm thick wafers with the pat-

terns shown in Figure 3.26. The design and dimensions of these patterns

(trench width (L) and depth (h) and width of the silicon wall between

channels (W)) were based on a previous MCNPX-Monte Carlo simulation

study of rectangular patterns etched into the silicon substrate and filled

with boron-based converter materials [40]. The final decision for the first

fabrication batch was to manufacture four different trench width values,

all with 150µm trench deep for both sinusoidal and hexagonal patterns, to

enhance the probability of obtain satisfactory results in the filling process.

The main parameters of these patterns are summarized in Table 3.4.

A complete GEANT4 simulation study of the first batch microstruc-

tured neutron sensors filled with boron-10 or lithium-6Li fluoride is pre-

sented in section 3.5.4.
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100µm100µm

L

ap

L

Wmax

Wmin

(a) (b)

Figure 3.26: Top view pattern designs for the first fabrication

batch - Optical microscope image and unit cell layout of the (a) sinusoidal

and (b) hexagonal design.

Table 3.4: Main parameters of the first batch fabricated designs

- Table summarizing the main parameters as well as the percentage of con-

verter material inside unit cell (%cell fraction). For all sinusoidal geometries

Wmin is fixed to 12µm.

channel

width L

SINUSOIDAL HEXAGONAL

Wmax % cell apothem % cell

(µm) fraction (µm) fraction

06 µm 26.0 23.4% 22.0 22.5%

10 µm 28.0 36.0% 25.0 30.8%

15 µm 28.0 46.0% 27.5 38.6%

25 µm 38.0 54.2% 37.5 43.9%

The second batch was fabricated with the pattern shown in Figure 3.27.

The dimensions of this pattern were optimized with GEANT4 simulations

considering 6LiF as a neutron converter material (and not boron-based

converter materials as in the first batch) and only viable ranges for MEMS

fabrication techniques, i.e. designs that may be produced with standard

MEMS techniques in a clean room facility that ensures the repetitiveness

and viability of mass-production. The sensor active area is 1.00 cm2 with
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230 or 345 µm trench depth. The GEANT4 simulations are also shown in

section 3.5.4.

L

L1
Wmax

Wmin

50µm

(a) (b)

L=20.00 µm

L1=16.38µm

Wmax=15.00µm

Wmin=12.23 µm

% cellfraction=57.14%

Figure 3.27: Sinusoidal design of the second fabrication batch - (a)

Optical microscope top view image and (b) Unit cell layout (160x70µm2)

with the optimized GEANT4 values for 6LiF.

3.5.1 Fabrication process

The microstructured silicon sensors were manufactured at the IMB-CNM

clean room on high resistivity wafers supplied by Topsil. A total of 28 n-

type wafers (12 sensors per wafer) doped with phosphorous with a nominal

resistivity >5.0 kΩ cm were processed. The first batch of sensors were

fabricated on 300 µm wafers while in the second batch 400 µm wafers were

also used. The whole fabrication process consists of 63 steps (without the

deposition of the neutron converter layer) which are depicted in Figure

3.28 and briefly summarized in the following paragraphs:

First, the wafers are chemically cleaned and a 800 nm silicon oxide is

grown on both sides of the clean wafers. Then, a photolithography process

followed by a SiO2 removal and a phosphorous implantation is realized

to define the channel stop1 on the front-side and the ohmic contact (n+

region) on the backside of the wafer.

Two photolitography process are then realized; the first one to define

the sensor area on the wafer and the second one to pattern the trench

geometry. A 1µm metal layer is deposited before the second photolithog-

raphy process to act as a mask for the DRIE.

1n+ region at the edge of the chip to isolate the detector structure of surface currents
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Then, after metal and SiO2 etching, the array of microchannels is

etched into silicon by the DRIE process. Trenches are partially filled with

200 nm of polysilicon and are doped with boron (p+ region). The final

step is to deposit a metal layer of 0.2µm and 1 µm in front and back-face

respectively, to create the electrical contacts, and dicing the individual

sensors.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Figure 3.28: Summarized sketch of the microstructured sensor fab-

rication process - (a) 800 nm SiO2 growth and photolithography process

to etch the SiO2. (b) and (c) Phosphorous implantation for the channel stop

and ohmic contact respectively. (d) Photolithography to define the sensor

area. (e) Metal layer deposition plus photolithography process to pattern

the trench geometry. (f) Metal and SiO2 etching. (g) DRIE process to etch

the silicon. (h) Polysilicon deposition and polysilicon doping (p+ region).

(i) Metal deposition.

Figure 3.29 shows a picture of a manufactured wafer of the MS sensors

and Figure 3.30 shows a cross-section SEM image of one MS sensor from

the second fabricated batch.
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Figure 3.29: Photograph of manufactured wafer with microstruc-

tured sensors - The wafer contains 12 1x1 cm2 and 4 5x5 mm2 MS sensors.

Figure 3.30: SEM image of the MS sensor cross-section - The image

corresponds to a sensor of the second fabrication batch in a wafer of 400µm.
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3.5.2 Electrical characterization of microstructured sensors

The electrical characterization of all wafers was done as explained in Ap-

pendix A. Figure 3.31a shows the current versus reverse voltage curves

for some sensors from the first fabrication batch. No difference in current

behavior has been observed between the sinusoidal and hexagonal struc-

tures. Average leakage currents at 20 ◦C are (0.18 ± 0.08) µA/cm2 at 3 V

for most of the sensors (green curves). Figure 3.32a shows the same plot

for sensors of the second fabrication batch. Comparing these figures it is

observed that current increases as the trench depth becomes larger due to

surface effects in the wall of the trench. For the second batch of sensors

there is a wider set of current behaviors so, in a first approximation sensors

were considered suitable for the filling process if leakage current at 20 ◦C

is ≤5.0 µA/cm2 at 3 V (green curves).
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Figure 3.31: Characterization of the first batch microstructured

sensors - (a) I-V (b) C-V curves for some sensors

Figure 3.31b shows the measurements of capacitance versus reverse

voltage of some sensors from the first fabrication batch. According to the

structure of devices, two depletion regions would be observed; the first one

corresponding to lateral depletion (region between the etched columns)

and the other corresponding to full depletion, where all wafer thickness is

depleted. In Figure 3.31b only a lateral depletion at ≈1.5 V is observed for

voltages up to 10 V. To fully deplete the sensor higher voltage values are
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required but, as it will be seen in section 3.6.3, it is no needed; a partially

depleted detector is already optimum to collect all the signal produced by

the charged particles from the nuclear neutron reaction and moreover, a

fully depleted sensor would reduce its gamma discrimination factor. For

microstructured first batch sensors, the operating voltage was defined as

3 V in order to have a compromise between the electronic noise and sensi-

tivity to gamma radiation. The capacitance versus voltage characteristics

of sensors from the second fabrication batch (Figure 3.32) present compa-

rable behavior as the first batch but with a more pronounced increase from

0 to 1.5 V. This means faster lateral depletion that could be attributed to

the use of wafers with slightly higher resistivity.

The lateral depletion voltage for the measured 150µm trench deep

sensors is 1.5 V with a capacitance of 1·10−9 F.
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Figure 3.32: Characterization of the second batch microstructured

sensors - (a) I-V (b) C-V curves for some sensors

3.5.3 Neutron converters for microstructured sensors

In order to adapt the microstructured sensors for a thermal neutron de-

tection, boron-10 and lithium-6Li fluoride materials supplied by Sigma-

Aldrich Products [41] (Figure 3.33) were selected as converter materials

to fill the perforated trenches.

The main advantages of 10B over 6Li are higher microscopic thermal
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.33: Converter materials used to fill the microstructured

sensors - (a) Boron-10B, 90 atom % 10B. (b) Lithium-6Li fluoride, 95 atom

% 6Li, 99% (CP).

neutron absorption cross section (3840 b versus 940 b) and cheaper price,

however the reaction products from 6Li are more energetic than those

from the 10B and hence, are much easier to detect and discriminate from

background radiations.

Over the past 10 years various filling methods like physical vapor de-

position, ultrasonic deposition of particles, pressure filling (handpacking),

plasma deposition, low pressure condensation and centrifugation have been

explored by other groups [25, 27, 42] and also by IMB-CNM reporting, in

all cases, a challenging issue for deep microstructures with high aspect

ratio.

The Physical Vapor Deposition with an Electron-Beam-Gun (EBPVD)

and the liquid filling [43, 44] were the previously explored methods by the

CNM Radiation Detector Group to achieve a complete filling of trenches

with optimum packaging density and without pinholes or hollows inside

them. However, the 10B EBPVD showed little filling success for high as-

pect ratio designs and adhesion problems due to stressed evaporated layers,

while liquid filling with o-carboranes presented toxicity and complicated

filling processes. Due to these drawbacks, the selected filling method used

in this thesis was the pressure handpacking, that consists of spreading the
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converter material on the sensor surface and applying pressure by hand to

force the converter to enter into the perforated structure.

Both boron-10 and lithium-6Li fluoride powders were previously ground

by a vibratory ball mill to achieve micron-sized homogenized granules and

make the filling process more efficient. A vibration ball mill (Figure 3.34a)

performs high speed vibrations to a grinding jar filled with the grinding

balls and the material to be processed. The inertia of the grinding balls

causes them to impact with high energy on the sample material at the

rounded ends of the grinding jars and pulverize it.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.34: Vibratory ball mill and grinding jars balls - (a) Vibra-

tory ball mill model Mixer Mill MM 200 and (b) grinding jars and balls of

different sizes and materials. Typical materials of grinding tools are hard-

ened steel, stainless steel or tungsten carbide.

Although the first fabrication batch of microstructured sensors were

optimized for boron-based converter materials [40], both sinusoidal and

hexagonal patterns were also filled with 6LiF to compare the detection

efficiencies. Figure 3.35 shows SEM images of sinusoidal and hexagonal

designs filled with loose 6LiF powder via the first hand-packing tests.

These SEM images of cross-sections have been done with a diamond point

scribe to avoid removing the converter filling. Even then, some parts of the

fillings have come out, as it visualized in the images. From these photos,

it can be concluded that the powder-fill method is effective and fills the
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perforations; however it leaves few voids which reduce the packing fraction

of the neutron converter. No differences were found in the 10B and 6LiF

filling processes.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.35: SEM image of hand-packed 6LiF powder in the first

fabrication batch sensors - (a) sinusoidal and (b) hexagonal patterns from

the first fabrication batch. The trench width is 15µm for the sinusoidal

design and 25µm for the hexagonal. Trench depth is 150µm. Note that

the cleaving process dislodges the packed converter from the trenches, so the

SEM images are only indicative of the final filling within the trenches.

It must be said that only sensors with 15 or 25 µm trench width were

considered as thermal neutron detectors because the filling process of 6

and 10 µm trench widths was not efficient. For 6 and 10 µm a non uni-

form packaging with pinholes and hollows inside the trench was observed

by SEM images. In most cases, for these small trench widths, the con-

verter material formed agglomerations above the perforations preventing

the filling.

The first tests at the Portuguese Research Reactor (RPI) were done

with this first batch of microstructured detectors showing satisfactory re-

sults for 6LiF converter material (see section 3.6.3), however a new pack-

aging method which avoids empty spaces and increases the packing of the

powder inside trenches was desired to achieve higher detection efficiencies.

The solution was found in the Lithium-ion battery manufacturing in-
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dustry. Lithium-ion batteries use binders, such as SBR (Styrene Butadiene

Rubber) or PVDF (Polyvinylidene Fluoride), to hold the active material

particles together and in contact with the current collectors [45]. In our

case, PVDF1 holds the 6LiF particles together and avoids in this way, the

empty space inside trenches. For this, an appropriate proportion of NMP2

(N-Methyl 2-pyrrolidone) solvent was mixed with the 6LiF and PVDF

blend to create a paste which improves the filling process. The main ad-

vantages of this mixture are: i) the small amount of blinder needed (1-2%

in weight) which will not influence efficiency and ii) the solvent will be

not present inside the trenches because it evaporates. This approach was

suggested by scientists from Institut de Ciencia de Materials de Barcelona

(ICMAB), experts in lithium-ion batteries.

To find out the optimal amount of solvent to add in the 6LiF and PVDF

mixture, different tests were done with different microliters of NMP, rang-

ing from 20 µl to 100 µl for every 100 mg of total powder. Results showed

that 60 µl was the best choice to create the appropriate paste for trench

filling because i) lower quantities produced a too dense agglomeration not

optimum to enter to trenches and ii) higher quantities are useless in terms

of neutron detection efficiency. With this amount of solvent, different

mixtures with different percentages in weight of 6LiF and PVDF were

also prepared with the aim of reducing as much as possible the amount of

PVDF but keeping good packing density without voids inside the trenches.

Table 3.5 shows all these tested mixtures.

No substantial differences were observed by SEM images in terms of

packing density for the different mixtures, therefore the final decision

was to adapt all microstructured sensors with the lowest percentage in

weight of PVDF (mixture 4 of Table (3.5)). Figure 3.36 shows SEM im-

ages of trenches filled with mixture number 4. These images correspond

1PVDF (C2H2F2) is a partially fluorinated semi-crystalline polymer with excellent

thermo-mechanical and chemical properties. It has demonstrated an ability to withstand

irradiation to a dose of 107 rads in air or vacuum [46].
2NMP is a polar cyclic organic solvent. Characteristic properties of NMP include

low viscosity, excellent dissolving power and enhanced demulsifying property.
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to the first batch with 25 µm sinusoidal trench width and 150 µm depth.

Other tests with sinusoidal trenches of 15 µm width and 270 µm depth also

showed good packaging density without voids with the mixture number 4.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3.36: SEM images showing a cross section view of the mi-

crostructured sensors filled with 6LiF mixture number 4 (2% in

weight of binder) - The sensor has 25µm sinusoidal trench width and

150 µm deep. (a) Full cross-section of sensor. All visible trenches are com-

pletely filled except one (which presents a void probably due to the cleaving

process). (b) Image showing completely filled trenches with no voids and

a high packing fraction. Photographs (c) and (d) show the tightly packed
6LiF and PVDF micropowder.
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Table 3.5: Proportions in weight of the mixtures tested for trench filling.

In all mixtures the amount of MNP was fixed to be ∼60µl for every 100 mg

of powder.

Weight percentage Weight percentage
NMP (µl)

of 6LiF of PVDF

mixture 1 (89.5 ± 0.2)% (10.5 ± 0.1)% 60.0 ± 0.5

mixture 2 (92.0 ± 0.2)% (8.0 ± 0.1)% 60.0 ± 0.5

mixture 3 (95.4 ± 0.2)% (4.6 ± 0.1)% 60.0 ± 0.5

mixture 4 (98.0 ± 0.3)% (2.0 ± 0.2)% 60.0 ± 0.5

3.5.4 GEANT4 simulations of microstructured sensors

A complete simulation study has been done for both batches of microstruc-

tured sensors. The first fabrication batch (sinusoidal and hexagonal per-

forations with 6, 10, 15 and 25 µm trench width and 150 µm trench depth)

filled with 10B or 6LiF was simulated and analyzed in terms of radiation

beam direction and converter material density. On the other hand, simu-

lations of the second batch were realized previously to fabrication, so the

study was focused on finding out the optimum trench width and depth for

a 6LiF filling.

The density of the converter has a direct impact on two parameters:

the mean free path (λ) and the range of the neutron capture reaction prod-

ucts emitted inside the converter. In this thesis the filling technique makes

use of the powdered material so the real packing densities achieved inside

the trenches are lower than the intrinsic particle density of the material.

In particular, the particle densities of 6LiF and 10B are 2.54 g/cm3 and

2.34 g/cm3 respectively, but the bulk density depends on the compacted

state of the crushed powder [47]. This changeable density characteris-

tic may affect the whole efficiency considerably and thus it needs to be

taken into account when measured and simulated results are compared.

Figure 3.37 illustrates how the thermal neutron mean free path decreases
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inversely proportionate to the 10B or 6LiF bulk densities.
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Figure 3.37: Thermal neutron mean free path as a function of 10B

or 6LiF density - The mean free path for thermal neutrons drops markedly

when the density increases.

Table 3.6 contains the average ranges (estimated with the SRIM soft-

ware [48]) of the charged particles produced inside both converter ma-

terials for different bulk densities. It shows that the ranges of reaction

products are doubled when the converter density is halved. The ranges

inside silicon are also depicted in the table.

To quantify the goodness of the different prototypes the intrinsic de-

tection efficiency has been established as the key parameter. The following

considerations were made in the simulations in order to approximate the

characteristics of the simulated design and the manufactured sensors: (i)

there is no air between the converter and the SD, (ii) there is a dead layer

of 0.5 µm inactive silicon on the front face and on the etched walls of the

devices (to account for the effect of the heavily doped p+ diffusion), (iii)

the energy cut-off, understood as equivalent to the lower limit of detection

(LLD), is fixed as 10 keV. The simulation errors for all cases were ≤ 0.1%.
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3.5 Microstructured sensors

Table 3.6: Range of reaction products inside its respective converter ma-

terial and inside silicon.

Material

Bulk

density

(g/cm3)

Range µm

Alpha 7Li

(1.47 - 1.78) MeV (0.84 - 1.01) MeV

2.5 3.1 - 3.8 1.6 - 1.8

2.0 3.8 - 4.8 2.0 - 2.2
10B 1.5 5.1 - 6.3 2.7 - 3.0

1.0 7.7 - 9.5 4.0 - 4.5

0.5 15.4 - 19.0 8.0 - 8.9

Silicon 2.32 5.2 - 6.3 2.6 - 2.8

Bulk

density

(g/cm3)

Alpha (2.05 MeV) 3H (2.73 MeV)

2.5 6.1 34.2

2.0 7.7 42.8
6LiF 1.5 10.2 57.1

1.0 15.3 85.6

0.5 30.7 8171.0

Silicon 2.32 7.5 44.1

3.5.4.1 Simulations of the first batch

As a first approximation, the neutron capture probability should increase

if the volume backfilled with neutron converter rises, i.e. if the trench

width or trench depth dimensions are maximized. In contrast, if trench

width is too large, the probability of the reaction products reaching the

sensitive volume decreases since they lose energy within the converter.

The converter material volume inside the sensor (% cell fraction) in-

creases as the trench width increases (see Table 3.4). Figure 3.38 displays

the proportion of neutron capture reactions taking place inside the neutron
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converter material for both hexagonal and sinusoidal designs as a function

of the micro-channel width when these designs are irradiated by a thermal

neutron beam (front-face irradiation direction 3.39a). Figure 3.38 shows

that: (i) there are more nuclear reactions inside the 10B converter than

within 6LiF due to the higher 10B thermal neutron capture cross-section;

(ii) the sinusoidal design yields more nuclear reactions than the hexagonal

one since the percentage of converter material inside the unit cell is higher

for the former. Note that although more nuclear reactions may take place

for larger trench widths, in turn the reaction products could be absorbed

by the converter itself and not reach the sensitive silicon volume.
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Figure 3.38: Normalized neutron capture reactions taking place

inside 10B or 6LiF converter materials for hexagonal (hex) and

sinusoidal (sin) designs - Thermal neutrons are perpendicular to the de-

tector front-face surface and the converter density is 2.5 g/cm3.

The detection efficiency depends also on the neutron path through

the sensor. Three main layouts of neutron beam paths are considered in

this study: (i) a front-face irradiation (Figure 3.39a), i.e. the detector and

beam are in front of each other such that a mono-directional neutron beam

points toward the upper-face of the detector; (ii) a spherical neutron source

(Figure 3.39b), where the detector in placed inside; and (iii) irradiations

under an angle (Figure 3.39c) where the detector is tilted for different

angles along the X-axis. Notice that spherical beam irradiation does not

exist other than inside a nuclear reactor, where the radiation damage inside
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would destroy these detectors, but this beam configuration has been used

in this work to compare the intrinsic detection efficiencies for different

converter densities.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.39: GEANT4 simulated layouts - (a) Hexagonal microstruc-

tured sensor irradiated by a front-face neutron beam. (b) Spherical neutron

source (source of 30 cm diameter) around the detector. (c) Sinusoidal mi-

crostructure showing the rotation axis for irradiation under an angle.

The effective intrinsic efficiency is defined as:

ε =
Rdet ·A(θ)

Flux ·A⊥
(3.9)

where A(θ) is the projected detector area as a function of θ and A⊥ is the

projected detector area for the perpendicular irradiation case [49]. The

effective intrinsic efficiency accounts for solid angles and area effects and

is normalized to the initial irradiation orientation, the perpendicular case.

The effective intrinsic efficiency and area correction factor are important

considerations for detectors that are irradiated simultaneously from mul-

tiple directions or for detectors that may be turned through various angles

during operation.

� Incident neutron direction dependence

Figure 3.40 and 3.41 show the effective intrinsic efficiency (Equation

3.9), as a function of the trench width, for the front-face neutron incident

beam, for the neutron spherical irradiation, and for one representative
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irradiation under an angle (45° along the X axis). The perforations are

filled with 6LiF in Figure 3.40 and with 10B in Figure 3.41.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.40: Thermal neutron detection efficiency of 6LiF versus

the trench width - Efficiency of (a) hexagonal and (b) sinusoidal micro-

channels trench width for different irradiation directions. Fixed parameters:
6LiF density (2.5 g/cm3) and trench depth (150µm).

Figure 3.40 shows that (i) for the front-face irradiation case, the ther-

mal neutron efficiency is the lowest since neutrons hit perpendicularly the

detector and a considerable proportion of them do not interact with the

converter material along their path; (ii) for the 45° irradiation case, the

efficiency increases since the probability of neutron interaction with the

converter along their path increases due to the angular effect. The max-

imum efficiency of 24% is reached for a 15 µm sinusoidal micro-channel

width. Note that the hexagonal geometry entails a rotational symmetry

which produces no change on efficiency if the 45° rotation is done along

the X or Y axis. But the sinusoidal geometry does not have this symmetry

and it should be rotated along the X-axis (Figure 3.39c) to increase the

detection efficiency; (iii) for the spherical irradiation case, the highest effi-

ciency is reached since most neutrons have the chance to become captured

while passing through the converter material. A maximum efficiency of

47% is achieved for a 10 µm wide sinusoidal micro-channel.
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In Figure 3.41, due to the low range of reaction products of 10B (see

Table 3.6), the maximum value of efficiency is shifted to smaller trench

widths than those shown in Figure 3.40. The maximum thermal neutron

detection efficiency is reached for a 6 µm trench width for all the irradiation

cases; the highest efficiency (27%) is reached with spherical irradiation and

for the sinusoidal design. Note also that the efficiencies fall sharply after

reaching the maximum value. Only neutron capture reactions taking place

close to the boundary between silicon and converter material contribute

to the whole efficiency.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.41: Thermal neutron detection efficiency of 10B versus the

trench width - Efficiency of (a) hexagonal and (b) sinusoidal micro-channels

trench width for different irradiation directions. 10B density (2.5 g/cm3) and

trench depth (150µm).

Although dimensions lower than 2.5 µm are difficult to obtain by lithog-

raphy, and the converter filling of trenches smaller than 6 µm width is not

viable through hand-packing, trench widths <6 µm have been simulated

and included in Figure 3.41 to compare the similar behaviors of structures

with 6LiF and 10B.

Figure 3.42 shows the thermal neutron effective intrinsic efficiency for

the sinusoidal design for different irradiation angles. The microstructures
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are filled with 10B (Figure 3.42a) and 6LiF (Figure 3.42b) neutron con-

verter materials and the neutron beam (1x1cm2 square homogeneous dis-

tribution) is rotated around the detector X-axis from front-face irradiation

to 90°.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.42: Effective intrinsic efficiency for sinusoidal geometries

as a function of the irradiation angle - (a) 10B and (b) 6LiF neutron

converter materials with a density of 2.5 g/cm3.

As the incident angle increases, the neutrons pass through progres-

sively more material and have a higher chance of being absorbed. This ef-

fect causes a slight increase in the detector efficiency as the angle increases

from 0° to 10°. But at larger angles this effect is eventually overcome by

the fact that the projected area of the neutron beam to the detector is

reduced by a cos(θ) factor, being θ the detector rotation angle along X

axis. It means that while the detector is rotating, a proportion of neu-

trons do not hit either converter material or silicon and the other neutron

proportion passes through converter and silicon repeatedly until they are

captured or escape the detector. Note that the efficiency remains more

stable over a wide range of detector angles using 6LiF converter instead

of 10B (from 10° to approximately 60°).
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� Density dependence

Figures 3.43 and 3.44 show the simulated efficiency for thermal neu-

trons as a function of the 6LiF and 10B converter material density re-

spectively for all fabricated geometries with 150 µm depth and for the

spherical irradiation case. Spherical irradiation has been selected to avoid

directional dependence of the beam, so the plotted values corresponds

to the intrinsic efficiency. Figure 3.43 shows (i) that the maximum ef-

ficiency is reached for 2.5 g/cm3 of 6LiF for all cases since the thermal

neutron mean path is shorter when the converter density increases (3.37),

and (ii) the highest efficiency of 47% is achieved with a 10 µm sinusoidal

micro-channel width. Note that the efficiency gain is lower as the density

increases because of the range reduction of the reaction products through

the converter material.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.43: Efficiency as a function of the 6LiF density - (a) hexag-

onal and (b) sinusoidal fabricated geometries.

Figure 3.44 shows (i) that the maximum efficiency is reached for 1.0 g/cm3

of 10B for all the cases since the detection efficiency improves when the con-

verter density decreases, and (ii) the highest efficiency of 48% is achieved

with 150 µm sinusoidal micro-channel width.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.44: Efficiency as a function of the 10B density - (a) hexag-

onal and (b) sinusoidal fabricated geometries.

The opposite behavior shown in the thermal neutron efficiencies as a

function of density for the two converters is mainly due to the differences

in range of their reaction products (3.6). As shown previously, the lower

is the converter density, the higher is the range of the charged particles,

but at the same time there is a lower number of 10B or 6LiF atoms per

unit volume. Increasing the density of 6LiF has a positive effect on the

efficiency because most reaction products may reach the silicon sensitive

volume, but using the 10B converter material an increase of the density

means fewer reaction products hitting the sensitive volume due their low

range.

� Pulse height spectra of deposited energy

The pulse height spectra provide the energy distribution that the re-

action products of the neutron capture deposit in the silicon sensitive vol-

ume. As already mentioned, these reaction products have to go through

the converter and dead layers before reaching the detector silicon sensitive

volume, and therefore they lose part of their energy when they go through

these layers. The amount of energy deposited in the detector depends on

the depth where the neutron capture takes place inside the converter and
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the angle under which the reaction product is ejected towards the sensitive

volume. For the 6LiF reaction products another dependence may exists

because of their high range; if the silicon sensitive volume is not thick

enough part of the signal could be lost.

Figure 3.45a and 3.45b show the features of the simulated spectra

for hexagonal and sinusoidal geometries and for 10B and 6LiF neutron

converter materials.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.45: Energy spectra of the neutron capture 10B(n,4He)7Li

and 6Li(n,t)4He reaction products - (a) hexagonal and (b) sinusoidal

microstructures. In both cases the simulated trench widths are 6, 10 and

15µm, there is front-face irradiation and the converter material density is

2.5 g/cm3.
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The spectral distribution for both hexagonal and sinusoidal designs

filled with 10B neutron converter is concentrated in the low energy chan-

nels due to the short range of the 10B(n,4He)7Li reactions products. By

contrast, the spectral distribution of the designs that use 6LiF converter

are shifted to the high energy channels because of the large range of the
6Li(n,t)4He reaction products. In this last case, Figure 3.45 (right) shows

that the wider the trench, the broader the alpha-peak to low energy re-

gions.

Figure 3.45 (left) shows two distinguishable slopes whose endings cor-

respond to the 10B(n,4He)7Li reaction product energies, i.e. 1.47 MeV and

0.84 MeV (alpha and lithium particles respectively), minus those energies

that these ions lose within the 0.5 µm dead layer thick. Figure 3.45 (right)

shows a different behavior for the 6Li(n,t)4He case: the spectra has a pro-

nounced drop at the triton energy (2.72 MeV) region, but the 2.05 MeV

alpha particle contribution is not clearly observed since in most cases both

particles reach the sensitive volume contributing to the total pulse height

distribution at the same time. The difference in the spectra for the hexag-

onal and sinusoidal geometries is more pronounced in the case of 6LiF due

to the longer range of its reaction products, as they are able to interact for

a longer distance with what surrounds the production point and deposit

a different energy according to the geometry found.

It is important to observe the influence of the 0.5 µm silicon dead layer

in the energy deposition of the low energy reaction products of 10B. Figure

3.46 shows the simulated spectra for the sinusoidal geometry with 6 µm

trench width with and without the dead layer inside the trenches. Figure

3.46b shows that if there is no dead layer, the peaks that correspond to

the 0.84 MeV and 1.47 MeV energies of each reaction products are more

pronounced.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.46: Spectrum of energy deposited by reaction ions in

6 µm geometries filled with 10B - Trenches surrounded by (a) 0.5µm

silicon dead layer and (b) no dead layer surrounding the trenches. Spherical

irradiation and converter density of 2.5 g/cm3.

Figure 3.47 shows the contribution of each of 10B(n,4He)7Li and
6Li(n,t)4He reaction products to the total spectrum. These plots have

been obtained running three separate simulations and tracking only one

of the reaction products at a time. The total spectrum, where the total

energy deposited in the silicon after each neutron capture is recorded, is

also shown. Due to the possibility of both reaction products reaching the

silicon sensitive volume at the same time (i) counts at higher energy are

present in total spectrum and, (ii) the sum of the number of counts of indi-

vidual spectra is higher than the number of counts in the total spectrum.

It should be noticed that due to differences in range of the reaction prod-

ucts between 6LiF and 10B, these two effects are much more predominant

in the 6LiF than in 10B converter material.

Finally, it is worth observing that the effect of the Lower Level Dis-

criminator (LLD) in the efficiency of a neutron detector will be more pro-

nounced in the case of detectors based on 10B because a higher number of

counts are placed in the low energy range of the spectrum.
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Figure 3.47: Spectrum of energy deposited by reaction ions in

6 µm geometries filled with 10B and 6LiF - Front-face irradiation and

converter density of 2.5 g/cm3.

3.5.4.2 Simulations of the second batch

For the second fabrication batch, the aim of the simulations was to study

the optimum perforated pattern and its dimensions to achieve an improve-

ment of the intrinsic thermal neutron detection efficiency. As already

mentioned, the simulations were done considering only 6LiF as neutron

converter material.

Thanks to the experimental results of the first fabrication batch, the

following considerations were the starting point of the simulations: i) si-

nusoidal perforations, due to their directionality, provide the fastest and
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easiest hand-packing filling process, ii) trench widths in the range of 15 µm

- 20 µm are the most appropriate dimensions for the hand-packing trench

filling technique used in this work, iii) silicon walls narrower than 10 µm,

even though they can be successfully fabricated, are not recommended be-

cause they can be be broken while applying pressure when filling. Taking

into account these points, the modeled detector was composed by con-

necting two straight patterns, where one was tilted an angle θ respect to

the other, to create the sinus-like pattern. Figure 3.48 shows the main

sketch of the simulated unit cell with the variables to be optimized. The

first straight pattern (represented as blue) was simulated independently

as a simple straight trenches and then, using the optimum results, the

complete unit cell was simulated with different values of: θ, trench depth

and density of converter.

wcell/4

L L1

Wmax

Wmin

θ

straight pattern 1

straight pattern 2

Figure 3.48: Simulation sketch of a complete unit cell - The starting

point of the simulation study was: trench width (L) fixed to 20µm and Wcell

fixed to 160µm.

Figure 3.49a shows the efficiency of straight perforations for different

values of the silicon wall. The trench with (L) and the 6LiF density were

fixed to 20 µm and 2.5 g/cm3 respectively, however in order to compare

results a simulation of a trench width of 15 µm is also depicted. From

this figure it can be seen that the efficiency tends to increase as the ratio

(L/(L + W )) increases, therefore for this simulation the maximum effi-

ciency is achieved for 15 µm of silicon wall. A complete simulation study

of straight trenches can be found in [27, 50].

The dimensions L1 and Wmin of the second straight pattern were cal-

culated for different tilt angles (θ) considering the optimum dimensions
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Figure 3.49: (a) Simulated thermal neutron detection efficiency of straight

patterns with 15µm or 20µm trench width for different values of silicon wall

(Wmax). The converter material density is 2.5 g/cm3 and the trench depth

is 150 µm. (b) Intrinsic thermal neutron detection efficiency of the complete

final geometry as a function of trench depth. Two neutron converter den-

sities have been simulated and the efficiency for each case is shown at a

threshold value of 0 and 500 keV. In all simulations the unit cell only has

been irradiated with a front-face beam.

of the first straight pattern (20µm trench width and 15 µm of silicon

wall). The calculations were made with Equation 3.10 obtained from

simple trigonometry:

sin(90°− θ) = L1/L = Wmin/Wmax (3.10)

Table 3.7 summarizes the obtained dimensions for the second straight

patterns and its intrinsic efficiency. Notice that smaller angles than 20°

have not been studied in order to eliminate directions in which neutrons

stream between perforations avoiding the neutron converter material [51]

and, higher angles than 45° neither to avoid the creation of sharp edges in

the pattern.

The best configuration for the straight pattern number two is a trench

width of 14.14 µm and a silicon wall of 10.60 µm. But, as the efficiency does

not have a significant change while modifying the tilt angle, the chosen

configuration was the 16.38µm trench width and 12.23 µm silicon wall in
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Table 3.7: Simulated thermal neutron detection efficiency of straight pat-

terns with different trench (L1) and silicon wall (Wmin) widths - The con-

verter density is 2.5 g/cm3, the trench depth is 150µm and the manufactured

configuration is depicted in italics.

Straight Straight
Efficiency

pattern 1 pattern 2

L Wmax angle L1 Wmin

(µm) (µm) (°) (µm) (µm)

20 15

45 14.14 10.60 25.88 %

40 15.32 11.49 25.38 %

35 16.38 12.23 25.01 %

30 17.32 12.99 24.57 %

25 18.12 13.59 24.21 %

20 18.79 14.09 23.95 %

order to achieve better mechanical strength. Other reason to select this

configuration is that a 12 µm silicon wall width was already successfully

manufactured in the first fabrication batch.

A further simulation of the chosen configuration was realized to study

the influence of the trench depth. Figure 3.49b shows the intrinsic ef-

ficiency as a function of the trench depth for a converter densities of

2.0 g/cm3 and 2.25 g/cm3 and for two threshold values of 0 and 500 keV.

The efficiency increases as the trench depth becomes higher due to neu-

trons passing trough more thickness of converter material. This efficiency

gain becomes less pronounced as the trench depth increases till reaching a

maximum value around 500 µm depth. Deeper trenches will not result in

much higher efficiencies and instead they will be unfavorable because of

the increased gamma-ray interactions. In figure 3.49b it is also seen that

for 6LiF the efficiency increases as the converter density increases.

A final simulation of the selected geometry was performed to get the

energy distribution that the reaction products deposit in the silicon sensi-
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tive volume. Figure 3.50a shows the total contribution of energy deposit

(black line) together with the contributions to the total spectrum of each

reaction product (blue and green line). As already explained in previous

simulations, counts at higher energy than the most energetic particle are

present in the total spectrum due to the possibility of both reaction prod-

ucts reaching the silicon sensitive volume at the same time. The tritium

spectrum is the main contribution to the total spectrum because of its

high range in 6LiF (34.2 µm), almost in all produced reactions it reaches

the silicon sensitive volume.
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Figure 3.50: Spectrum of energy deposited by reaction products

from the 6LiF(n,t)4He reaction - Front-face irradiation and 6LiF density

of 2.5 g/cm3. a) Total, alpha and tritium contributions in a second batch

sensor with 250 µm depth. b) Comparison spectrum of a first batch sensor

(15 µm sinusoidal) and second batch sensor (both of 150µm depth and filled

with 6LiF).

Figure 3.50b shows a comparison between the total energy distribution

of a 15µm sinusoidal sensor of the first fabrication batch and a sensor of

the second fabricated batch (both of 150µm depth). In the first batch

distribution slightly more counts are observed from 1.7 MeV to 2.7 MeV

due to the thicker sensitive silicon region between trenches, however higher

detection efficiency is achieved in the sensors from the second batch be-

cause they show a notable increase in counts from 0.5 MeV to 1.7 MeV.

This efficiency improvement is produced because, as already said, the sec-
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ond design was specifically optimized for 6LiF as converter material while

the first batch was based on study of trenches filled with boron-based

converter materials [40].

3.6 Experimental validation with neutrons

This section covers the experimental results obtained at the Portuguese

Research Reactor (RPI), located at the Instituto Tecnologico e Nuclear

(ITN) facilities in Lisbon, with the U3DTHIN and MS detectors cov-

ered and filled respectively, with different neutron converter materials.

GEANT4 simulations to validate the experimental results are also pre-

sented.

3.6.1 The Portuguese Research Reactor (RPI)

The RPI, a 1 MW pool-type reactor (Figure 3.51a) was used to assess the

efficiency of neutron detectors with a well-known neutron beam [52, 53].

Two irradiation facilities (Figure 3.51b and 3.51c) are available in the

reactor, one delivering a 5 cm diameter well-collimated thermal neutron

beam (thermal Maxwellian (0.025 eV)) and the other a 15 cm diameter

fast neutron beam (E>1 MeV).

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.51: Images of the Portuguese Research Reactor - (a) Por-

tuguese Research Reactor core operation at 1 MW power, (b) thermal neu-

tron and (c) fast neutron beam area.
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Table 3.8 shows the neutron fluxes for both areas as well as the linear

dependence of these with the reactor power. The thermal neutron fluxes

were obtained in front of the beam shutter using activation foils1. In

particular, gold foils (bare and cadmium-covered) were used for thermal

and epithermal neutron fluxes while indium, nickel and aluminum foils

were used to characterize the fast region of the spectrum [54].

Table 3.8: Neutron flux and gamma field in the ITN nuclear reactor

Reactor Flux thermal Gamma dose rate Flux in fast

power neutron port thermal neutron (E>1 MeV) neutron

(kW) (n/cm2/s) port (µGy/s) port (n/cm2/s)

1000 (5.0± 0.2) · 105 5.6± 0.4 8 · 107

100 (5.0± 0.2) · 104 (5.6± 0.4) · 10−1 8 · 106

10 5000± 200 (5.6± 0.4) · 10−2 8 · 105

1 500± 20 (5.6± 0.4) · 10−3 8 · 104

0.1 50± 2 (5.6± 0.4) · 10−4 8 · 103

Moreover, additional flux measurements were done at different irradi-

ation positions with an 235U fission counter (Figure 3.52) showing good

agreement with foil measurements. The inherent gamma field present in

neutron fields has to be also taken into account to fix the LLD setting

and to obtain reliable neutron efficiencies (the gamma values were given

by the RPI personnel).

1Activation is the conversion of a stable isotope into a radionuclide by the absorp-

tion of a neutron and is used to produce gamma rays and beta particles, which are

proportional to the neutron flux.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.52: Thermal neutron flux measurements with an 235U

fission counter - Measurements (a) at the beam exit and (b) 18 cm away

of the beam exit. The filling gas is argon at 1 atmosphere and the amount

of 235U is 0.23 mg).

3.6.2 U3DTHIN detectors

The U3DTHIN sensors fabricated at IMB-CNM were tested in both irra-

diation facilities of the Portuguese Research Reactor. For thermal neutron

tests the sensors were covered with boron-based converter materials while

for the fast neutron beam a polyethylene sheet was used.

3.6.2.1 Thermal neutron tests

U3DTHIN detectors covered with boron-based converter materials (2.7 µm

of 10B4C or BE10 screen) were tested in the thermal neutron irradiation

facility at the RPI. Figure 3.53 displays the experimental setup in the

RPI nuclear reactor: the aluminum box (Faraday cage to reduce the noise

level contribution and to keep the detectors in the dark) containing the

detectors was located just in front of the beam shutter with the coated

side of the sensor facing the incoming beam. The data acquisition system

was placed at 3 meters, outside the biological shielding. Then a set of

measurements with different conditions was carried out.
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166

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.53: Experimental setup in the Portuguese Research Re-

actor - (a) Setup placed in front of the thermal neutron beam shutter,

with the detectors in the center of the beam. (b) Aluminum box containing

a U3DTHIN detector with 10B4C converter coating (adapted detector), a

U3DTHIN without converter coating (bare detector), and their respective

front-end readout electronics. (c) Image of the bare and covered U3DTHIN

detectors connected to their printed circuit boards (PCB)

It is also important to remark that the leakage current of the sensors

was registered at the beginning and end of each measurement, and that

this current did not increase during the 10 min acquisitions. This is an

important parameter to ensure the stability of the detector response in

operation for long periods of time.

Two detectors were always tested at the same time: one U3DTHIN

detector with a converter layer (adapted detector) and another one, iden-

tical to the first, without any converter (bare detector). The difference in

counts between them should be due to the charged particles produced by

the capture of neutrons within the converter. The bare detector is also

used to measure the photon and other background contributions.

Prior to the thermal neutron beam tests, noise level measurements were

realized in the experimental area for all detectors under study to select

the less noisy ones. In a semiconductor radiation detector there is always

an electronic noise caused by several external causes, such as pick-up noise
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from the omnipresent electromagnetic radiation or noise from the digital

part of the electronics, and the internal sensor noise that depends on the

capacitance and the current. Figure 3.54a shows the counts registered by

the bare and the 10B4C U3DTHIN detectors biased at 30 V in the absence

of the thermal neutron beam.
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Figure 3.54: (a) Response spectrum of U3DTHIN detectors in the absence

of radiation. Counts are due to the electronic noise. (b) Energy calibrated

spectra of the bare and 10B4C neutron detectors at 30 V bias voltage ir-

radiated with the thermal neutron beam. The simulated spectra of the

U3DTHIN detector coated with a 2.75µm B4C layer (d=2.25µm) is also

depicted (the simulated counts/second have been normalized to the results

obtained in the experimental test).

All tested sensors had a noise level in the range of 150 -200 keV. How-

ever, this noise might be higher in other environments so the neutron test

results will be given also in therms of different low level discrimination

(LLD) settings. The LLD can also be tuned beyond the noise level to dis-

card low energy counts from the gamma radiation background. One has

to take into account that the detection efficiency decreases for increasing

LLD as real radiation signals below the LLD are discarded as noise. The

energy calibration of all spectra was performed through a test capacitor

as explained in Appendix C.

Figure 3.54b shows the first measurements carried out at a reactor

power of 90 kW with the 10B4C adapted and bare detectors. The ther-
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mal neutron flux at this power was (4.5±0.2)·104 n/cm2/s. Since the

amount of deposited energy in the detector sensitive volume (space charge

region) depends on the depth where the capture reaction takes place in

the converter, the pulse height distribution is a continuous spectrum. The

spectrum endpoint of the adapted detector is located at an energy of ap-

proximately 1700 keV that corresponds to the maximum energy of the

reaction products of the (n+10B) reaction, 1780 keV, minus the energy

lost in the entrance window. The simulated spectrum normalized to the

experimental results is also depicted to illustrate its components. The

two abrupt drops of counts per second in the simulated spectra, around

1350 keV and 1650 keV, correspond to the final range of the alpha parti-

cles. The main differences from experimental and simulated spectra come

from: i) absence of noise in the simulation (counts below 200 keV), ii) ab-

sence of metal lines and desuniformities within the conversion layer in the

simulations and iii) in the simulation setup, only alpha and lithium parti-

cles are considered to deposit energy in the silicon detector then, no counts

more energetic than the ones produced by alpha particles are observed.

The background counts in the bare detector of Figure 3.54b, approx-

imately two orders of magnitude lower than the neutron counts in the

adapted detector, come mainly from the reactor gamma field but they

may also come from: i) the natural γ-ray background, ii) photons pro-

duced from (n,γ) reactions in the materials around the experimental area,

iii) energy deposited in the silicon volume by n-Si nuclear interactions.

From the measurement, the gamma/neutron count rate is 1/920 for a LLD

setting of 200 keV, or a photon response of (0.8±0.1) counts/µGy. These

values are calculated in the worst case assumption where all counts come

from the reactor gamma field and not from these other contributions. As

previously said, the insensitivity to gamma radiation is essential for good

neutron detectors as the neutron radiation is typically accompanied by a

gamma emission.

The dependency of the count rate in the adapted and bare detectors

with the LLD setting is shown in Figure 3.55a where it can be seen that the
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background count rate decreases more rapidly with increasing LLD than

the neutron rate due to the fact that the background counts are mainly

on the low energy part of the spectrum. For LLD values higher than

500 keV the background contribution is practically eliminated as can be

seen in Figure 3.54b and further LLD increments only reduce the neutron

detection efficiency but do not improve the signal/background ratio.
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Figure 3.55: (a) Total count rate of the U3DTHIN detectors. The bare and
10B4C adapted detectors at Vbias =30 V. (b) Thermal neutron count rate

as a function of the detector operating voltage and LLD. The total neutron

count rate is defined as the counts in the adapted detector minus the counts

in the bare detector

From the capacitance versus voltage measures (Fig 3.19b) a fully de-

pleted U3DTHIN sensor is achieved at 30 V but, to study the influence of

the bias voltage in the neutron count rate, a series of data acquisitions were

performed for different bias voltages at the same reactor power (90 kW).

As shown in 3.55b, the neutron detection rate increases in the bias range

10-30 V and is stable for voltages >30 V. This results confirms that at low

voltages, the presence of the partially depleted layer at the Si surface (due

to negative charge located at the Si/SiO2 interface (section 3.4.2)) does

not allow the complete collection of the low-range reaction products from

the nuclear reaction and reduces the efficiency. Another representation

of this figure is shown in Figure 3.56b where the neutron rate has been
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replaced by the thermal neutron detection intrinsic efficiency.

The intrinsic thermal neutron detection efficiency of the sensor calcu-

lated with Equation 3.8 with Rdet = Radapted −Rbare is plotted in Figure

3.56. The error is calculated assuming a ±20 keV error in the energy cali-

bration of the spectra and a 5% error in the determination of the radiation

fluence.
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Figure 3.56: (a) Thermal neutron detection intrinsic efficiency of the 10B4C

coated U3DTHIN as a function of the LLD and with Vbias=30 V. (b) Ther-

mal neutron detection intrinsic efficiency of the 10B4C and the BE10 coated

U3DTHIN as a function of bias voltage (only 30 V bias voltage measurements

were realized for the U3DTHIN covered by the BE10 screen).

Figure 3.56a shows the neutron detection efficiency behavior of the
10B4C coated U3DTHIN while the LLD value is increased. As already

mentioned, this efficiency reduction is due to more neutron counts re-

jected as noise while increasing the LLD from 200 keV to 1000 keV. The

measured intrinsic efficiency of the ultra-thin 3D detector with 2.7 µm
10B4C is (1.75 ± 0.06)% for a bias voltage of 30 V and LLD=200 keV.

This efficiency result is consistent with the maximum simulated value of

2.81% (Figure 3.21b) with the difference coming from: i) slight differences

of the deposited 10B4C converter thickness through the sensor surface (see

Figure 3.23), ii) probable lower density of the 10B4C coating with respect

to the values used in the simulations and iii) entrance windows >400 nm
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in places.

Figure 3.56b compares the efficiency of the U3DTHIN sensors covered

with the 10B4C or with the BE10 screen converter materials for a 30 V

bias voltage. For a LLD=200 keV the efficiency of the BE10 screen is

only (0.94 ± 0.04)%, approximately half of the efficiency reached with the
10B4C converter layer. This is because the BE10 screen is not optimized

for maximum efficiency neutron detection; the converter layer is 40 µm

thick so, due to low range of reaction products in the 10B4C/glue mixture

(see Figure 3.57a) only reactions taking place close to the Si/converter

interface (in the last 10 µm from the interface) contribute to the efficiency.

Moreover, as the BE10 screen is not glued to the sensor, an air gap could

exist between them contributing as an extra dead layer although care was

taken to avoid this problem.
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Figure 3.57: (a) Range in B4C of alpha particles and lithiums which are

products of neutron capture on 10B. Curves are calculated for different den-

sities of B4C. (b) Simulated spectrum of energy deposited by reaction ions

in the U3DTHIN covered with a 2.75 µm layer of B4C (density=2.25 g/cm3).

Figure 3.57b shows the contribution of each reaction product to the

total simulated spectrum. It can be seen that the lithium particles only

contribute to the first part of the spectrum, due to their low energy and

range, while the alpha particles contribute to the whole range and com-

pletely define the ending of the spectrum. These plots have been obtained
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running two separate simulations and tracking only one of the reaction

products at a time. The total spectrum, where the total energy deposited

in the silicon after each neutron capture is recorded, is also shown.

To verify that the previous results, realized with 90 kW reactor power,

were not affected by pile-up and to find the maximum count rate supported

by the detection system, different data acquisitions were performed at

varying reactor powers (Figure 3.58). All these measurements were done

with the 10B4C coated U3DTHIN sensor biased at 30 V.
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Figure 3.58: (a) Energy calibrated spectra and (b) thermal neutron detec-

tion intrinsic efficiency for different values of reactor power. Measurement

done with the 10B4C coated U3DTHIN sensor biased at 30 V.

Figure 3.58 shows the spectra and the efficiency obtained for different

reactor powers. The response of the detection system is lineal, i.e. the

total neutron rate increases linearly with the reactor power and there is not

a decrease in the calculated efficiency due to signal saturation at least up

to a power 640 kW, corresponding to an incident thermal neutron rate of

3.2 · 105n/cm2/s or a neutron count rate of (270 ± 86) counts per second.

At a reactor power of 893 kW there is a small counts loss of only 2%,

within the experimental error, that could be attributed to signal pile-up

in the detector readout. This light pile-up effect is also observed in the

zoomed part of Figure 3.58a where few counts located at higher energy

than 1780 keV are present.
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3.6.2.2 Fast neutron tests

The U3DTHIN fast neutron detector (sensor with a polyethylene sheet

(Figure 3.24b)) was located in the fast neutron port of the RPI in order

to obtain the detection efficiency for fast neutrons (E>1 MeV). The fast

neutron spectrum delivered in the irradiation point was in the interval

of 1 MeV - 10 MeV approximately [52]. Geant4 simulations were also re-

alized for this irradiation setup. The simulated incident neutron fluence

spectrum was obtained from [52] and the polyethylene (C2H4) sheet was

simulated with a density of 0.94 g/cm3. All measurement were done at at

30 V reverse bias.
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Figure 3.59: (a) Response spectra to the fast neutron beam of the fast

neutron and reference detectors biased at 30 V for a reactor power of 100 kW.

The simulated curve has been normalized to the experimental results. (b)

Fast neutron detection efficiency as a function of the LLD.

Figure 3.59a shows the fast neutron and reference detector responses

measured for a reactor power of 100 kW. The normalized simulated curve

is also depicted in the figure. The count rate in the bare detector is higher

that the obtained in the thermal port due to the higher gamma field in

the fast neutron port and due to the contribution of neutron interactions

with the silicon nuclei, relevant at high neutron energies. Furthermore in

fast neutron tests there are counts in a wider range of energies because

the protons ejected from the polyethylene can have any energy up to the
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maximum incident neutron energy.

Experimental and simulation results exhibit good agreement between

200 keV and 1750 keV. Differences below 200 keV are due to noise con-

tributions not present in simulations and above 1750 keV due to gamma

interactions with silicon which have not taken into account into the simula-

tion setup. The response of a bare detector against the neutron spectrum

was also simulated showing an interaction probability of fast neutrons with

the silicon nuclei of only 4.28 · 10−4% for the 20 µm silicon thick sensor.

Figure 3.59b shows the dependence of the efficiency on the LLD setting

for both experimental and simulated cases. The experimental efficiency

has been calculated using Equation 3.8 and considering a total neutron

flux of 8 · 106 n/cm2/s. For an LLD=200 keV, the obtained efficiency is

(6.0±0.3)·10−2 %. This result is consistent with the simulated efficiency

achieved, (9.66±0.03)·10−2 %, with the differences caused mainly by the

simulated neutron spectrum, which is slightly different from the real one1.
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Figure 3.60: (a) Kinetic energy distribution of the recoil protons created

inside the 3 mm thick polyethylene layer. (b) Projected range of protons into

polyethylene.

Figure 3.60a shows the GEANT4 simulated results of the kinetic en-

ergy distribution of the recoil protons inside the polyethylene. From that

1The simulated neutron spectrum, obtained from reference [52], is calculated at a

different point from where the U3DTHIN measurements were done.
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3.6 Experimental validation with neutrons

simulation it was calculated that only ∼5.5% of the total incident neu-

trons hitting the 3 mm thick polyethylene layer created a recoil proton.

Figure 3.60b shows, for the energy range of the recoil protons, their pro-

jected range inside the polyethylene. One of the main reasons for the low

efficiency value achieved can be deduced from these results: most protons

are created with a kinetic energy in the range 0 - 1 MeV and, accordingly

to Figure 3.60b, their range in the polyethylene is in the order of 20 µm.

This low range makes most of the protons not able to reach the silicon

sensitive volume.

3.6.3 Microstructured detectors

Microstructured detectors from the first fabrication batch and filled with
10B and 6LiF were tested in the thermal neutron irradiation facility at the

RPI.

Figure 3.61 shows the noise measurements for four microstructured

detectors of the first fabrication batch. All tested sensors, independently

of the trench width or the etched pattern, had a noise level in the range

of 450 - 500 keV.
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Figure 3.61: Response spectrum of MS detectors in the absence

of radiation - counts are due to the electronic noise) with detectors biased

at 3 V.

Due to these noise level values the radiation tests were mainly focused
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3. SILICON SENSORS FOR NEUTRON DETECTION

on microstructured detectors filled with 6LiF instead of 10B because, as

seen in the simulated energy spectrum of Figure 3.45, most counts of 10B

filled detectors are located in the low energy region (<600 keV). Therefore,

with an LLD of 450 keV (LLD value for microstructured detectors) nearly

all counts will be lost as noise and a low efficiency value will be achieved.

Simulations of 10B filled microstructured detectors (15µm trench width)

with an LLD value of 450 keV show efficiencies of only 0.98% for a con-

verter density of 2.5 g/cm3 and 1.64% for 1.5 g/cm3.

For microstructured sensors filled with 6LiF, thermal neutron tests at

different irradiation angles were performed to study the angular depen-

dence of the intrinsic detection efficiency. The setup of these measure-

ments is shown in Figure 3.62. The sensors were placed 18 cm away from

the beam exit in all cases and then were rotated about the azimuthal axis

from 0° through 180° in 45° increments.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.62: Experimental setup in the Portuguese Research Re-

actor for irradiation at different angles - All measurements were done

with detectors placed 18 cm away from the beam exit. (a) Back 45° and (b)

90°. The printed circuit board (PCB) with a mounted sensor is also depicted

in figure (a).

Figure 3.63a shows the response of a 6LiF-based sinusoidal detector

with 25µm microstructures to the thermal neutron beam, at a reactor

power of 100 kW and 3 V bias voltage, for different irradiation angles.
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3.6 Experimental validation with neutrons

The shape of these distributions does not depend on the irradiation angle

because all spectra are created from the same reaction products (2.05 MeV

alpha and 2.72 MeV triton particles). Due to the sensor design and the

range of the 6LiF reaction products, valleys in the spectra are observed

around 600 keV, allowing the LLD to be set at high values without elimi-

nating many of the neutron counts.

Counts more energetic than 2.72 MeV (the maximum energy of 3H)

are registered in Figure 3.63a because for a single event, both particles

can reach and leave energy in the silicon sensitive volume (contrary to

planar configuration). In fact, counts up to an energy of 4.7 MeV, the Q

value of the reaction, are also registered meaning that in some events both

particles leave almost all their energy. The cut-off energies near 2.05 MeV

and 2.72 MeV are also observed in the spectra.

According to Figure 3.22 the highest efficiency should be reached when

detectors are irradiated from back-side but, results from 3.63a show that

total counts from the front-side almost double the number of counts from

back-side irradiation, and counts from 45° front-side are ∼2.5 times the

number of counts from 45° back-side irradiation. These efficiency drops

for back-side irradiation are caused by the composition of the PCB [55]:

fiberglass, which is the main component of the PCB, contains boron oxide

and when neutrons pass through the board there is a percentage of them

that are absorbed. Therefore, the flux of neutrons reaching the sensor from

back-side irradiation is lower than from front-face irradiation. The ratio

difference between front- and back-side and between 45° front- and 45°

back-side are due to differences on the path of neutrons through the PCB.

In the backside case neutrons cross the 1.57 mm thickness of the PCB

while in the 45 ◦C backside case, neutrons cross
√

2 · 1.57 mm because of

the 45° tilt.

Figure 3.63b shows the simulated efficiencies of 15 µm and 25 µm si-

nusoidal and hexagonal trench width as a function of 6LiF density for

an LLD=480 keV and with back-side irradiation (for a better comparison

with experimental results the sinusoidal 25 µm trench width curve is shown
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3. SILICON SENSORS FOR NEUTRON DETECTION

thicker). In the simulation neither the converter layer in the surface of the

sensor nor the PCB1 were attached, so front- and back-side irradiation

results are approximately the same. As already shown in section 3.5.3, for
6LiF converter material the efficiency increases as the density increases

and, in the case of the 25µm sinusoidal trench this efficiency ranges from

9.45% for a density of 0.75 g/cm3 to 17.92% for a density of 2.50 g/cm3.

The maximum intrinsic detection efficiency of 8.6±0.4 obtained experi-

mentally (see Table 3.9) is in agreement with the simulation results for

low converter densities (∼0.75 g/cm3) According to SEM images (see Fig-

ure 3.35), the low achieved value of efficiency is more due to voids between

converter material than to a constant density of 0.75 g/cm3.
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Figure 3.63: (a) Energy calibrated spectra of a microstructured detector

with 25 µm sinusoidal trenches for different irradiation angles. The response

of the bare detector is also shown in the plot. The reactor power was 100 kW

and the sensor was biased at 3 V. (b) Simulated thermal neutron detection

efficiencies for normal incidence as a function of 6LiF density and for an

LLD=450 keV.

Table 3.9 shows the intrinsic and the effective intrinsic thermal neutron

detection efficiencies for all irradiation angles calculated for an LLD=480 keV.

Intrinsic efficiency is calculated with Equation 3.8 and the effective intrin-

sic efficiency with Equation 3.9.

1In the simulation program the percentage of each component of the PCB is required

and no precise data of that were found on the literature.
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3.7 Neutron imaging detector

From Table 3.9 note that the intrinsic efficiency increases as the detec-

tor is rotated from normal incidence to 90°; but, when corrected by cos(θ),

the effective intrinsic efficiency decreases as the detector is rotated from

normal to 90°. Because the detector area is decreasing as the detector is

rotated from normal incidence, the overall effect is to reduce the count

rate and, hence, the effective intrinsic efficiency of the detector is reduced.

Table 3.9: Intrinsic (ε) and effective intrinsic (εe) thermal neutron detection

efficiencies for each irradiation angle. Notice that due to the definition of εe,

efficiencies of back and front irradiation are equal. The standard deviation

was calculated assuming a ± 20 keV error in the energy calibration of the

spectra, a 5 % in the determination of the radiation fluence an a ± 5° in the

detector alignment.

Irradiation angle ε (%) εe (%)

front 8.6 ± 0.4 8.6 ± 0.4

front 45° 8.7 ± 0.8 4.3 ± 0.3

back 4.5 ± 0.3 4.5 ± 0.3

back 45° 3.5 ± 0.5 1.7 ± 0.1

90° 70 ± 50 (6 ± 5)·10−2

3.7 Neutron imaging detector

Neutron imaging is a non-destructive technique which represents a valu-

able complement to conventional X-ray technology. The information ob-

tained is complementary since neutrons interact with the atomic nuclei

and X-ray with the electron cloud of the target. Due to these different

interaction mechanisms neutrons are able to image light elements, pen-

etrate heavy materials and distinguish between different isotopes of the

same material.

Research reactors and accelerator-based spallation neutron sources can

provide intense neutron beams, required for efficient and practical neutron
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3. SILICON SENSORS FOR NEUTRON DETECTION

(a) (b)

Figure 3.64: Radiography of a camera by (a) X-rays and (b) neu-

trons - While X-rays are attenuated more effectively by heavier materials

like metals, neutrons make it possible to image some light materials such as

hydrogenous substances with high contrast: in the X-ray image, the metal

parts of the photo apparatus are seen clearly, while the neutron radiogra-

phy shows details of the plastic parts (like the film reel). Image from Paul

Scherrer Institute (PSI).

imaging. Such beams have been successfully used during the last two

decades in many applications like fuel cell research, study of objects from

cultural heritage, etc [56]. The extension of applications into new domains

using neutron imaging depends very much on the performance of the beam

lines and on the new position sensitive neutron detectors.

3.7.1 Pixel silicon sensor

A pixel silicon sensor for thermal neutron imaging has been fully fabricated

at the IMB-CNM Institute’s clean room. The technology employed to

manufacture this pixel silicon detector is based in the well known planar

technology so the fabrication steps will not be explained in this thesis.

The sensor is based on the Medipix 2 geometry [57] with 256 x 256

active pixels of 55µm providing an active area of 2 cm2. The device was

fabricated on an n-type high-resistivity wafer of 200µm thickness in order

to reduce the sensitivity to gamma radiation. The fabrication process was

tuned so that the entrance window of the detector (on the back-side) is
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3.7 Neutron imaging detector

as thin as possible (0.4 µm) to drastically reduce the self-absorption of

the products from the nuclear reaction. Figure 3.65 sketches the cross

section of the device after the bump bonding process but without the

neutron converter layer that would be placed at the ohmic n+ contact of

the sensor.

n-type bulk

55µm

55µm

200 µm

p+

n+

Bumps

PassivationMetal

(a) (b)

0.4µm

Figure 3.65: Pixel silicon sensor - (a) Sketch of the sensor (not to scale)

and (b) optical microscope top view image. The converter layer is not shown

in the sketch, but this would be deposited over the detector back-side.

The sensor readout is done via the XRI-UNO Medipix-2 based camera

developed by X-Ray Imatek [58]. The XRI Software suite included allows

to switch between the three different operations modes of pixels, calibrate

the unit and select the image format acquisition. Technical specifications

like 13-bit dynamic range and frame rate up to 500 fps makes XRI-UNO

camera suitable for neutron imaging.

Figure 3.66 shows a picture of a manufactured wafer with 18 pixel

silicon sensors. To adapt the pixel silicon sensor for neutron imaging,

converter materials based on boron-10, such as natural and enriched boron,

were selected because the high cross sections of the 10B isotope and because

of the low range of the reaction products, would provide better spatial

resolution than 6Li.
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3. SILICON SENSORS FOR NEUTRON DETECTION

Figure 3.66: Photograph of manufactured wafer with the pixel

silicon sensors - 18 sensors were fabricated in each wafer.

3.7.2 Test in nuclear reactor

Thermal neutron irradiations were performed at the nuclear reactor of the

Instituto Tecnolgico e Nuclear (ITN) in Lisbon. The thermal neutron flux

was (5.1±0.2) ·105 n/cm2/s for 1 MW reactor power and the gamma dose

rate at the same position was 5.6± 0.4 µGy/s (Table 3.8).

Due to schedule issues neither natural nor enriched boron coated de-

vices were tested in the nuclear reactor but, as a proof of concept, the

BE10 screen by Kodak (see section 3.4.3.2) was used instead as the con-

verter material. The BE10 screen was stuck onto the back-side of the

sensor with care of not creating an air layer between them.

The experimental setup was composed by a lead block (located and

the beam exit to reduce the contribution of gamma-rays reaching the sen-

sor) followed by the object to be imaged and the sensor connected to the

XRI-UNO Medipix-2 based camera. Both object and silicon sensor were

carefully placed in a plane perpendicular to the neutron beam direction

(see Figures 3.67a and 3.68a).
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3.7 Neutron imaging detector

All images were taken at 80 V bias voltage1 because, as the converter

layer is placed on the back-side, a fully depleted sensor is needed to collect

all the energy deposited by the charged particles of the neutron reactions.

First images were taken with bare detectors (without the BE10 screen) to

get the flat field images of the radiation environment.

Figure 3.67b and figure 3.68b show the 600 seconds acquisition time

raw images obtained with the pixel neutron detector with the BE10 screen

of Kodak. The image size is 14.1 mm x 14.1 mm and the calibration bar

has been normalized to the highest pixel count number.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.67: (a) Imaging setup. (b) Thermal neutron image of a perforated

printed circuit board (PCB).

In Figure 3.67 the object to be imaged is a printed circuit board (PCB)

with holes of 1.2 mm diameter. As seen in section 3.6.3, thermal neutrons

are absorbed by the boron and plastic components of the PCB and there-

fore regions where the holes are located are observed with a higher number

of counts. According to the number of counts in the image, the thermal

neutron attenuation caused by the 1.5 mm thick PCB is ≈70%, in agree-

ment with the front/back ratio seen with the MS sensors (Table 3.9).

Figure 3.68 shows the image obtained when a light emitting diode (LED)

is placed between the thermal neutron beam and the sensor. As the LED

1From the doping levels of the p+ and the n-type bulk regions, it is calculated that

a bias voltage of 80 V is suitable to completely deplete the 200 µm wafer.
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3. SILICON SENSORS FOR NEUTRON DETECTION

has a plastic cover, a fraction of thermal neutrons interact with it and

do not reach the silicon sensor. In this case, the attenuation can be ap-

proximated to 80%. There is a visible dark region with almost no counts

in one side of both images because the neutron converter material does

not fully cover the 14.1 mm x 14.1 mm active area of the detector (BE10

screen was not perfectly placed to cover the whole area of the sensor). The

few counts in this region are attributed to gamma interactions with the

200 µm silicon sensor thickness.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.68: (a) Imaging setup. (b) Thermal neutron image of a light-

emitting diode.

The 600 second exposure time to achieve Figures 3.67b and 3.68b is

enough to visualize the shape of the image however, to get better contrast

and resolution a longer exposure time is needed. The resolution is mainly

associated to the pitch value of the sensor, however the isotropic emission

of the 10B(n,α)7Li reaction products, their range and the silicon thickness

are factors that contribute to reduce the resolution.

Results shown in this section demonstrate the viability of the pixel

sensor fabricated at CNM coupled to the XRI-UNO readout electronics to

obtain images from a thermal neutron beam irradiation. Next steps will

consist in the deposition of an optimized boron converter layer to reduce

the long exposure times to obtain better resolution.
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Microdosimetry
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4
Silicon sensors for

microdosimetry

This chapter introduces the concept of hadron therapy and describes the

basic concepts related to the microdosimetry field as well as the main

microdosimetry quantities. Also, the fabrication and the experimental

validation at the irradiation facilities of: Grand Accélérateur National

d’Ions Lourds (GANIL) and Centro Nacional de Aceleradores (CNA) of

the two silicon-based microdosimeters fabricated at the IMB-CNM clean

room are described.
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4.1 Hadron therapy

Hadron therapy is an innovative high-precision cancer radiotherapy1 modal-

ity based on hadrons such as protons or heavier ions, e.g. carbon, oxygen,

etc. Hadron therapy achieves very high dose conformity around the target,

allowing a better protection of the organs at risk which is particularly crit-

ical for certain types of radioresistan tumours, such as hypoxic tumors, for

those localized near organs at risk or sensitive structures (e.g. the spinal

cord), and for pediatric cancers [1].

In 1946, accelerator pioneer Robert Wilson laid the foundation for

hadron therapy with his article about the therapeutic interest of pro-

tons for treating cancer [2] and, in 1950s the first clinical use of protons

took place at the University of California Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory2.

Since then, more than 100,000 patients have been treated worldwide with

this therapy (approximately 85% with protons and approximately 15%

with heavier ions, mainly carbon [3]). At present, 57 proton and 10 car-

bon ion therapy facilities are in operation worldwide [4], however cancer

treatment still presents a real challenge and it is the second highest cause

of death in developed countries. According to estimates from the Agency

for Research on Cancer (IARC) [5], in 2012 approximately 14 million new

cancer patient were diagnosed and 8.2 million cancer deaths were reg-

istered worldwide and by 2030 this number is expected to grow to 21.7

million new cancers. The clinical interest in hadron therapy as a promising

alternative to state-of-the-art X-ray external beam therapy has therefore

risen significantly within the last decade [6, 7] (from about 3000 patients

treated in 2005 to about 15000 patients in 2014 [3]).

Hadrons are more advantageous with respect to conventional radio-

therapy mainly due to: (a) the physical depth-dose distribution delivered

1Radiotherapy (RT) refers to the medical use of ionizing radiation to treat malignant

tissues. The radiation may be delivered by a machine outside the body (external-beam

radiation therapy), or it may come from radioactive material placed in the body near

cancer cells (internal radiation therapy, also called brachytherapy).
2Hadron therapy with heavy ions started in the 1970 in Berkeley.
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by them has a small dose in the entrance in tissue, but depositing a larger

amount at the end of their ranges (Bragg peak) with a sharp fall-off at the

distal edge (see Figure 4.1); (b) their tracks generate a dense ionization

which is able to induce multiple single or double strand breaks (SSB or

DSB) in the cell DNA that may lead to non-reparable cellular damages.

This property is accounted for in terms of the relative biological effec-

tiveness (RBE), which is defined as the ratio between the dose required

to achieve a given biological effect with conventional RT (typically with

250 keV X-rays) and that to achieve the same effect with a hadron beam

considered.
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Figure 4.1: Distribution of depth versus dose for various types of

radiation in tissue - Figure adapted from National Institute of Radiological

Sciences (NIRS) [8].

Figure 4.1 shows the dose distribution at different depths of tissue for

various types of radiation. In X-rays or γ-rays beams there is an increase

of dose deposit in the first few centimeters, and after that the dose drops

essentially according to an exponential law. However, for charged particles

almost all the dose is deposited in the final millimeters of their path.

Charged particles deliver a low dose at the body’s surface (when their

velocity is high), and only shortly before the maximal penetration depth

there is a steep increase of the dose deposition and a sharp drop of the dose
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after. The very narrow and localized peak is known as the Bragg peak

and by proper selection of the ion energy, the position in depth of the

Bragg peak can be adjusted with high precision, in order to concentrate

the higher absorbed dose to the tumor location.

Since the Bragg peak for particles of a given energy is too narrow to

treat tumour volumes of typical dimensions of a few cm size, beams of dif-

ferent energies can be superimposed to produce a spread-out Bragg peak1

(SOBP) and extend in this way the uniform dose region in depth. The

Bragg curve characteristics clearly indicate that hadron therapy can pro-

vide excellent dose distributions in patients, even compared with the most

advanced X-ray methods, such as intensity-modulated radiation therapy

(IMRT) [9] (see Figure 4.2).

(a) (b)

Figure 4.2: Comparison of treatment plans for a large target vol-

ume in the base of the skull - (a) Plan for carbon ions (two fields).

(b) Plan for IMRT (nine fields). Clearly, use of carbon ions would result

in a substantial reduction in the integral dose to the normal tissue and the

sparing of critical structures. Figure adapted from [10].

Compared with protons, heavy ions offer higher peak-to-entrance dose

ratio, small angular scattering2 and increased biological damage per unit of

1The SOBP can be also produced by using variable thickness absorbers in the beam.
2For example, the increase of the beam spot width is only 1 mm for carbon ions in

20 cm penetration depth compared to about 6 mm for protons.
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absorber [11]. These characteristics have made carbon therapy a technique

increasingly used for treating some radioresistant tumors. The biggest

disadvantage of heavy ions is, however the ion fragmentation process along

their penetration path in the patient tissues [12, 13]. This process must

be taken into account for the evaluation of the biological effects because:

i) leads to an attenuation of the primary beam flux, ii) creates lower Z

fragments with increasing penetration depth and iii) contributes to spread

out the dose longitudinally and transversally in the surrounding healthy

tissues.

4.2 Microdosimetry

Microdosimetry is formally defined as the systematic study and quantifi-

cation of the spatial and temporal distributions of the absorbed energy in

irradiated microscopic sites [14]. It is a extremely valuable knowledge in

fields like radiobiology or radiation therapy where determining the distri-

butions of energy deposition inside biological tissues is crucial to determine

their survival fraction.

Microdosimetry can be also defined as the area of dosimetry that stud-

ies the fluctuations of energy deposition in microscopic volumes. These

fluctuations are depicted in Figure 4.3 where the domains of microdosime-

try and dosimetry are distinguished.
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Figure 4.3: Schematic plot showing the domains of microdosimetry

and dosimetry - The main quantities used in microdosimetry with their

respective random fluctuations, as well as dose and LET, are depicted in the

figure. Pictures adapted from [15].
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Dose and LET are macroscopic averages of the energy deposited and

lost per length unit respectively by the incident radiation in macroscopic

volumes, however due to the statistical fluctuations involved in the energy

deposition events in a finite micron-sized volume, these magnitudes do not

provide a good description of what is likely to happen and new stochas-

tic quantities need to be defined (section 4.2.1). Moreover, the effects of

radiation -in particular biological effects- depend not only on these macro-

scopic averages, but are largely determined by the microscopic pattern in

which a given amount of energy is deposited in the medium. Therefore, to

quantify the radiobiological damage, it is necessary to evaluate stochastic

physical parameters such as the lineal energy (y), which is the micrometer

parameter related to a macroscopic LET.

The dose administered in hadron therapy is usually evaluated in terms

of the photon-isoeffective dose, calculated as the product of the absorbed

dose to water and the relative biological effectiveness (RBE) [16]. The

RBE depends on the type of hadron and LET (loss of energy per unit

distance along the path), among other parameters, and its concept was

introduced to cope with the inadequacy of the sole dose concept and to

compare the biological effects of various types of irradiations. For example,

from Figure 4.4 it is seen that to cause a cell survival fraction of 50%,

doses of about 0.4 Gy and 2.5 Gy are required for 11 MeV/u carbon ions

and 250 keV X-rays respectively (these curves can vary for different cell

line types).

The aim of microdosimetry is the understanding of these differences

in radiation effects and to estimate the RBE of a given radiation type

and energy from physical microdosimetric measurements. However, the

scope of this thesis is not to predict RBE values since it is a complex

parameter which not uniquely depends on the type of radiation, but also

depends on the type of tissue involved among other biological parameters

[16]. In this chapter microdosimetric spectra will be collected using the

silicon-based microdosimeters fabricated at the IMB-CNM and the main

microdosimetric quantities will be calculated.
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Figure 4.4: The RBE concept illustrated from the cell survival

curves - Image obtained from [17].

4.2.1 Microdosimetric quantities

The foundations of microdosimetry started less than 50 years ago from

the study and development of measurable quantities that could provide

information about the radiation quality (i.e. type of particles and their

energy spectra) and could give indicators of the biological effects for a

type of radiation. The formal definitions of the principal microdosimetric

quantities are given by the International Commission on Radiation Units

and Measurements [18] and are briefly explained in this section.

Prior to the description of microdosimetric quantities, it is important

to define the energy deposit and the energy imparted. The energy deposit,

εi, is the energy deposited in a single interaction, i:

εi = Tin − Tout +Q∆m (4.1)

Tin is the kinetic energy of the incident ionizing particle, Tout is the sum

of the kinetic energies of all particles leaving the transfer point and Q∆m

is the change of rest mass energy of the atom and all particles involved in

the interaction (Q∆m < 0: decrease of rest mass; Q∆m > 0: increase of

rest mass).
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The energy imparted, ε, to the matter in a volume is:

ε =
∑
i

εi (4.2)

where the summation is performed over all energy deposits, εi, in that

volume. ε, as well as specific and linear energy, are stochastic quantities1.

The principal quantities used in microdosimetry are the specific energy

y and the lineal energy z. These quantities describe the energy deposition

events in microscopic structures.

The specific energy z :

z =
ε

m
(4.3)

is defined as the radio of the imparted energy by ionizing radiation to a

given volume of mass m. The unit is the Gy and is the stochastic analog

of the absorbed dose D (see Figure 4.3). The absorbed dose is the limit

of the mean specific energy as the mass of the volume approaches to zero.

The lineal energy y :

y =
ε1

l̄
(4.4)

is defined as the quotient of energy imparted to the matter in a volume of

interest by a single energy-deposition event. The usual units are keV/um.

The lineal energy y is the stochastic analog to the LET quantity (see

Figure 4.3). LET is an average over a large number of primary interactions

and cannot describe energy deposition in a small volume where the mean

number of interactions is of the order of one or less.

According to Cauchy’s theorem, the mean chord length l̄ in a convex

volume under µ-randomness (in which the body is exposed to a uniform,

isotropic field of straight infinite lines) is given by: l̄ = 4V/A where A

is the surface area of the volume V . For a spherical and a right cylinder

cavity, l̄ is:

l̄ =
2

3
· d (4.5)

1In brief, stochastic quantities are quantities which are subject to random fluctua-

tions. The expectation value of a stochastic quantity is a non-stochastic quantity. Its

value may be estimated as the average of observed values of the associated stochastic

quantity.
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where d corresponds to the diameter of the sensitive volume. A summary

of the mean chord length for various shapes can be found in [19].

Since lineal energy is a stochastic quantity, it is useful to consider its

distribution function. The value of the distribution function, F (y), is the

probability that the lineal energy is equal to or less than y. The probability

density (also called the lineal energy distribution), f(y) is the derivative

of F(y) with respect to y:

f(y) =
dF (y)

dy
(4.6)

The lineal energy distribution is independent of the absorbed dose or

dose rate. The expectation value of the lineal energy distribution, also

called the frequency weighted mean lineal energy, is given by:

ȳF =

∫ ∞
0

y f(y) dy (4.7)

ȳF is a non-stochastic quantity.

If D(y) is the fraction of absorbed dose delivered with lineal energy less

than or equal to y, the dose probability density, d(y), of y is the derivative

of D(y) with respect to y:

d(y) =
dD(y)

dy
(4.8)

This distribution is also independent of the absorbed dose or dose rate.

The expectation value of d(y) is the dose weighted mean lineal energy and

is given by:

ȳD =

∫ ∞
0

y d(y) dy (4.9)

ȳD is also a non-stochastic quantity. The relationship between d(y) and

f(y) is:

d(y) =
y

ȳF
f(y) (4.10)

So the dose weighted mean lineal energy may also be expressed as:

ȳD =
1

ȳF

∫ ∞
0

y2 f(y) dy (4.11)
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Similarly, probability distributions f(z) and average quantities (z̄F ,

z̄D) are also defined for z.

The usual representation of the microdosimetric spectra is displayed

in a semi-logarithmic representation, y d(y) vs. log y because it provides

a useful way to compare spectra of different types of radiation. In this

semi-log representation the area under the curve between two y-values is

proportional to the fraction of dose delivered by events with lineal energies

in this range.

The measured f(y) and d(y) distributions of the lineal energy provide

information about the radiation quality and can be useful to estimate the

relative biological effectiveness for a particular radiation beam. The RBE

is also defined as:

RBE =

∫
y d(y) r(y) d[log(y)] (4.12)

where r(y) is an empirical biological weighting function.

4.2.2 State of the art in microdosimeters

Microdosimetric measurements are performed with different types of de-

tectors, the most common ones being the gas-filled Tissue Equivalent Pro-

portional Counters (TEPCs) and solid-state detectors. To investigate mi-

crodosimetric spectra, each one has its advantages and limitations regard-

ing tissue-equivalence, small device sizes and construction challenges [18].

Table 4.1 shows a comparison of the typical parameters of TEPC and

silicon microdosimeters.

It is important to mention that the microdosimeters described in this

work do not differentiate when the ionizations are produced from the pri-

mary or from secondary particles because they integrate the number of

ionizations occurring inside the sensitive volume. The information about

track structure is obtained with nanodosimetry measurements [20] but

this will not be treated in this work.
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Table 4.1: Comparison of TEPC to silicon microdosimeter. i) Energy de-

posited and preamplifier noise dependence however, the silicon microdosime-

ter has potentially better energy resolution. ii) Assuming 2.5 cm spherical

TEPC capable of detecting single ionizations and 1µm3 cubic silicon micro-

dosimeter with ultra low preamplifier noise [19].

Parameter TEPC
Silicon

microdosimeter

Energy resolutioni Moderate Moderate

Low energy Excellent, Moderate,

sensitivityii ymin=0.05 keV/µm ymin=0.4 keV/µm,

Sensitive volume
Good Moderate

definition

Wall effect Poor Excellent

Tissue equivalence Good Moderate

Spatial resolution Poor Excellent

Model cell array No Yes

Cost High Low

Portability Moderate Excellent

4.2.2.1 TEPC

Tissue equivalent proportional counters are the most common instruments

used for the measurement of microdosimetric spectra. TEPC consist of

hollow spheres or cylinders that simulate tissue volumes of micrometric

size and density of 1 g/cm3 by means of a tissue-equivalent gas at low

pressure. The gas is enclosed in a cavity surrounded by cathode walls and

including a central anode wire. The TEPC are based on the requirement

that the energy released by charged particles is identical in both tissue

and gas volumes for equivalent trajectories.

In TEPC the detector wall and gas filling are chosen with a similar

composition to tissue-like material. The detector wall is usually fabricated
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with conductive plastic (A-150 plastic developed by Shonka et al. [21]),

whose composition is very close to the standard muscular tissue. The

most frequently used tissue-equivalent gas mixtures in microdosimetry are

methane-based and propane-based gasses [18].

The pulse amplitude derived from a given energy deposition event

varies according to the gas amplification factor, determined by the voltage

difference between the cathode and the anode. This must be chosen in

order to work in the region of true proportionality, where the collected

charge is proportional to the number of original ion pairs created by the

incident radiation (see section 3.3.1).

Typically TEPCs have a 2.5 cm diameter sensitive volume filled with

propane gas at 2266 Pa, which is equivalent to a 1 µm diameter tissue

equivalent spherical sensitive volume [22].

The main drawback of TEPCs are the so called wall-effects which

cause perturbations in the energy deposition and distortions on the exper-

imental microdosimetric distributions [18]. Wall effects may occur due to

the scattering effect of the primary and secondary particles caused by the

difference in density between the cavity and the surrounding wall. This

density difference can alter the pattern of energy deposition from that in a

homogenous medium since the spatial distribution of delta-rays produced

in a volume of material is directly related to density of the material.

Other drawbacks of TEPCs are high voltage operation, macroscopic

size, and the fact that they can only mimic a single, isolated cell equivalent

volume. Nevertheless, this type of detector has found wide applications

in applied dosimetry [23, 24]. In fact, proportional counters simulating

micrometer tissue volumes have served as the primary active dosimeters

in space for nearly two decades due to their ability for monitoring the

complex radiation environments in space shuttles or in the International

Space Station [25].

A more superior device operating under similar principles of TEPC

is the miniaturized TEPC [26], which has a much smaller volume than

conventional TEPCs. Clinical hadron beams have high particle fluence
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rates of at least 106 particles/(cm2·s) and, under these conditions stan-

dard TEPCs of about 1 cm suffer pile-up effects which distort the micro-

dosimetric spectra because of their large sensitive volume. Miniaturized

TEPCs cope with these high intensity beams and facilitate microdosime-

try measurements with higher spatial resolution.

(a)

sensitive volume

cathode (Shonka A150)

gas IN

gas OUT

anode wire

(b)

Figure 4.5: (a) First TEPC developed by Rossi and Rosenzweig (1955)

[27] to simulate the measurements of energy deposition in volumes of tissue

with dimensions similar to the nucleus of a mammalian cell. (b) Sketch of

the mini TEPC build at Legnaro National Laboratories [26]. In green the

cylindrical sensitive volume of 0.9 mm both in height and diameter. The red

part is the cathode and the yellow part is the insulating plastic. It is inserted

in a titanium sleeve of 2.7 mm diameter and 20 cm length.
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4.2.2.2 Solid state microdosimeters

Silicon microdosimeters have been under investigation for the past ten

years as a possible alternative to TEPCs for microdosimetric measure-

ments in medical physics and radiation protection [28].

Silicon detectors can provide sensitive volumes that correspond to re-

alistic microscopic sizes of the biological components of interest such as

the cell or cell nucleus. No contributions of wall effects are present in the

measured spectra and, moreover silicon-based detectors are compact and

can be transportable.

The main drawback of silicon microdosimeters is the non-tissue equiv-

alence, therefore these devices require a tissue equivalent conversion fac-

tor to simulate the energy deposited in tissue. Bradley and co-authors

proposed a response correction of silicon microdosimeters in Boron Neu-

tron Capture Therapy (BNCT) and in the proton and neutron radiation

fields component of space environment [19, 29, 30]. For these applications

they showed that, assuming identical secondary charged particle spectra,

a simple geometrical scaling factor of linear dimension is adequate to con-

vert experimentally obtained microdosimetric energy deposition spectra

in silicon to equivalent microdosimetric energy deposition spectra in wa-

ter. This scaling factor was obtained through GEANT4 simulations by

comparisons of the range-energy relationships in silicon and tissue for the

particles under study. However, obtaining the tissue equivalent conversion

factor in different applications is not within the scope of this thesis and

no GEANT4 simulations will be presented regarding it.

4.3 SOI microdosimeters from IMB-CNM

Two generations of solid state silicon microdosimeters, manufactured in

the clean room of the IMB-CNM Radiation Detector Group, have been

developed as a method of measuring energy depositions in a micron sized

sensitive volumes. The first generation is the already presented U3DTHIN

sensor (see section 3.4) and the second generation, manufactured specif-
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ically for microdosimetry measurements, is known as 3D Cylindrical mi-

crodosimeter. It is important to mention that this second generation of

solid state silicon microdosimeters was manufactured on the basis of the

results of the U3DTHIN sensors and on the IMB-CNM’s technology.

4.3.1 U3DTHIN as microdosimeters

The ultra-thin 3D sensors were originally developed for plasma diagnostics

and neutron detection (see section 3.6.2) but, due to their thin (cell-like)

and well defined active volume, they have been also investigated and tested

to perform microdosimetric measurements. The fabrication process as well

as the electrical characterization of the U3DTHIN sensors are explained

in section 3.4.

4.3.2 3D Cylindrical microdosimeter

The 3D Cylindrical microdosimeter is formed by a matrix of independent

unit cells (microsensors) with well-defined micrometric cylindrical shape

and with a volume similar to those of cellular structures [31].

To provide a visual comparison of dimensions of the microsensors and

cells, a HeLa1 cell culture was growth in the surface of the sensor. Next,

the cells were fixed, dehydrated and dried to perform SEM images. Figure

4.6 shows top view SEM images of one microsensor next to a cell. Both

microsensor and cell dimensions are in the range of few tens of microme-

ters.

Each micron-sized cylindrical unit cell consists of an implanted p+

electrode, that acts as junction electrode, surrounded by a concentric

three-dimensional n+ electrode in the shape of a hollow cylinder as ohmic

contact.

1HeLa cell is a cell type in an immortal cell line used in scientific research. The line

was derived from cervical cancer cells taken on 1951 from Henrietta Lacks. The cell

line was found to be remarkably durable and prolific which warrants its extensive use

in scientific research.
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Three main types of detector structures were fabricated: pad (pixel-

array detector), strip and pixel detectors. In each configuration, all n+

electrodes are connected together with metal lines to an n+ contact on

one side of the sensor. In the pad configuration (the simplest one) all p+

electrodes are also connected together to an p+ contact on the opposing

side of the sensor. In the strip configuration, consecutive p-type electrodes

are lined up, resulting in a strip of connected microsensors in a row. In

the pixel configuration each p-electrode is connected to individual pads

allowing to read separately each unit cell.

All microsensors are arranged in an square array (most of them in an

array of 10 x 10 unit cells). A mask set was designed for the fabrication of

the microdosimeters and, in order to investigate a great number of unit cell

distribution and sizes, the mask included devices with different internal

diameters of 9, 10, 15, 20 and 25 µm, and different separation between

p-electrodes (pitch) of 25, 50, 100 and 200 µm.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.6: Scanning electron microscope images of a HeLa cell

grown next to a microsensor - The microsensor has 15µm diameter and

the image is only for size comparison (on the right picture the HeLa cell has

been colorized in blue with an image manipulation program).
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4.3.2.1 Fabrication process

The 3D Cylindrical microdosimeters were fabricated on three types of 4-

inch silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafers supplied by Icemos Technology Ltd.

The active thickness of each type of SOI wafer is 6, 10 and 20 µm. The

device silicon is <100>, n-type doped with phosphorus and with a nominal

resistivity >3 kΩ cm. The buried oxide and the support silicon thicknesses

are 1 µm and 300 µm respectively for all wafers. The whole fabrication

process consists of 122 steps and the main ones1 are briefly explained in

the following paragraphs:

1. The processing started with a wafer cleaning and with the growth of

a 0.4 µm field oxide on both wafer sides. Then, the first politolithog-

raphy process (mask level I (P-diff)) to define the p-type electrodes

was performed followed by the etching of the 0.4 µm exposed SiO2.

These steps are represented in Figure 4.7.

Si

SiO2

mask level I

Photoresist

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.7: (a) SOI wafer and (b) wet oxidation process. (c) Photolitogra-

phy process and (d) SiO2 etching.

1Several cleaning processes are performed during the fabrication run but they will

not be detailed in this section. Most of them, as well as more detailed processes de-

scriptions, are explained in the fabrication of 3DTHIN (section 3.4.1)
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2. An ion beam boron implantation was then performed to create the

p+ electrodes of 4 µm diameter. This implantation was done through

a very thin SiO2 layer (365�A) growth previously on the silicon sur-

face to prevent the channeling of boron ions in silicon. Next, a

0.4 µm SiO2 layer was grown to protect the p+ contact from the fol-

lowing steps, and then the second photolithography process (mask

level II (Holes-n)) was realized to define the cylindrical annulus of

3 µm width (Figure 4.8).

mask level II

Silicon p+

Boron im-

plantation

Figure 4.8: Boron implantation of the p+ electrodes and photolithography

process to define the the cylindrical annuli.

3. The next step is the etching of the exposed SiO2 and the Deep Reac-

tive Ion Etching (DRIE) of the silicon. Depending on the thickness

of the SOI wafer the DRIE process will etch 6, 10 or 20 µm of silicon.

See Figure 4.9

Figure 4.9: SiO2 etching and DRIE to create the cylindrical annulus.

4. A 500 nm polysilicon deposition process was then realized to partially

fill the etched cylindrical annulus. Next, this polysilicon was doped

n+ with phosphorous atoms from a gas source (POCl3) to form the
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ohmic contact. Phosphorous atoms in contact with the deposited

polysilicon create a PSG (phosphosilicate glass) layer which acts as

a source of donor impurities and create the n-doped region. Then,

the PSG layer was etched away from both sides of the wafer (Figure

4.10).

Poly

PSG

Poly n+

Figure 4.10: Polysilicon deposition and POCl3 doping.

5. The next step was a photolitography process (mask level III (poly-

n)) to keep the n+ polysilicon above the cylindrical annulus and to

etch away the rest from other parts of the microsensor. Then the

photoresist was removed and the n+ polysilicon layer on the bottom

surface of the sensor was etched (Figure 4.11).

mask level III

Figure 4.11: Photolithography process to define the n+ polysilicon regions

and etch away the rest.

6. A TEOS-based oxide layer was deposited to fill the trenches and

create and adequate insulating layer over the n-doped polysilicon.

This is a crucial step as the metal strip contacting the p-electrode

crosses over the trench and an incomplete fill could result in an open

line or a short-circuit between electrodes. Next a photolithography
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process through the mask level IV (window) was performed to open

contacts between the doped regions and the metal (that will be de-

posited later) and then, the unprotected SiO2 was etched and the

photoresist was removed (Figure 4.12).

mask level IV

Figure 4.12: SiO2 growth followed by a photolithography process to create

electrical contacts.

7. The next step was to deposit a 0.7 µm metal layer (Al/Cu) to create

the electrical contact for each of the unit cells. The metal was first

deposited over the whole wafer and then a photolitography process

(mask level V (metal)) was performed to protect the desired metal

regions. Next, the non-protected metal was etched away. A pas-

sivation layer (SiO2/Si3N4) of 0.2 µm was deposited to protect the

sensors from external exposure such as humidity and scratches. See

Figure 4.13.

mask level V

passivation

Figure 4.13: Metal and passivation layer depositions. The right sketch

shows the final device with the 300µm silicon support etched away.
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8. Finally, the passivation over both n+ and p+ contact pads located

on both sides of the sensor was selectively etched after the last pho-

tolitography step (mask level VI (passivation)) for the signal out-

put. The backside of the wafer can be selectively etched to remove

the support silicon below the active areas to avoid contribution of

backscattered particles to the charge collection1. See Figure 4.14

mask level VI

passivation

Al/Cu

300 µm
(not to scale)

Figure 4.14: Metal and passivation layer depositions. The right sketch

shows the final device with the 300µm silicon support etched away.

Figure 4.15 shows a correlated sketch of the top and cross-section views

of the microsensor unit cell. The main common dimensions of all fabri-

cated microsensors are depicted in the figure. The active volume is de-

fined by the thickness of the active silicon layer and by the diameter of

the cylindrical annulus (diameters of 9, 10, 15, 20 and 25 µm have been

manufactured). However, it is important to mention that in the fabricated

devices the final diameter of the active silicon will be reduced: in an ideal

device the active region is defined in the sides by the internal diameter

of the annulus trench, but in practice the limit is given by the depth of

the n+ diffusion because this highly doped region has low collection effi-

ciency and cannot be considered as completely active volume. This effect

is shown in Figure 4.16a where the truly sensitive volume is indicated with

a white cylinder in the figure (section 4.4.1.4 explains the method used

in this thesis to obtain the value of the active diameter). It is also worth

1Backside removal is not a requisite for the proper function of the sensor and some

tests have been performed with the silicon support.
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mentioning that the sensor thickness is not the initial SOI active silicon

thickness since in each oxidation step of the fabrication process, a percent-

age of active silicon (40% of the total oxide thickness grown) is consumed.

As it has been measured by SEM images, the sensor thickness results to

be 5.4 µm instead of 6 µm.

3 µm

Diameter

5 µm

4 µm

n-trenche

n-polysilicon

n- region contact line (Al)

p-region contact
line (Al)

Figure 4.15: Desing of the 3D Cylindrical microdosimeter and schematic

cross-section showing the different layers

Figure 4.16b shows a SEM image of four unit cells corresponding to an

array of 200µm pitch. The metal lines that connect the electrodes to the

contacts in the periphery are also distinguishable. Figure 4.16c shows a

picture of a 6 µm SOI wafer with the backside etched away. The backside

etched regions are observed in red due to the transmission of the light

through the silicon membranes.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4.16: (a) SEM image of the section of one manufactured microsen-

sor with 15µm diameter, 200µm pitch and 6µm thickness obtained with

a focused ion beam. The sensitive volume is marked with a white cylin-

der. This image has been obtained by milling the device with a focused ion

beam (FIB) of gallium. (b) SEM image of the top-view of a microdosimeter

(showing 4 of the 121 microsensors) with the same dimensions as the shown

in Figure 4.16a. (c) Photograph of a manufactured 6µm SOI wafer with

the 3D Cylindrical microdosimeters. The 300µm silicon support of each mi-

crodosimeter has been etched away so the 6µm silicon membranes appear

translucent.
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4.3.2.2 Electrical characterization

The electrical characterization of all wafers was performed as in explained

in Appendix A. The devices were tested on wafer at a controlled room

temperature of 20 ◦C and with an N2 flow to reduce humidity. Figure 4.17a

shows the results for some individual microsensor unit cells with 20µm

diameter. The devices show good diode characteristics with breakdown

voltages higher than 60 V and reverse currents of about 100 pA. The likely

source of this high leakage current is the presence of defects created by

the deep etching in the edge of the annulus trench, although it does not

affect the functionality of the devices as particle sensors.
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Figure 4.17: Characterization of the 3D Cylindrical microdosime-

ters - (a) I-V of a single 20µm cell and (b) C-V curves of a 11x11 array.

The capacitance-voltage characteristics were measured for some pad-

type microdosimeters (arrays of 11x11 unit cells with a common contact)

as the capacitance of a unit microsensor is too low to measure accurately.

Figure 4.17b shows the CV curve of an array of microsensors with 20 µm

diameter. Two different depletion stages can be deduced from the plot:

the first one, at about 3 V, representing the depleted volume reaching the

backplane and the second one, at about 5 V, representing the depletion

region reaching the lateral n-contact. Beyond 5 V the capacitance remains

constant which indicates that the depleted volume is not further increased

by increasing the bias voltage. The capacitance of a single microsensor in
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full depletion is around 25 fF.

4.4 Experimental validation

The core of the experimental validation with the SOI microdosimetrers

from IMB-CNM are the tests performed at the irradiation facilities of:

Grand Accélérateur National d’Ions Lourds (GANIL) in Caen (France)

and Centro Nacional de Aceleradores (CNA) in Sevilla (Spain). At CNA

a charge collection efficiency study was performed with the 3D Cylindrical

microdosimeter and at GANIL the U3DTHIN were tested with a carbon

ion beam.

4.4.1 IBIC measurements

The 3D Cylindrical microdosimeter were taken to the Centro Nacional

de Aceleradores (CNA [32]) in Sevilla and they were characterized with

the IBIC (Ion Beam Induced Charge) technique [33]. In an IBIC test a

MeV ion beam is scanned normally over the surface of the sensor, cre-

ating a high density of electron hole pairs in the semiconductor, and the

signal corresponding to each (x,y) position is recorded event by event in

a file. Hence, IBIC is an excellent technique for investigating the charge

collection over all regions of a sensor.

4.4.1.1 Setup

The IBIC measurements were carried out at the microbeam line of the

3 MV Tandem accelerator of the CNA. Figure 4.18 shows the experimen-

tal setup at CNA and Table 4.2 summarizes the main characteristics of

the particles from the IBIC experiment. The particles used were 1 MeV

protons and 2 and 5 MeV He2+ ions. The ranges of these particles within

silicon shown in the table have been calculated with GEANT4 Monte

Carlo Toolkit [34]. The beam size for each particle was determined from

the map of the Cu/(Ka) X-ray signal produced when ions are scanned
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across a calibrated Cu grid. The beam delivered at the microbeam line

was elliptical and the dimensions of Table 4.2 correspond to the FWHM.

The particle flux at the detector was controlled with a set of four micro-

metric slits and it was kept below 500 Hz to avoid creating damage during

the analysis.

1

4

5

3

2

6

Figure 4.18: Setup at CNA at the microbeam line of the 3 MV

Tandem accelerator - (1) Vacuum chamber with the detector, (2) Alu-

minum box containing the electronics, (3) Power supply for detector biasing,

(4) Oxford Microbeam DAQ system (which enables to acquisition of energy

spectra maps), (5) Proton beam exit and (6) Electronic board where the 3D

Cylindrical microdosimeter was mounted.

Table 4.2: Characteristics of the ions used in the IBIC experiment.

Ion Energy Beam size Range in Si

(MeV) x− y (µm) (µm)

He2+ 5.0 10 - 10 24.5±1.0

He2+ 2.0 5.9 - 5.8 7.3±0.3

H+ 1.0 4.2 - 3.5 16.6±0.8

The 3D cylindrical microdosimeter tested was a pad-type sensor (all

unit cells connected to a single readout channel) with an array of 10x10 mi-

crosensors with 100 µm pitch, 20 µm diameter and manufactured on a 6µm
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SOI wafer1. It was placed inside a vacuum chamber during the irradiation.

In all measurements the lower level discriminator of the multi-channel an-

alyzer had to be set relatively high, above 400 keV, due to the noisy en-

vironment of the experimental area. In optimum conditions a minimum

detectable energy of 12 keV has been achieved with these microdosimeters

[35].

4.4.1.2 GEANT4 simulation

Previous to the charge collection efficiency measurements, and in order to

verify the results, a complete simulation study of the 3D cylindrical micro-

dosimeter was performed with the GEANT4 Monte Carlo Toolkit (version

10.1.0). The simulation code considered that all the energy deposited in

the cylindrical silicon volume is collected and measured. This is not en-

tirely accurate because there are some low efficiency areas from which the

entire deposited charge in silicon is not collected, but the primary objec-

tive of the simulation was to determine how the energy is deposited in the

detector in the ideal case. The simulated device, with the same thickness

and layout as the fabricated detector, is shown in Figure 4.19.

(1.7 µm)

Metal Metal

Active volume

P2 P3 P1

(2 µm) (3.7 µm)

Oxide

5.4 µm

Figure 4.19: 3D cylindrical microdosimeter simulated with the

GEANT4 Monte Carlo Toolkit - Left: Unit cell showing the layer com-

position and their thickness. Right: Part of the 10x10 microsensors array

with 100 µm pitch.

1From Figure 4.16a a final silicon thickness of 5.4 µm can be deduced.
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Figure 4.19 also shows the most probable three trajectories (particles

P1, P2 and P3) of ions while passing through the sensor1. Due to the

sensor structure, ions can travel, before reaching the silicon sensitive vol-

ume, through: (i) 1.7 µm oxide layer (P1), (ii) 2.0 µm metal layer plus

1.7 µm oxide layer (P2) or through (iii) 3.7 µm metal layer (P3). Figures

4.20, 4.21 and 4.22 show the simulated energy deposited spectra in silicon

depending on the ion path for 2 MeV He+2, 5 MeV He+2 and 1 MeV H+

respectively (to perform these simulations a point-like source starting at

different positions was used). On the right of each figure a detailed table

showing the values of the peak energy deposited2 in each layer is also pre-

sented. A total of 1 x 106 events were simulated for each irradiation case,

so the area under each curve is equal in all spectra.

Track
Edeposited (MeV)

Si SiO2 Al/Cu Al/Cu

P1

P2

P3

1.51±0.01 0.49±0.01

(5.4µm) (1.7 µm) (2.0µm) (3.7µm)

0.90±0.02

0.89±0.02

0.54±0.01 0.56±0.01

1.11±0.02

Figure 4.20: Simulated spectra of the energy deposited in the sili-

con sensitive volume for 2 MeV He+2 particles - The table on the right

shows the energy deposited in each layer for each particle path (P1, P2 and

P3).

For 2 MeV He2+ there is a considerable reduction on the energy de-

posited in the silicon when the ions pass through Al/SiO2 or Aluminium

1Due to previous interactions ions can be scattered and follow different trajectories.

These trajectories are taken into account in the simulations but a detailed study of each

one has not been performed.
2The peak energy and the error are estimated as the mean and the standard devi-

ation, respectively, of the Gaussian fit of the simulated spectra.
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Track
Edeposited (MeV)

Si SiO2 Al/Cu Al/Cu

P1

P2

P3

0.86±0.02 0.26±0.01

(5.4 µm) (1.7 µm) (2.0µm) (3.7µm)

0.91±0.02

0.91±0.02

0.28±0.01 0.33±0.01

0.63±0.02

Figure 4.21: Simulated spectra of the energy deposited in the sili-

con sensitive volume for 5 MeV He+2 particles - The table on the right

shows the energy deposited in each layer for each particle path (P1, P2 and

P3).

Track
Edeposited (MeV)

Si SiO2 Al/Cu Al/Cu

P1

P2

P3

0.25±0.01 0.08±0.01

(5.4µm) (1.7 µm) (2.0µm) (3.7 µm)

0.28±0.01

0.28±0.02

0.08±0.01 0.09±0.01

0.18±0.01

Figure 4.22: Simulated spectra of the energy deposited in the sil-

icon sensitive volume for 1 MeV H+ particles - The table on the right

shows the energy deposited in each layer for each particle path (P1, P2 and

P3).

layers (P2 and P3 tracks). This reduction of approximately 600 keV is

due to the low energy and thus high LET of the ions. With an energy

of 2 MeV, all ions (independently of the taken path) will be stopped in

the 5.4 µm of silicon, so as the ions that will pass through metal layers

will lose more energy than the ones passing only through SiO2, the energy
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deposited in silicon for the non-metal path is higher. For the 5 MeV He2+

particles the effect is the contrary, i.e. the energy deposited in silicon

for the non-metal path is lower because the particles will not be stopped

inside the silicon. As in the 2 MeV case, particles that go through metal

paths (P2 and P3) lose more energy in these layers than those that enter

through the SiO2 window only, therefore they enter to silicon with higher

dE/dx. This implies that particles P2 and P3 deposit higher energy than

particle P1 along their trajectory inside silicon. 1 MeV proton particles

will also pass through the entire device so the effect is the same as the

5 MeV He2+ particles.

It is also important to notice that, due to the thin thicknesses of the

entrance layers, the energy loss by particles in the 1.7 µm SiO2 plus 2.0 µm

Al/Cu is almost equal to the energy loss in the 3.7 µm Al/Cu. This is why

in all plots of Figure 4.20, 4.21 and 4.22 the spectra of P2 and P3 tracks

are almost equal.

4.4.1.3 Charge collection efficiency

The experimental results presented in this section are obtained by scanning

a region of 40 x 40 µm2 centered in one unit cell. To compare, the GEANT4

simulation setup was composed by an uniform circular beam of 20 µm

diameter centered on the sensor and parallel to its surface. This simulated

beam, with equal diameter as the tested unit cell, was then composed by

85% of P1 particles, 11% of P2 particles and 4% of P3 particles.

The energy spectra of the 5 MeV He2+ ions obtained with the detector

at different bias voltages is shown in Figure 4.23a. For the 0 V bias voltage,

charge collection is not complete and the energy measured is lower than

the expected for a sensor thickness of 5.4 µm, in agreement with the C-

V measurements (Figure 4.17b). At 3 and 5 V the spectra are identical

and consistent with the simulated spectra which indicates that maximum

collection efficiency has been achieved. The calculated energy deposited

in the full energy peak for 3 and 5 V is (900 ± 50) keV while the simulated

one is (870 ± 30) keV.
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Figure 4.23: Energy spectra simulated with Geant4 and measured

for - (a) 5 MeV alphas and 0, 3 and 5 V bias; (b) 2 MeV alphas and 3 V bias.

Both energy spectra have been obtained scanning a region of 40 x 40 µm2

centered in one unit cell.

Figure 4.23b shows the spectrum obtained with the 2 MeV He2+ ions.

The two observable peaks, also predicted by Geant4 simulations, corre-

spond to energy deposited by particles that pass through different layers.

The primary peak corresponds to the alpha particles that enter the sili-

con through the SiO2 layer (P1 from Figure 4.19) and the small peak at

lower energies corresponds to the alphas that enter through the Al/SiO2

layers and lose most of their energy before reaching the silicon (P2 and
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P3 from Figure 4.19). The ratio between peak heights is equal to the

ratio between areas with/without metal in the device. The experimental

energy deposited in the full energy peak for 3 V is (1.6 ± 0.1) MeV while

the simulated one is (1.51 ± 0.01) MeV. There is therefore a shift of the

measured spectrum towards higher energies compared to the Geant4 spec-

trum that can be explained by an error in the energy calibration of the

detector.

The low energy tails in the experimental spectra can be attributed to

charge recombination in the p+ and n+ regions. The broadening of the

peaks compared to the simulated ones is attributed to the noise within the

detector and instrumentation that is not implemented in the simulation.

4.4.1.4 Effective area

The effective area of a unit cell was estimated from the event frequency

map obtained with the 1 MeV proton beam. Figure 4.24 shows the map

for a scan of 40 x 40 µm2 over a single unit cell of 20 µm diameter biased at

3 V. The energy deposited by protons in the device, 0.266 keV according

to Geant4 simulations, is below the noise threshold so, in order to differ-

entiate clearly the signal from the noise, the measurement was done in

pile-up conditions and the map shows events in the energy region of 0.40

to 0.60 MeV. An area of 20 µm x 20 µm is shown in the figure to mark the

size and position of the microsensor.

From this map the count profiles across the microsensor in X and Y

were extracted and they are shown in Figure 4.25a. The value of the

effective diameter of the microdosimeter can be calculated assuming that

the sensor response can be approximated by a rectangular function and

the ion beam by a Gaussian function with a standard deviation of 2 µm.

The convolution of these two functions should reproduce the response of

the sensor. As can be seen in Figure 4.25b, the count profiles fit well

with the convoluted function if the convolution is done with a rectangular

function of 15µm. The loss of 2.5 µm in each side is due to the undepleted,

highly doped region near the n+ cylindrical electrode. The expected signal
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20µm x 20µm

Figure 4.24: Count map obtained by a single sensitive volume

biased at −3 V with the 1 MeV proton beam in pile-up mode - The

IBIC scan region was 40 x 40 µm2.

reduction in the center of the microdosimeter is not observed in Figure

4.25a due to the large size of the proton beam in relation to the diameter of

the contact. Therefore, to obtain higher precision on the effective area and

on the signal characteristics, a more accurate study of the sensor response

should be performed with a better focused beam.
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Figure 4.25: (a) Count profiles in X and Y across an area of 40 x 40µm

centered in single microsensor. (b) Convolution of a 15µm wide rectangular

function and a σ Gaussian function.
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4.4.1.5 Efficiency map

Figure 4.26 shows the event frequency map of the 10 x 10 unit cells sensor.

Figure 4.26a has been taken with 5 MeV alpha particles at 5 V in the full

energy peak of the spectra, in the range 0.70 to 1.30 MeV (see Figure

4.23a). Figure 4.26b was obtained with 1 MeV protons at 3 V in pile-up

conditions with an energy range of 0.200 to 0.270 MeV. The high energy

range values for the proton frequency map have been selected to remove

the background counts due to the pile-up conditions. The scale in the

map goes from zero to the maximum number of counts for the 5 minutes

acquisition time. From these figures it is concluded that all unit cells

are active and well defined. Moreover, no counts are located outside the

sensitive regions of the microsensors meaning that they act as independent

active sites. The image taken with protons shows better resolution due

to the lower beam dimensions and higher number of interactions in the 5

minutes acquisition.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.26: Pixel map of 10 x 10 unit cells sensor (2 mm x 2 mm)

for - (a) 5 MeV alpha particles with the sensor at 5 V in the full region (0.70

to 1.30 MeV). (b) 1 MeV proton particles with the sensor at 3 V in the region

of 0.200 to 0.270 MeV.

Summarizing, the IBIC measurements performed at Centro Nacional
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de Aceleradores (CNA [32]) in Sevilla have shown that the 3D cylindri-

cal microdosimeters fabricated at the CNM-IMB clean room: i) are fully

functional; ii) confine completely the active volume; iii) achieve full collec-

tion efficiency in the active area of the microsensor at voltages as low as

3 V and iv) undergo a 2.5 µm effective radius reduction due to the highly

doped regions near the cylindrical electrode.

4.4.2 Measurements with carbon ions

The ultra-thin 3D sensors (U3DTHIN) (see section 3.4) were taken to

the GANIL cyclotron facility (Caen, France) to perform measurements

of microdosimetric spectra at several depths in Lucite in the central axis

of a 12C beam with an energy of 94.98 MeV per nucleon1. GEANT4

simulations were also performed to compared the obtained experimental

data.

4.4.2.1 Setup

The experimental setup at GANIL was composed of a motorized remote

controlled Lucite wedge system and the U3DTHIN silicon detector lo-

cated in a plane perpendicular to the carbon ion beam direction (Figure

4.27). The wedge system, formed by two equal 10° angle wedges made of

1.186 g/cm3 Lucite, provided a continuous variable thickness from 3 mm

up to 30 mm with an uncertainty around 30 µm.

The 12C 94.98 A MeV per nucleon beam was produced at the GANIL

cyclotron facility and delivered at the G4 experimental area with primary

beam relative energy resolution better than 0.5%. To provide a uniform

irradiation of the detector active area, the beam profile was tuned by

the cyclotron staff to have an approximate FWHM of 7 mm at the beam

pipe exit window. The average fluence rate at the detector was 2.4x104

particles/s cm2.

1On the test-beam dates, the fabrication of the 3D Cylindrical microdosimeter was

still in process so no measurements were performed with them.
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Lucite

Detector

Box containing electronics Beam pipe
exit window

Motorized remote controller

Figure 4.27: Two photographs of the experimental setup at the

G4 experimental area of GANIL cyclotron facility - The U3DTHIN

silicon detector was placed 16 cm away from the beam pipe exit window and

the electronics was covered with aluminum to isolate it from background

noise.

After noise measurements in the G4 experimental area with the ultra-

thin 3D sensors, the lower level discriminator of the multichannel analyzer

was set, in all measurements, approximately to 200 keV. For each depth

of Lucite, a 200 s spectrum was acquired.

The tested U3DTHIN detectors had 10 µm active thickness, the sup-

porting wafer was not removed and no biasing was applied. At 0 V bias

voltage there is already a depleted cylindrical region surrounding the p+

columns due to the built-in voltage of the p-n junction.

4.4.2.2 GEANT4 simulation

The Geant4 Monte Carlo Toolkit (version 10.1.0) has been used to per-

form detailed simulations of the experimental setup. The composition and

properties of all the simulated materials, such as Lucite, were taken from

the Geant4 National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) [36]

database. A total of 105 primary events were simulated for each thickness

of Lucite and the distributions of the energy deposited inside the 10µm

U3DTHIN silicon detector were obtained and stored.

Figure 4.28 shows the simulated Bragg curve of 94.98 A MeV carbon
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Figure 4.28: Total energy deposit (Edep) by 12C ions with an energy of

94.98 A MeV along 30 mm of Lucite.

ions along 30 mm Lucite (no silicon is present in this setup). This simu-

lation is used to get an approximate value of the total energy deposited

by 12C ions along their trajectory inside Lucite and, from it is also de-

duced that the expected longitudinal range of 94.98 A MeV carbon ions

in Lucite is (20.35±0.2) mm. The tail observed after the peak is due to

the fragmentation processes where lower Z fragments with increasing pen-

etration depth are created [13]. To calculate the energy imparted in the

U3DTHIN detector, at several depths of Lucite, a new simulated setup

including the 10 µm silicon sensor was built with the results shown in the

following section.

4.4.2.3 Results

During the experiment the distributions of energy deposition in the sili-

con detector for several thicknesses of Lucite were measured. After data

acquisition, the microdosimetric quantity lineal energy, y, (Equation 4.4)

was calculated assuming that the energy imparted ε is proportional to the

silicon detector signal and that the mean chord length l̄ is approximately

equal to the detector thickness for frontal irradiation. This assumption

was checked through the evaluation of the track length in the 10 µm sen-

sitive layer with GEANT4 up to the Bragg peak with deviations smaller
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than 1%.

Figure 4.29 shows the simulated and calculated lineal energy y for

different thicknesses of Lucite. The most probable values of the lineal

energy distributions were used to build the plot. The experimental error

bars took into account both the standard deviation of the Gaussian fit and

the energy calibration error (see appendix C). Experimental and simulated

results exhibit an excellent agreement for all points up to 19.875 mm depth

in Lucite.
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Figure 4.29: Comparison of the most probable lineal energy experimental

(circles) values in the silicon detector with the GEANT4 prediction (solid

line).

The maximum experimental point depicted in Figure 4.29 corresponds

to 19.875 mm of Lucite because the energy distributions corresponding

to higher depths do not show enough statistics to obtain a valid most

probable value. Moreover, these distributions close to the Bragg peak dis-

tributions are hard to compare with GEANT4 simulations because small

changes in the effective mean ionization potential, energy and range strag-

gling and primary ionization fluctuations affect these distributions dramat-

ically. Low statistics are obtained at these depths because most ions are

stopped inside the Lucite and only few events impart energy in the silicon

sensitive volume. These events are consequence of range straggling and

collisions of secondary particles.
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The microdosimetric distributions f(y) and y d(y) respectively, ob-

tained from GEANT4 and experimental data for depths 4.125, 7.125,

10.125, 13.125, 15.125, 17.125, 18.125, 19.125, 19.625 and 19.875 mm are

shown in Figures 4.30 and 4.31. It is important to mention that although

in Figure 4.29 the agreement observed between data and simulation is ex-

cellent, the microdosimetric experimental distributions are distinguishable

from the Monte Carlo ones.

In Figure 4.30 it is easy to appreciate that the experimental distribu-

tions for f(y) exhibit lower peak values, and therefore higher spread of

signals, than the GEANT4 simulated ones. These differences can be at-

tributed to: i) several features of the real detectors, such as the metal lines

are not simulated; ii) slight variations of the energy of the 12C ions from

the beam pipe exit window (in the simulations the energy was fixed to

94.98 A MeV); iii) presence of incomplete charge collection regions close

to the p+ electrode; iv) pile-up events with double pulse height in the

silicon detector and and iv) noise contributions.
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Figure 4.30: Probability distributions f(y) in silicon from experimental

data and GEANT4 at different depths in Lucite. Dashed lines are drawn to

help in the intercomparison.

From the set of microdosimetric distributions in Figure 4.31, the dose
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Figure 4.31: Microdosimetric distributions yd(y) in silicon from experi-

mental data and GEANT4 at different depths in Lucite. Dashed lines are

drawn to help in the intercomparison.

averaged lineal energy ȳD can be computed to obtain a good comparison of

the different simulations and measurements. Is it important to understand

that when energy-loss straggling and delta-ray escape from the studied

volume are not very relevant, the ȳD value is very close to dose averaged

LET [37]. Of course this statement implies that the ionizing particle range

is significantly higher than the scoring region i.e, the region where the

charge is collected. The agreement between the experimental data and

GEANT4 shown in Figure 4.32 is better than 5% up to the Bragg-peak.

The differences observed correspond to the small shape variations of the

microdosimetric distributions both from Monte Carlo and data (Figure

4.30). The presence of few counts for very large y values was also a source

of uncertainty for the evaluation of ȳD.

A complete comparison of the experimental results with GEANT4 and

FLUKA Monte Carlo code can be found in [38].
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Figure 4.32: Dose averaged lineal energy computed from GEANT4 and

experimental data.
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5
Conclusions and Future

Work

5.1 Conclusions

The work developed in this thesis is divided in two sections; one dedicated

to sensors for neutron detection and the other dedicated to sensors for

microdosimetric measurements. In both sections the simulations, design,

fabrication, characterization and experimental validation of the fabricated

sensors at the IMB-CNM clean room are covered.

The silicon sensors from the first section are the ultra-thin 3D and the

microstructured sensors, which are covered and filled respectively with a
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converter material to detect neutrons. The sensors from the second section

are again the ultra-thin 3D and the 3D cylindrical microdosimeter.

Chapter 2 describes the basic working principle of Monte Carlo meth-

ods of radiation transport and explains the general properties of the GEANT4

simulation package. GEANT4 was used during all the stages of this thesis

and in order to achieve higher level of accuracy the production cut value

for the tracking of secondary particles was set to 0.1µm in all cases. To

accurately simulate the thermal neutron detectors the employed physics

list was the QGSP BERT HP which includes the G4NeutronHPElastic,

the

G4NeutronHPInelastic and the G4NeutronHPCapture high precision mod-

els. Moreover, all cross-section data for low energy neutron interactions

(thermal to 20 MeV) were taken from ENDF/B-VI library. To simulate the

experiments performed with the silicon microdosimeters the QGSP BIC

physics list, with the G4EmLivermorePhysics to manage the electromag-

netic processes, was used. This physics list was specifically created to

address simulations for which high level of accuracy is required, as it is

the case in medical applications.

Chapter 3 overviews the fabrication process, the electrical character-

ization and the experimental validation of the ultra-thin 3D and the mi-

crostructured sensors. For the U3DTHIN detectors, the boron carbide

99% enriched in 10B (10B4C) and the BE10 screen converter materials

were used to detect thermal neutrons from the Portuguese Research Re-

actor (RPI). Moreover, sensor were also adapted for fast neutron detection

using a polyethylene sheet placed on their front surface. For an LLD value

of 200 keV and a bias voltage of 30 V, the measured intrinsic efficiency was

1.75% and 0.94% for the 2.7 µm 10B4C and the BE10 screen respectively.

For the same LLD value, experimental tests realized at the fast neutron

port with the U3DTHIN with the polyethylene sheet showed an efficiency

of 0.06%. The obtained results, in good agreement with GEANT4 sim-

ulations, demonstrate the feasibility of using the U3DTHIN sensors for

thermal neutron detection with a high γ-ray rejection. Due to the thin
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active silicon thickness, the U3DTHIN sensor can be useful for mixed γ-n

radiation environments, like in radiotherapy rooms where active detectors

can not be easily used due to the complex characteristics of the mixed γ-n

field.

For the microstructured sensors, a new compound found in the Lithium-

ion battery manufacturing industry was used to fill the sensor trenches.

According to SEM images, this compound showed good packaging den-

sity without voids inside the trenches. Microstructured sensors filled with

boron-10 were not tested in the RPI due to high noise levels in the reactor

area (≈450 keV) and the measurements were focused on 6LiF filled sensors.

Thermal neutron tests of the first fabricated batch at different irradiation

angles were performed and the maximum efficiency for a detector of 25 µm

trench width biased at 3 V was 8.6% for front-side irradiation. Measure-

ments at different angles showed the angular dependency of the efficiency

and the effect of the PCB, that contains boron oxide, and when neutrons

pass through it there are a percentage of neutrons that are absorbed. The

microstructured sensors are more cost - effective than helium-3 based neu-

tron detectors and have several different applications like medical imaging

and homeland security (e.g., border screening).

Chapter 4 presents the fabrication, simulation and charge collection

characteristics of the 3D cylindrical microdosimeters fabricated at the

IMB-CNM clean room. Charge collection measurements showed that: i) a

3 V bias voltage completely deplete the detector and maximum collection

efficiency is achieved; ii) the sensitive diameter of each unit cell is reduced

5 µm due to the undepleted, highly doped region near the n+ cylindrical

electrode and iii) all unit cells of the microdosimeter are active and well

defined i.e., no counts are located outside the sensitive volumes. Moreover,

this chapter also shows the measurements of the microdosimetric distribu-

tions of a carbon ion beam performed with the U3DTHIN detectors. Even

though the U3DTHIN detectors were originally designed for plasma diag-

nostic and neutron detection, they have been also investigated and tested

as solid state microdosimeters due to their thin and well defined active
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volume. The experimental results of the microdosimetric lineal energy

spectra y d(y) compared to those obtained with GEANT4 show excellent

agreement for the most probable lineal energy values as a function of depth

and, considering the dose averaged lineal energy, the agreement is better

than 4%. The silicon-based microdosimeters presented in this thesis can

be used to determine the microdosimetric properties and the dose dis-

tributions along ion beams. Moreover, using the pixel configuration of

the 3D cylindrical microdosimeters a dose distribution in the perpendicu-

lar plane of the beam can be obtained and used to minimize the normal

tissue irradiation around the cancer volume.

5.2 Ongoing and future work

There are several important issues, emerged during the last period of this

thesis, that have to be covered in the near future to continue the research

lines of both neutron detection and microdosimetric measurements. In

this section, this required future work will be explained separately for

each kind of detector.

The fabrication technology of the ultra-thin 3D silicon sensors is well

established and no improvements are necessary, however due to the rel-

atively low neutron efficiency obtained with a single sensor, experiments

with multiple stacked sensors could be also performed if high efficiency is

required.

For the microstructured sensors, the ongoing work is related with

the development of a semi-automatized filling method to apply on whole

wafers. Up to now, the sensors are filled individually with the handpacking

method and care is required when applying the pressure for not damaging

the silicon walls. An improved filling method should be developed to fill all

sensor of the manufactured wafer by applying a constant pressure in each

one with no damage risk, a key requirement for future mass-production.

Concerning the experimental test of the 6LiF filled microsensors, irradi-

ation in a neutron beam should be also performed to study the angular
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dependance of the designed pattern.

Effort has been also made in the development of a new readout elec-

tronics to reduce the electronic noise. Two new designs has been recently

assembled by the IMB-CNM radiation group and noise measurements with

different sensors are under process. These two new electronics keep the

old design but incorporate Cremat and Amptek amplifier modules respec-

tively to achieve a better amplification stage with improved signal-to-noise

ratio.

The ultra-thin 3D sensors working as solid state microdosimeters have

been tested successfully in a carbon ion beam however, new measurements

with no silicon support below the active area of the U3DTHIN should be

done. The etching process to remove the silicon support has been already

performed in the IMB-CNM clean room and measurement with these sen-

sors would let a comparison to study the contribution of backscattered

particles to the charge collection.

For the 3D cylindrical microdosimeters the main aspect to be covered

is the utilization of a data acquisition system for the parallel readout of

each unit cell of the sensor. In this thesis, the presented experimental

results have been obtained using the pad configuration of the 3D cylin-

drical microdosimeters, where only one output signal was obtained for all

unit cells. However, to read and to obtain an energy deposit spectrum of

each unit cell, a more sophisticated readout system able to handle many

channels is required. First test have already been done with a data ac-

quisition board (MADDAQ) [1] based on the VATAGP7, a 128-channel

charge sensitive amplifier. Despite the fact that the obtained results are

promising, further work is required to implement this electronics to the

pixel structure of the 3D cylindrical microdosimeters.

Finally, in a near future a new fabrication of 3D cylindrical micro-

dosimeters will be manufactured and some work needs to be done to

improve their design based on the results obtained with this research.

Moreover, the fabrication process needs to be optimized, with respect to

the first fabrication batch, to avoid the problems that arose due to its
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innovative design and its micrometric dimensions.
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Appendix A

Electrical characterization

To ensure the correct performance and electrical response of the fabricated

devices, the detectors are electrically tested with current - voltage and ca-

pacitance - voltage measurements. The measurements of current - voltage

give information of the leakage current1 and the breakdown voltage of the

detectors while the capacitance - voltage curves give the value of the full

depletion voltage, the detector capacitance and the effective doping profile

of the detector.

The electrical characterization of the detectors was performed in the

IMB-CNM laboratory shown in Figure A.1. The current - voltage charac-

terization were made with a Cascade probe station biasing the detectors

with a 2410 Keithley power supply at a controlled temperature of 20 ◦C

and with an N2 flow to reduce humidity. The capacitance voltage mea-

surements were made with an Agilent 4284A LCR Meter in R-C parallel

mode using a signal with a frequency of 10 kHz and an oscillation voltage

of 500 mV.

To obtain the I-V and C-V characteristics of the fabricated devices,

the reverse bias configuration was used. Therefore a voltage scan from 0

to negative voltage values was realized with the p-type region connected to

1Leakage current depends on the bias voltage and the temperature and limits the

smallest signal pulse that can be taken as detector output.
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Labview
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Keithleys
2410

Thermal
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controller

Figure A.1: IMB-CNM characterization lab used for the electrical

characterization - The set-up consists of: a probe station (Cascade Mi-

crotech model), a Thermal chuck, two power supplies (Keithley 2410) (one

is used for the central diode and the other for the guard ring if needed), an

Agilent 4284 LCR Meter and a PC with the TCL program.

the negative terminal of the Keithley and the n-type region to the positive

(ground) terminal.
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Readout electronics

When an quantum of ionizing radiation goes through the sensor, it cre-

ates e−h+ pairs that, when collected in the electrodes, induce a small

electrical current pulse that must be amplified correctly. This is done by

a combination of preamplifier, shaper and amplifier electronics.

Figure B.1 shows a sketch of the main components of a readout elec-

tronics where: i) the sensor converts the energy deposited by a particle

to an electrical signal; ii) the preamplifier, configured as an integrator,

converts the narrow current pulse in a voltage pulse large enough to be

treated and adapted with the minimum noise level possible; iii) the sub-

sequent CR high-pass filter introduces the desired decay time and the RC

low-pass filter limits the bandwidth and sets the rise time. These two

filters attenuate the signal at high and low frequencies where there is no

useful information, improving the signal-to-noise ratio.

During the process of signal adaptation and shaping, the signal is at-

tenuated so it is necessary to incorporate an amplifier stage. This stage is

designed so that the amplitude of the output pulse of the system is pro-

portional to the energy deposited by the incident particles in the detector.

Figure B.2 shows the designed readout system for the IMB-CNM sen-

sors. It consists of a portable readout electronics that integrates the func-

tion of preamplifier, amplifier and pulse shaping in only one electronic
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Figure B.1: Basic sketch of the readout electronics for a radiation

detector.

Figure B.2

Figure B.3: Photograph of the portable readout electronics - The

portable electronics is 10 cm length and a silicon sensor glued to a board

that will be connected to the readout electronics is also shown on the right

of the picture.

board powered by ±5 V. In this system, the parameters of the amplifica-

tion stages can be adapted or changed easily in order to use the system

with different types of detectors and particles, with different input signals.

The silicon semiconductor sensor is connected in a different board to allow

the user to test different sensors with the same readout system.

Figure B.4 shows in detail the electronic diagram of the total inte-

grated system. To obtain the spectrum of the measured radiation, this

electronics is combined with a computer-controlled multichannel pulse-

height analyzer (MCA) which is previously calibrated in energy through

the injection of an electronic pulse (see appendix C).

Two other readout electronics have been recently assembled by the

IMB-CNM radiation group with the aim of improving the signal-to-noise
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Figure B.4: Electronic diagram of the readout electronics - with

preamplifier, amplifier and pulse shaping. The test capacimeter to perform

the energy calibration is also depicted on the diagram.

ratio. Calibrations and noise measurements with different manufactured

sensors in the institute laboratory are still in process so no experimental

results will be presented in this thesis with these new electronics. The

readout electronics have been assembled with preamplifier and shaping

modules from Amptek, Inc. and Cremat, Inc products respectively.
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Appendix C

Energy calibration

To obtain the spectrum of the measured radiation, the output signal of the

readout electronics was connected to an Amptek MCA8000A Multichannel

Analyzer. The default spectrum provided by MCA is displayed in counts

vs. channels so an energy calibration needs to be done to get the energy-

spectrum. This calibration was made with the injection of an square

electronic pulse across a 2 pF test capacitance in the PCB (see Figure

B.4).

The injected voltage pulse simulates the sensor output signals, i.e.

simulates the detection of a nuclear particle interaction in a semiconduc-

tor sensor. The relation between the voltage of the injected pulse and

the energy that it simulates is 22.25 mV=1 MeV because: the energy re-

quired to create an electron-hole pair in silicon is ε=3.6 eV so, an energy

deposit of 1 MeV will create 2.78·105 electrons or 4.45·10−14 C. To sim-

ulate this energy deposit across the 2 pF test capacimeter, a voltage of

V = Q/C =22.25 mV is required. The error associated to this calibration

basically depends on the capacitance’s value and other factor like the ac-

curacy of the peak determination. For our case an error of ±5 channels in

the peak position is considered in all calibrations.

Figure C.1 shows the used setup for the energy calibration. The cali-

bration was done for each kind of detector and, in some cases, for different
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ADMCA Software

Pulse generator

MCA

Readout electronics

Figure C.1: Setup used for the energy calibration - It consists of: a

pulse generator connected to the readout electronics, a MCA multichannel

analyzer and a PC with the ADMCA Display and Acquisition Software. In

the computer screen different pulses of different pulse voltages are displayed.

bias voltages due to the influence of the sensor capacitance in the peak

position.
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